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ABSTRACT 
'I'he energy spectra of tritons and Helium-3 nuclei 
from the reactions 3ne(d,t)2p, 3n(d,3He)2n, JHe{d,JHe)pn, 
and JH(d,t)pn were measured between 6° and 20° at a bombar-
ding energy of 10.9 MeV. An upper limit of 5 µb/sr. was 
obtained for producing a bound di-neutron at 6° and 7.5°. 
The 3ne{d,t)2p and JH(d,3He)2n data, together with previous 
measurements at higher energies, have been used to investi-
gate whether one can unambiguously extract information on 
the two-nucleon system from these three-body final state 
reactions. As an aid to these theoretical investigations, 
Born approximation calculations were made employing realis-
tic nucleon-nucleon potentials and an antisymmetrized final 
state wave function for the five-particle system. These 
calculations reproduce many of the features observed in the 
experimental data and indicate that the role of exchange 
processes cannot be ignored. The results show that previous 
attempts to obtain information on the neutron-neutron 
scattering length from the 3n(d,3He)2n reaction may have 
seri·ously overestimated the precision that could be 
attained. 
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I. INTHODUCTION 
In recent years a number of reactions involving three 
strongly interacting particles in the final state have been 
used to determine low energy scattering parameters. This 
thesis describes an investigation of one of these reactions, 
JH(d, 3He)2n, for making such a determination. The study w~s 
motivated by the desire both to learn something of the 
processes involved in this reaction and to determine to what 
extent these processes might affect measuring the neutron-
neutron scattering parameters. 
The neutron-neutron effective range parameters remain 
a missing link in the study of the low energy nucleon-
nucleon system. A precise determination of these parameters 
would be helpful in confirming the charge symmetry of 
nuclear forces and in understanding the finer details of the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction. While it has been known for a 
long time that nuclear forces are nearly charge symmetric 
and, to a large extent, charge independent, small deviations 
from isospin conservation are to be expected. These 
symmetry-breaking forces, mostly attributable to electro-
magnetic effects, are related to our basic understanding of 
nuclear interactions. An accurate measurement of the 
neutron-neutron effective range parameters would be helpful 
in making the electromagnetic corrections necessary for 
understanding these finer details. 
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The low energy nucleon-nucleon system has certain 
advantages in studying small departures from isospin con-
servation. At very low energies, only B waves contribute 
significantly to the scatterings accordingly, very accurate 
phase shift analyses can be made. Since a short range 
nuclear force dominates the interaction, the energy depen-
dence of the phase shift can very nearly be expressed in a 
potential-independent way with the effective range expan-
sion. Furthermore, because the 1s0 state is almost bound, 
the scattering length is a sensitive measure of the nuclear 
interaction. Moravcsik (1964) has shown that for the 
nucleon-nucleon system a relative change in the scattering 
length is about ten times greater than the corresponding 
relative change in the potential. (For a review of isospin 
conservation that emphasizes the low energy nucleon-nucleon 
system, see the article of Henley, 1968). 
The main problem 1n determining the neutron-neutron 
effective range parameters has been to find a suitably 
measureable neutron-neutron interaction. Direct scattering, 
the best way to make the measurement, has, as yet, not been 
feasible because of experimental limitations. There are no 
neutron sources available with the high flux required for a 
colliding beam experiment, and nuclear explosions have many 
practical problems to overcome before they could be used. 
Consequently, only indirect methods have been available for 
3 
determining the scattering parameters. 
The desirability of measuring the neutron-neutron 
scattering length, coupled with the inability to use direct 
scattering, has prompted the development of the final 
state interaction approach to measuring ann• It has been 
recognized for a long t1me that interactions among the 
particles emerging from a nuclear reaction may strongly 
alter the measured spectra and cross sections. A familiar 
example of this effect is the influence of the Coulomb 
interaction on ~-decay spectra. For ~~decay the number of 
low energy electrons in the spectrum is increased by the 
attractive Coulomb force between the daughter nucleus and 
the electron, while, for ~~ecay, the number is reduced by 
the repulsive force. 
In interpreting the results of early pion-nucleon 
experiments, it was recognized that final state interactions 
profoundly influenced the observed spectra (Brueckner, 19511 
Watson and Brueckner, 1951), Watson and Stuart (1951) pro-
posed using the D(~~y)2n reaction to study the neutron-
neutron scattering, They discussed how the interaction 
between the two neutrons in the final state would distort 
the y-ray spectrum and gave a prescription for extracting 
the S-wave phase shift, In a later paper Watson (1952) gave 
a more general discussion of final state interactions. 
Migdal (1955) published a similar theory suitable for 
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nuclear reactions with three strongly interacting particles 
in the final state. In recent attempts to determine the 
nucleon-nucleon scattering parameters, the Watson-Migdal 
theory, or variations of it, has commonly been used to make 
the extraction from the observed. spectra. 
In 1961 Ilakovac, et al. observed. a pronounced. peak 
in the small-angle proton spectrum from the D(n,p)2n 
reaction. Interpreting this peak as an enhancement in the 
differential cross section due to a final state interaction 
between the neutrons, they determined the neutron-neutron 
scattering length to be -22 ± 2 F. This apparent violation 
of the charge symmetry of nuclear forces helped to spark 
new interest in the low energy neutron-neutron system. 
Since 1961 there have been a number of determinations 
of ann from D(n,p)2n and other reactions with three strongly 
interacting particles in the final state. These experiments 
have measured widely different values of ann• Currently 
there is no adequate theory for reactions with three 
strongly interacting particles in the final state, and the 
approximations necessary for extracting ann are unreliable. 
It has been found that, for a given spectrum, the extracted 
ann depends critically upon assumptions made about the 
reaction's mechanism. Unless these assumptions are proven 
to be valid, the extracted value of ~ must be considered 
unreliable, 
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Van Oers, et al. (1965) have proposed comparing 
mirror reactions as a method for eliminating the uncertainty 
in extracting ann from multinucleon reactions. The mirror 
reactions should be studied under conditions as similar as 
possible in order to match reaction mechanisms. This 
procedure would supposedly test the analysis used to de-
term1ne 8nn• since the proton-proton effective range para-
meters are accurately known from direct scattering. 
Baumgartner, et al. (1966) used the comparison pro-
cedure to determine ann = -16.1 ± 1 F and the neutron-
neutron effective range rnn = J.2 + 1.6 F from the 
3H(d,3He)2n reaction. Use of the Watson-Migdal approxi-
mation was justified. on the basis that it gave 
+0.61 3 
app = -7.69 _0 • 67 F from the He(d,t)2p reaction, in 
agreement with the value determined from proton-proton 
scattering. While ann has also been determined from the 
D(rr~y)2n reaction, the only experimental information known 
about rnn ls from the experiment of Baumgartner, et al. 
Although the use of the Watson-Migdal approximation 
by Baumgartner, et al. appears to be successful, there are 
reasons for having reservations about the results. The 
approximation is only successful in extracting app from 
the 3He(d,t)2p reaction at very forward angles. The 
method fails for other, presumably simpler, proton-proton 
final state reactions like D(p,n)2p and 3tte(p,d)2p and even 
6 
for the 3He(d,t)2p reaction at more backward angles. 
Because of the approximation's limited success, one wonders 
if it is only by chance that the Watson-Migdal prediction 
agrees with the 3He(d,t)2p forward angle triton spectra. 
This thesis describes a study of the ~e(d,t)2p 
and JH(d,3He)2n reaction mechanisms and the applicability 
of the Watson-Migdal approximation for determining the 
neutron-neutron effective range parameters from the 
3H(d,3He)2n reaction. Part II discusses the Watson-Migdal 
approximation and summarizes some previous experimental 
measurements of the proton-proton scattering length used 
to test the theoretical analysis. Part III describes 
experimental measurements of triton and ~e spectra from 
the 3He(d,t)2p, 3H(d,~e)2n, 3He(d,~e)pn, and JH(d,t)pn 
reactions which provide empirical evidence for a complex 
reaction mechanism that would violate the assumptions of the 
Watson-Migdal approximation. Part IV describes a plane wave 
Born approximation calculation of all the first order con-
tributions to the transition amplitude of the ~e(d,t)2p 
and Jii(d,~e)2n reactions. The results of the calculation 
show that reaction processes ignored in justifying the 
Watson-Migdal approximation for very forward angles may 
make important contributions to the reaction cross section. 
I At the same time, the calculated spectra for the very 
backward angles are in substantial agreement with the 
7 
experimental observations. Part V discusses the applica-
bility of the comparison method for the reactions studied 
and shows that the method is of 11m1ted value in determining 
the effective range parameters. Part VI summarizes the 
results of this study and concludes that values of the 
neutron-neutron effective range parameters determined from 
the 3ae(d,t)2p and Jii(d,3iie)2n reactions are much more 
uncertain than previously believed.. 
• 
II. FINAL STATE INTERACTIONS 
The indirect method of measuring the neutron-neutron 
scattering length has partially been prompted by the de-
velopment of easily applied theories. However, because of 
assumptions made in analyzing the observed spectra, the re-
sults of these measurements are often of questionable value. 
In this Part we briefly review the Watson-Migdal approxima-
tion, its limitations, and experimental results that illus-
trate some of the problems in its application. We also 
consider the plane wave Born approximation as an alternative 
model for analysis. The theoretical models are discussed by 
first introducing the concept of sequential reactions and 
indicating how this concept can be used to obtain an exact 
expression for the transition amplitude which includes the 
final state interaction. 
A, Sequential reactions 
Reactions with a two-nucleon final state interaction 
are often assumed to occur in two steps1 
(1) 1 + 2 - J + (N + N) 
(2) (N + N) - N + N 
In Step (1), a primary reaction mechanism produces particle 
J and a virtual di-nucleon (N + N). Then in Step (2), a 
very short time later, the virtual di-nucleon decays into 
9 
the two nucleons, N and N. This process ls indicated 
schematically in Figure 1. In order for this sequential 
assumption to be valid, the interaction between particle J 
and either of the nucleons must be much weaker than the 
interaction between the nucleons. This condition is often 
met in practice if the relative energy between particle J 
and the di-nucleon state is sufficiently high. 
From an argument due to Watson (1952), we can intui-
tively see that a strong, attractive nucleon-nucleon final 
state interaction can significantly increase the transition 
probability for the reaction. Consider the reaction to be 
occurring in the time-reversed sense; then (referring to 
Figure 1) the attractive nucleon-nucleon interaction U 
causes the incident nucleons to momentarily "cling together" 
in the di-nucleon state until particle J interacts with them 
to produce particles 1 and 2. Thus, we would expect the 
amplitude for producing particles 1 and 2 to be enhanced if 
the relative energy in the nucleon-nucleon system is close 
to the resonance energy of the di-nucleon. We would also 
expect that the probability for the reaction to occur ls 
roughly proportional to the nucleon-nucleon scattering cross 
section. Therefore , from detailed balancing, we would 
expect the corresponding three-body break-up reaction to be 
enhanced. 
10 
FIGURE 1 
Schema.tic diagram of the sequential reaction mechanism. 
Incident particles 1 and 2 interact via the primary process 
Vproducing particle 3 and a virtual di-neucleon. The di-
nucleon decays via the final state interaction U into 
nucleons N and N. 
11 
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FIGURE 1 
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These qualitative ideas indicate how potential theory 
can incorporate final state interactions. Since derivations 
of the exact transition amplitude have been given elsewhere 
(see, for example, Watson (1952), Goldberger and Watson 
(1964), or Gillespie (1964)), we shall only summarize the 
results in the following discussion. 
From standard perturbation theory the expression for 
the differential cross section for transitions into the 
continuum is 
2 
du = 21TI T1 i I P(E)/hvi (3) 
where vi is the relative velocity of the incident and 
target pa.r1;1cles, p(E) is the density of final states, and 
Tf i is the transition amplitude between the initial and 
final states. 
&lua.tion (J) can be rewritten to allow a. comparison 
with the experimentally observed energy spectra.. From 
van Oers and Sla.us (1967), the center-of-mass differential 
cross section for detecting only one particle in the final 
state (which we have labeled particle J) 1s given by 
(4) 
The integration over dO can be made immediately if we 
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restrict the energy of the relative motion of the unobserved 
nucleons to less than 5 MeV so that they can be described by 
an S-state wave function. The expression 1n the brackets 
then becomes the absolute square of the transition ampli-
tude' I Tf i r ' which includes an average over 1n1 ti al spin 
substates. 
The transition amplitude, as shown in formal scatter-
ing theory, is given by 
for an interaction H = H
0 
+ Vt• Here H0 represents the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian, Vt the total perturbing inter-
action, and </>1 a plane-wave final state. 
solution to the integral equation 
'lt,c+> 1s the 
I 
'11+> = «A. + 1 v, 'l'i(+) E-H.+ iE 
with outgoing spherical waves of energy E. 
(5) 
(6) 
In the first paper explicitly dealing with final state 
interactions, Watson considered processes which could be 
described by a Hamiltonian with two separable potentials, 
H = H0 + V + u. As motivated by his qualitative discussion 
of sequential processes which we just presented above, V 
was taken to describe the production process, while U was 
14 
assumed to ooour only between two particles in the final 
state. He showed that the transition matrix of Equation (5) 
could be written 
where ""(+) I 1s defined 1n Equation (6), xi-> f 
(7) 
is the 
scattering state function of the particles interacting in 
the final state and is defined by 
x<t-> = "", + 1 u x1-> 
o/. E-H - iE f 
0 
(8) 
Here ~; and <P, satisfy the Schrodinger equations 
(9) 
in the initial and final states, respectively. The second 
term of Equation (7) is usually neglected in final state 
formalisms, since 1t is assumed that the final state inter-
action U does not connect initial and final states. The 
analysis can be extended for rearrangement collisions, 
following Gell-Mann and Goldberger (195J), with the result 
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Tf'i = < x~;-> I V I 'l'i<+> > (10) 
where 
'It,(+)= 1 v 'It,(+) 
' E - H0 - U + iE 1 
(11) 
and 
(12) 
• Here H0 represents the rearranged Hamiltonian of the final 
state. 
Expression (7) or (10) is the starting equation for 
the approximate theories used in interpreting experimental 
spectra. Two different approaches have frequently been 
taken in evaluating the transition amplitude. The most 
straightforward approach is to explicitly calculate the 
transition matrix by assuming sUfficiently tractable forms 
for the wave functions and potentials. This has been the 
approach of the Born approximation calculations which will 
be discussed in Section c. The other approach is that of 
Watson. He recognized that for some reactions the effects 
of the final state interaction would completely dominate 
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the observed spectra, so that the important part of the 
total transition amplitude would be the amplitude for 
scattering between the interacting pair of the final state. 
We shall describe Watson's approximation in the next 
section. 
B. Watson-Migd.al Approximation 
If particle 3 does not interact with either of the 
nucleons in the final state, then the final state wave 
function has the form 
(13) 
where 4'<r3,r> represents the wave function of the relative 
motion of particle 3 with respect to the center-of-mass of 
the two nucleonss •<~>represents the bound state wave 
function of particle 3 r 4i<r> represents the two-nucleon 
scattering wave function1 and '1t represents the spin wave 
function. Using Equation (13), the spatial representation 
of the transition amplitude becomes 
(14) 
In the Watson approximation, 4i<r> is assumed to have 
approximately the same momentum dependence as its asymptotic 
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form throughout the spatial region of integration defined 
by the finite range ot V in :Equation (14). Furthermore, the 
momentum dependence is assumed to be factorable from the 
radial dependence. The validity of these assumptions is 
crucial to the Watson-Migdal approximation, and we shall 
discuss them in the next few paragraphs. 
Suppose the nucleon-nucleon interaction is of range 
b. Then, for r ~ b, the asymptotic form of f/>(r> is 
</)(k,r> = e- io(f
0
cos<cS> + g.sin<8>)/kr (15) 
where 8 = 8(k) is the 1s0 phase shift. For an n-n or n-p 
system 
f 0 = sin(kr) 
g0 = cos(kr) 
and for the p-p system 
f 0 = F0 (kr) 
go = Go(kr) 
where F0 (kr) and G0 (kr) are the regular and irregular 
S-wave Coulomb functions, respectively. Now for r ~ b, 
the radial shape of f/i(r> is insensitive to the value of k 
for the nucleon-nucleon energy range of interest. 
Physically, this is because k at most corresponds to an 
11 
energy of 4 MeV, which is small compared to a nucleon-
nucleon well depth of the order of 50 MeV. Inside the 
range b the momentum dependence approximately becomes a 
normalizing factor for the radial dependence so that we 
can write 
~k,r) • N(k)v(r) 
This fact 1s born out by the numerical solutions to the 
Schrod1nger equation for a nucleon-nucleon interaction. 
(16) 
A similar factorization occurs for the region r ~ b 
if kr << 1. To see this, assume kr << 1, so that 1f 
or 
and 
or 
where 
f = sin(kr) ~ kr - (kr)3/3! + 
0 
= F (kr) = C('J1)kr(l + r/2R) + ••• 
0 
2 g = cos (kr) "' 1 - (kr) /2 t + • • • ( 1 7) 
0 
= G (kr) 
0 
= (1 + ((r/R)(ln(r/R) + h('J1) + 2y - 1) + ••• )/c(.,,) 
C("1) = (2n'J1/(exp(2n"1) - 1)) 
h('J1) = "12~{1/(n(n2+ "12))}- ln"1 - 0.57722 
R = ti.2/2me2 = 28 .8 F 
T/ = me2/2i'12k 
y = 0.57722 
(18) 
Using Equation (16), the effective range expansion for the 
phase shift (Jackson and Blatt, 1950) 
c2 (11)koot(3) + h(1J)/R"' - l/a + (1/2)r
0
k2 + ••• (19) 
19 
and neglecting terms of order (kr)2 , ~. we obtain from 
Equation (1.5) 
-i8 ( ) 2 
cPlk r) = esin a (1 - r/a + r k r/2 + ••• )/r 
' C(17)k o 
• e-ic5sin(8)f(r) 
c (17)k 
(20) 
so that the momentum dependence 1s approximately factored 
from the radial dependence. This result also holds for the 
n-n and n-p systems if we replace O~> by 1. 
If we arbitrarily assume the normalization v(b) = 1, 
we f1nd from Equation (20) that for r ~ b 
(21) 
Then, using F.quat1ons (20) and (21), we have from F.quation 
(14) i8 
lfi= e-C(~~(B) [(J/b)(l - b/a + r 0 bk2/2 + ••• )11JJ~<r3,r)'1J(r3)v(rlV~d~dT' 
+ Ylfj[c.1ir)(1- r/o + r,,r!l/2 + ··-) '1J<r3,r) '1J<r3) V 'l';f+td~dTJ ( 22) 
where the integration 1s divided into two parts1 an inner 
core region of r ~ b and an outer region of r ~ b. If the 
factor 1n the square brackets is independent of k, we 
obtain the Watson-Migdal approximation 
(23) 
where T0 gives the amplitude for three-particle break-up, 
and e-i&sin<•>/(0'1>k) is an enhancement factor due to the f 1nal 
state interaction. Except for the negative sign of the 
20 
phase shift in the exponential, this enhancement factor ls 
the S-wave scattering amplitude between the final state 
nucleons. The essential feature of the Watson-Migdal 
approximation is the replacement of the momentum dependence 
of c/>1r> with what amounts to the NN scattering amplitude. 
Since the NN scattering amplitude is simply related to the 
phase shifts and cross sections, it is easy to use in 
analyzing experimental data. 
The conditions required for the validity of the 
Watson-Migdal approximation can be determined from the 
factor in square brackets of Equation (22). For nucleon-
nucleon final state energies under consideration 
(0 ~ ~N ~ 4 MeV), the factorization will always be valid 
in the inner core region, since kb is always significantly 
less than 1. However, for the Watson-Migdal approximation 
to be valid in the outer region, the function V'll,Hi I must 
fall rapidly enough to cut off terms of order r 0 rk
2 and 
higher. Interpreting calculations due to Haybron (1968), 
we find that the range of V'l'if+t must be less than 5 F. 
This condition is not often met in practice, as will be 
shown in Section D. 
Using the transition amplitude given by Equation (23) 
in Equation (4), the Watson-Migdal prediction for the 
differential cross section per unit energy can be written 
in the form 
21 
(24) 
For the n-n or n-p system we replace c(~) by 1 and set 
h(~) = o. In practice, Equation (24) is used to fit the 
experimentally observed spectra with IT
0
\
2
, a, and r 0 as 
arbitrary parameters. 
c. Plane Wave Born Approximation 
The purpose of this Section is to direct attention 
to the plane wave Born approximation (PWBA) as an alterna-
tive method of analysis of reactions with final state 
interactions. The method has an even longer history of 
application to multiparticle final state reactions than 
the Watson-Migdal approximation. The PWBA has been used, 
for example, bys 
Wu and Ashk1n, 1948 
Gluckstern and Bethe, 1951 
Frank and Gammel, 1954 
Heckrotte and MacGregor, 1958 
Koehler and Hann, 1964; Koehler, 1965 
Yu and Me7erhot, 1966 
Henley, Richards, and Yu, 1967 
van Oers and S·laus, 1967 
These calculations have brought out the complexity of the 
total mechanism involved in reactions among the light 
nuclei. To make the calculations tractable, most PWBA 
calculations have included additional simplifications 
beyond that of plane waves. Some calculations have 
employed zero-range interactions to separate the coordinates 
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in the overlap integrals. Others have assumed a dominant 
reaction mechanism such as a pickup process or a charge 
exchange mode and have neglected the other possible contri-
butions. It is not by accident that the most complicated. 
processes are the ones that are neglected.. Only the calcu-
lation for the simplest system (the D(n,p)2n reaction) by 
Koehler and Mann includes all the possible processes with 
realistic interactions. 
In contrast to the Watson-Migdal approximation, the 
PWBA includes the effect of the primary reaction mechanism 
on the predicted spectra via the function v~ in I 
Equation (14). This allows study of the contributions of 
different reaction processes to the total reaction mechanism 
and provides a way to investigate possible interferences 
among these different processes. 
Of course, the PWBA also has severe limitations. The 
approximation is questionable at low energies where distor-
tion effects in the incident and exit channels should be 
appreciable. However, for reactions among light nuclei, the 
interaction which causes a given reaction is generally a 
large part of the interaction which causes the elastic 
scattering. Thus, the distorted wave Born approximation 
(DWBA.) is not such a good approximation, either, and the 
PWBA. may be somewhat better for lighter nuclei than for 
heavier ones. The neglect of many-body forces is another 
limitation of the PWBA. While calculations are now being 
made based on the exact three-body equations of Fadeev 
(1960), they also require simplifying assumptions about 
the nuclear force. The effects of these assumptions are 
not thoroughly understood; therefore, it would be somewhat 
premature to use the method as a reliable analytical tool. 
Despite its limitations, the PWBA is a logical first 
step toward understanding the total reaction mechanism 
among light nuclei. Unfortunately, the difficulty of 
realistic PWBA calculations for even the simplest systems 
has greatly diminished its appeal. 
D. Comparison with Experiment 
The Watson-Migdal approach to evaluating the transi-
tion amplitude is most reliable when applied to reactions 
involving short range primary interactions such as D(~;y)2n. 
In such reactions, 1t is to be expected that the function 
V~ will vanish sufficiently fast to separate the momen-
tum dependence from the spatial integration. Furthermore, 
the observed particle cannot interact strongly with the 
interacting pair of the final state, thus eliminating a 
major source of uncertainty. Bander (1964) has estimated 
the theoretical uncertainty in the value of ann determined. 
from the D(~;y)2n reaction to be + 1 F. Several determin-
ations have been made using this reaction• 
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Phillips and Crowe, 1954 
Ryan, 1964 
Haddock, et al., 1965 
Nygren, 1968 
Butler, et al., 1968 
Haddock, et al. found ann = -16.4 ± 1.J F, in agreement with 
the calculations of Heller, et al. (1964), which were based on 
the charge symmetry of nuclear forces and the low energy p-p 
scattering results. However, re-analysis of the data of Had-
dock, et al. by Nygren gives ann = -18.4 + 1.5 F. The most 
recent measurement by Butler, et al. finds ann = -1J.1 -J. 4 F. 
+2.4 
The application of the Watson-Migdal approximation 
to nuclear reactions having three strongly interacting 
particles in the final state is much more uncertain. In 
some reactions the observed spectra can be fitted with the 
approximation. Bacher (1966) has found that the high energy 
region of the proton spectra from JHe(3rie,p)5Li can be 
fitted with the Watson-Migdal approximation and the known 
5Li ground state phase shifts. A noteworthy feature of 
these proton spectra is that the enhancement due to the 
5Li ground state break-up is prominent over a wide range 
of angles (20° to 160°) and incident energies (J to 18 MeV). 
Thus, the observed spectra are not sensitive to the primary 
interaction mechanism. On the other hand, the Watson-Migdal 
approximation fails completely to predict the shape of the 
neutron and deuteron spectra from the D(p,n)2p and 
3He(p,d)2p reactions with the known p-p effective range 
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parameters (van Oers and Slaus, 19671 Tombrello and Bacher, 
1965). 
There has been growing evidence that a detailed 
knowledge of each of the possible processes which contribute 
to the total reaction mechanism is needed to reliably 
apply the Watson-Migdal approximation. Phillips (1964), 
using the impulse approximation, has shown that the proton 
and neutron spectra from the D(n,p)2n and D(p,n)2p reactions 
may be markedly different from the Watson-Migdal prediction 
if the reactions occur through a long range charge-exchange 
process. Without recourse to specific models, we see that 
a long ran.ge interaction corresponds to the function V'l';f+i 
falling too slowly to justify Watson's approximation. A 
PWBA analysis of the data of Jakobsen, et al. (1965) for 
the .3iie(d,t)2p reaction by Henley, et al, has shown that 
the experimental angular distribution can be qualitatively 
explained by assuming different reaction mechanisms in the 
forward and backward hemispheres. For forward angles, a 
simple stripping mechanism was assumed, while, for backward 
angles, a charge exchange process was assumed to dominate. 
Extending their analysis to the DWBA (admittedly question-
able for such light nuclei), they found that both processes 
contributed significantly at all o.m. angles. The applica-
bility of the Watson-Migdal approximation to the JHe(d,t)2p 
reaction has been studied by Morton, et al. (1968), where 
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triton spectra were measured for laboratory angles 5° and 
180° at a center-of-mass energy of 20 MeV. For the 5° 
spectrum, the Watson-Migdal prediction agreed, but at 180° 
(measured using D(3He,t)2p at o0 with the appropriate .Jiie 
incident energy), the measured spectrum was much narrower 
than predicted. Re-interpreting their 180° spectrum using 
the charge exchange mechanism formulated by Henley, et al., 
Morton, et al. obtained much better agreement. 
The above-mentioned studies using p-p final state 
interactions demonstrate that it is difficult to know 
~ priori if the Watson-Migdal approximation (or any approxi-
mation that ignores the primary mechanism) will be appli-
cable to a multinucleon final state reaction. To remove the 
uncertainty in extracting n-n effective range parameters 
from such reactions, it has been proposed that the mirror 
I 
reaction be studied under as identical conditions as possi-
ble (van Oers, et al., 19651 van Oers and Slaus, 1967). 
Thus, the theoretical analysis could be tested using the 
known p-p effective range parameters. 
Using this method of comparative analysis, Baum-
gartner, et al. (1966) studied the mirror reactions 
JHe(d,t)2p and JH(d,JHe)2n to determine the n-n scattering 
length. Using the Watson-Migdal approximation to analyze a 
JHe spectrum measured at 6° with an incident deuteron energy 
of J2.5 MeV, they found ann = -16.1 + 1.0 F. The use 
of the Watson-Migdal approximation was justified on the 
+0.61 
basis that it also gave app = -7.69 -0.6? F for the mirror 
reaction (in agreement with the results of low energy p-p 
scattering). 
In the next Part we describe measurements of the 
JHe and triton spectra from the 3H(d,Jiie)2n, .'.3iie(d,t)2p, 
.'.3ii(d,t)pn, and Jiie(d,3iie)pn reactions at several forward 
angles for a deuteron energy of 10.91 MeV. These measure-
ments were undertaken to determine if the Watson-Migdal 
approximation could fit the observed spectra and, if so, 
what values of ann would be required. 
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III. ENERGY SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS 
In this Part we describe measurements of the triton 
and Jrre energy spectra at very forward angles from the 
3He(d,t)2p, JH(d,3He)2n, 3He(d,~e)pn, and ~(d,t)pn 
reactions. Accurate measurements were made to test how 
well the Watson-Migdal approximation fitted the observed 
spectra at seven laboratory angles between 6° and 20 °. As 
discussed in Part II, a rapid variation in the observed 
spectrum shape would indicate that the conditions necessary 
for the validity of the Watson-Migdal approximation would 
not be met. Additionally, accurate measurements of the 
spectra would permit study of the value of the scattering 
length extracted as a function of the energy region of the 
spectra fitted. 
In this experiment gaseous tritium and 3He targets 
were bombarded with 11 MeV deuterons. Mass-three nuclei 
from the nuclear reactions were detected by an array of 
counters placed along the focal plane of a 61 cm double-
focusing magnetic spectrometer. Section A of this Part 
describes the apparatus used in this experiment, while 
Section B discusses the experimental procedures and data re-
duction. Section C presents the results of the experiment. 
A. Apparatus 
1. Deuteron Beam 
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The beam of 11 MeV deuterons used in this experiment 
was obtained from the ONR-CIT tandem van de Graaff accele-
rator (for a description of the production and acceleration 
of ion beams in tandem accelerators, see the review article 
by Rose, 1967). A negati.vely charged deuteron beam, 
typically about 10 m1croamperes, was produced 1n a negative 
ion source and injected in the machine. After acceleration, 
the energy of the beam was measured by passing the beam 
through a 90° uniform-field analyzing magnet. The beam was 
then passed through collimating slits and into the target 
chamber of the spectrometer. Figure 2 shows the relation-
ship of the incident beam to the chamber's gas target cell 
and to the position of· the spectrometer. After passing 
through the target gas, the beam was stopped by the walls 
of the target cell (held at+ JOO V), and the resulting 
current was integrated. An Eldorado model CI-110 current 
integrator was employed, and leakage current was held to a 
very small fraction of the beam current. The beam current 
on the target cell ranged between 100 and 400 nanoamperes, 
depending upon the spectrometer's angle of observation and 
the amount of acceptable dead time in the detection system. 
The beam energy at the center of the target cell was cal-
culated to be 10.91 MeV using the stopping curves of 
Whaling (1958). The beam's energy uncertainty was 
+ 17 keV. 
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2. Target Gases 
The tritium target gas presented two additional 
problems not encountered with the 3He gas. First, since 
it is an isotope of hydrogen, tritium readily exchanges 
with the normal hydrogen with which it comes in contact. 
Therefore, tritium easily contaminates and ls easily con-
taminated by any hydrogenous material. We attempted to 
minimize contaminating the tritium by using hydrogen-free 
materials in constructing those parts of the apparatus with 
which the tritium came in contact. Second, because of its 
radioactivity, tritium ls a serious health hazard and has 
to be handle~ carefully. Ordinary laboratory radiation 
detectors cannot be used with tritium since the ~-decay 
energy is so low the emitted electrons cannot penetrate the 
detector's windows. Because of the gas's properties, 
special techniques had to be employed in working with the 
tritium. The methods used in this experiment were essen-
tially those employed by Spiger (1967), and Appendix c of 
his thesis should be consulted for a more complete descrip-
tion of how the gas was handled. 
The tritium and JHe gases were used in the same tar-
get system so that the measurements of the mirror reactions 
were made under as identical conditions as possible. Only 
two cubic centimeters of tritium (STP) were used in the ex-
periment to limit the activity to approximately five Curies. 
The tritium was obtained. from the Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The 3He target gas was obtained 
from the Mound Laboratory, Miamisburg, Ohio, with an analy-
zed purity of 99.36%. The 3He gas, of course, presented 
none of the experimental difficulties associated with the 
tritium. 
J. Spectrometer Target System 
Previously built gas targets for the spectrometer 
were not suitable for tritium, and a new system had to be 
constructed. The new spectrometer target system had to 
meet several requirements set by the purpose of the experi-
ment, the properties of the tritium target gas, and the 
existing apparatus. The design had tos (1) minimize 
hazards to the laboratory equipment and personnel; (2) be 
compatable with the target chamber and slit system of the 
spectrometer; (J) allow measurements at very forward labora-
tory angles; (4) minimize contamination of the tritium 
target with hydrogen; and (5) be easily tested and safely 
stored. The system built to satisfy these requirements is 
described in the following paragraphs. 
From previous experiments with the tritium target 
system of Spiger, target cell foils of the thickness re-
quired for this experiment were found to be quite stable for 
long periods of time. Because of this past experience, it 
was felt that a simple, straightforward design would be the 
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best approach for safely using a tritium target in the 
spectrometer. Figure 3 is a sectional view of the completed 
target system as it would appear in use with the spectro-
meter. 
The system was built around a Lucite disk that served 
as the lid to the spectrometer target chamber. The disk 
insulated the target cell from the spectrometer so that 
the cell could be used as a beam stop. The disk also made 
the connection between chamber vacuum and the system's gas 
manifold. Attached to the top of the disk was an aluminum 
frame that supported the system's gas manifold, tritium 
reservoir, differential pressure gauge, and interconnecting 
plumbing. 
A small-volume, brass target cell with internal 
dimensions of 2.54 cm high by 5.08 cm in diameter was 
attached to the underside of the Lucite lid. The small 
volume of the cell minimized the amount of tritium required 
for a useable target density. However, the internal dimen-
sions of the cell were still of sufficient size in relation 
to the collimating slits that particles scattered from the 
walls, top, and bottom of the cell were prevented from 
entering the spectrometer. The cell had t inch thick 
walls that provided structural rigidity for the relatively 
long beam entrance window and that also provided part of 
the heat sink required for the foil soldering when the 
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FIGURE J 
A vertical section of the tritium target system as it 
appears when placed in the target chamber of the spectro-
meter. The numbered items of the figure correspond to 
those listed belowi 
(1) Spectrometer Target Chamber 
(2) Gas Target Cell 
(J) Extension 'rube 
(4) Primary Collimating Slit 
(5) Entrance Foil 
(6) Exit Foil 
(7) Insulating Teflon Block 
( 8) Ivlanif old 
(9) Nupro Valve 
(10) Tritium Reservoir 
(11) Uranium tritide 
(12) Metering Valve 
(13) Differential Pressure Gaug e 
(14) Aluminum Frame 
(15) Lucite Chamber Lid 
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FIGURE .3 
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cell was constructed. The beam entrance window was made by 
milling a t inch slot through a 140° angular range in one 
side of the cell and covering the slot with a 1/10 mil 
Havar foil (obtained from Precision Metals Division, 
Hamilton Watch Company, Lancaster, Pennsylvania). The 
comparatively thick Havar was chosen because the entrance 
window's large area required a strong material that was easy 
to handle. At 11 MeV the incident beam only su:ff ered a 1% 
energy loss in passing through the Havar foil. Protruding 
from the side of the cell was an extension tube that was 
part of the target collimating syste~ for the spectrometer. 
A 1/16 inch vertical slot recessed in the end of the tube 
served as the first collimating slit. The extension tube 
increased the distance between the first slit and the target 
region in the gas, thus permitting measurements at very 
forward angles without unduly increasing the cell's volume. 
0 
The cell's exit window was a 6,150 A foil (obtained from the 
Chromium Corporation of America, Waterbury, Connecticut), 
soldered. over the end of the extension tube. The exit foil 
was as thin as possible (consistent with safety) to minimize 
the 3He ions' energy loss and straggle in passing through 
the foil. For the spectra at very forward. angles, the 
major contribution to the energy resolution came from the 
energy straggle in the exit foil (see Table I). Figure 2 
shows the relationship between the entrance window, 
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extension tube, and exit window. 
Both the entrance and exit foils were soldered to the 
cell to eliminate adhesive joints that would have contained 
hydrogen. The entrance foil was soldered with commercial 
50/50 solder that melted around J6o° F. The exit foil was 
soldered with Cerrobend (obtained from the Cerro de Pasco 
Corporation, New York, New York). Cerrobend is a bismuth 
based eutectic alloy that melts at 158° F. It was chosen 
because of its much lower melting temperature than the 
50/50 solder; thus, the exit foil could be soldered to the 
cell without endangering the seal of the previously soldered 
entrance foil. Tests proved that Cerrobend could provide a 
satisfactory seal, even though it is not normally used as 
a solder. As a safety precaution against peeling, all the 
soldered foil joints were coated externally with epoxy 
cement. 
The target call was connected to the gas handling 
system through an insulating teflon block. Figure 4 is a 
schematic diagram of the gas handling system. The gas 
manifold interconnected the major components of the systems 
the gas target cell, the tritium reservoir, the differential 
pressure gauge, and the Helium inlet metering valve. The 
manifold was fitted with three special all-metal bellows-
sealed valves (Nuclear Products Company, Cleveland, Ohio, 
valve model B-4H) for handling the tritium. One of the 
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FIGURE 4 
A schematic diagram of the tritium target gas handling 
system. The numbered items correspond to those listed 
below: 
(1) Spectrometer Target Chamber 
(2) Gas Target Cell 
(J} Manifold 
(4) Tritium Reservoir 
(5) Differential Pressure Gauge 
(6) Nupro Valve 
(7) Metering Valve 
(8) Safety Vacuum Pump-out Valve 
42 
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FIGURE 4 
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Nupro valves led to a metering valve that admitted the 
target Jiie gas or the 4ae gas used in leak testing. A 
second valve led to the tritium reservoir. The third 
valve led to the spectrometer target chamber and the vacuum 
side of the differential pressure gauge. One side of the 
differential pressure gauge (a low volume aneroid type 
obtained from Wallace and Tierman, Inc., Belleville, New 
Jersey, model FA-141, pressure range 0 - 50 mm) was connect-
ed directly to the manifold and gas cell, while the other 
side was connected to the spectrometer target chamber. 
Thus, the gauge always indicated the pressure on the cell's 
foil windows. All the joints of the system were either 
soldered or sealed with teflon to minimize contaminating 
the tritium. The gas lines were kept short and were of 
small diameter to minimize the volume of the gas handling 
system. 
The tritium reservoir is similar to the one used by 
Spiger. For safety and convenience in storage and in 
handling, the tritium was kept in the reservoir in the form 
of uranium tritide. Around the reservoir was wound a 
nichrome-wire heater coil. When it was desired to fill the 
target cell, the reservoir was heated, decomposing the 
uranium tritide and releasing the tritium. Later the cell 
could be emptied by re-exposing the tritium to the cooled 
uranium. 
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A concerted e:f:fort insured that the target system was 
1eak-free. The system was tested many times with a Helium 
leak detector at a pressure three times that which would be 
obtained with tritium. No detectable leak was acceptable, 
and several sets of foils were tried until a leak-free 
system was obtained. 
4. Particle Collimation 
For a gas target, a pair of collimating slits are 
needed to define the target region seen by the spectrometer, 
since, in a gas target, scatterings and reactions occur 
along every point of the beam path. Figure 5 illustrates 
how the geometrical configuration of the collimating slits 
defines the target thickness seen by the spectrometer. 
When extracting dif:ferential cross sections from the 
measured particle yields, it was convenient to use the 
"G0 -factor", a geometrical quantity defined as the product 
of the observed target thickness and the solid angle sub-
tended by the detection system. To first order this factor 
is given by 
Here 
= solid angle subtended by the 
detection system 
(25) 
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FIGURE 5 
A schematic diagram of the coll1mat1on geometry for the 
magnetic spectrometer. The target region along the beam 
path which illuminates the spectrometer is defined by the 
primary collimating slit and the detection aperture. The 
diagram shows the parameters for determining the detection 
solid angle and target thickness discussed on pages 42 
and 45. 
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FIGURE 5 
and 
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= w\h 
R 
For the spectrometer, the detection system 
aperture width, w2 , is determined by the 8 
slit; the height, h, is determined by the <l> 
slit; and R is the distance from the center 
of the target chamber to the entrance slits. 
target thickness seen at the labora-
t.ory angle 83 
w1R 
= ......,------d sin(83 ) 
where w1 = width of the first collimation 
slit, and d = separation between the first 
slit and the detection aperture. 
A more exact treatment which includes effects due to the 
finite beam size and variation of the differential cross 
section over the collimation angle has been given by 
Silverstein (1959). 
B, Procedure 
1. Data Acquisition 
For a gas target, the differential cross section per 
unit energy averaged over the energy and angular resolution 
factors for the experimental configuration, at an angle 8 
and energy E, is given by 
(26) 
where 
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~ = the detection efficiency 
Nb = the number of incident particles 
Nt = the number of target nuclei per cmJ 
L:ifl = the target thickness times the solid 
angle 
LlE = the energy resolution of spectrometer 
Y(E,8) = the number of particles observed in the 
intervals Afl and AE 
Since current theories for final state interactions 
do not predict the absolute value of the differential cross 
section, only a relative consistency between points in the 
spectrometer scans was required to study the shapes of the 
spectra. Nevertheless, it is valuable to have a good 
estimate of the absolute value to set a limit on the cross 
section for producing a bound di-neutron and for more 
refined calculations of the future. Therefore, a reasonable 
degree of care was taken in the measurements required for 
determining each of the parameters of Equation (26). The 
procedure used in acquiring these data with the previously 
described apparatus will be outlined in the following para-
graphs. 
The measurements were scheduled so that two consecu-
tive days were available with the spectrometer to minimize 
handling the target system. To ins ure the correct 
positioning of the gas cell required for collimation, the 
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system was aligned optically with respect to the spectro-
meter. With the magnet set at 90°, the beam line through 
the target chamber was established with a transit by 
aligning the beam entrance hole and the center of the 90° 
access port in the side of the target chamber. The gas cell 
was then positioned in the target chamber so that a refer-
ence index (scribed at 90° with respect to the cell's exit 
slit) coincided with the beam line. With this procedure, 
the observation angle was determined to the same precision 
0 
as the spectrometer could be set, ± 0.1 • 
Several safety precautions were taken when tritium 
was used in the target cell. To protect the laboratory, a 
closed liquid-nitrogen-cooled Zeolite trap was attached. to 
the exhaust port of the spectrometer's mechanical fore-pump. 
In the event of a tritium leak, this trap would have pre-
vented contamination of the laboratory. The target room 
was continuously monitored with a tritium "sniffer" 
(Johnston Laboratories, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland; model 
755B). Also, the pressure of the gas target cell was 
continuously monitored from the accelerator control room 
using closed-circuit television. 
The energy spectra of the mass-three nuclei were 
measured with the CIT 61 cm magnetic spectrometer and 16 
counter array. The magnetic spectrometer provided both the 
energy resolution and the particle discrimination required 
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for the measurements. Good energy resolution was important 
for accurately measuring the spectrum shape needed for 
testing the Watson-Migdal final state interaction theory. 
Particle discrimination was important for measurements at 
very forward angles, since the large number of elastically 
scattered deuterons would have smothered the mass-three 
particles without the separation of particle species. Even 
with the spectrometer, regions of the 6°, 7.5°, and 10° 
spectra were obscured by the elastically scattered 
deuterons coming through the magnet. Groce (1963) has 
given a detailed description of the construction and 
operation of the magnetic spectrometer. 
The spectrometer has a slow data accumulation rate 
because it only measures a small segment of the energy 
spectrum at a given magnetic field setting. This disad-
vantage was offset somewhat by using an array of 16 Au-Si 
surface barrier semiconductor detectors mounted in the 
focal plane of the spectrometer. A detailed description 
of the design and use of this array and its associated 
.. 
electronics has been given by McNally (1966) and by Moss 
(1968). Most of the data were taken with the array. 
The spectrometer measurements were made by starting 
well above the kinematic three-body end point (the maximum 
energy available to the observed particle) and then slowly 
working downward in energy. The settings of the magnet 
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were made (using an NMR probe) so that the spectrometer 
scans would overlap by 50%. This overlapping of scans 
averaged out uncertainties in the spectrum introduced by 
differences in the counters. When the triton spectra were 
measured, a thin (.00636 mm) aluminum foil was placed in 
front of the array. This was necessary because tr1tons 
and cJire+) ions analyzed by the spectrometer at a fixed 
field setting have equal energies. The aluminum foil 
lowered the (3He+) ions' energy relative to the triton 
energy, thus separating the particles. 
The angular aperture of the spectrometer entrance 
slits was on the order of '10 = ± 1 ° and '1<1> = + 2°. A slit 
in front of each counter defined the relative energy 
resolution At to be about 1/400. The total experimental 
resolution, due to energy straggling in the entrance and 
exit foils of the cell and the finite energy and angular 
resolutions of the spectrometer, is summarized in Table I 
for each angle of each reaction measured. 
A different electronics system was used for the 
3H(d,3tte)2n three- body end point scans at 6° and 7.5° and 
for the 3tt(d,t)pn scans at 6°. For these measurements, 
eight counters of the array were selected and fed into two 
RIDL 400 channel pulse height analyzers, each operated 
in the 4 x 100 channel mode. The increase from 64 to 100 
channels improved the analysis of the detector pulses. 
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Also, the system was felt to be more reliable than the 
standard system using the Nuclear Data 160 analyzer because 
of the improved pulse routing. Since the three-body end-
point scans were used to set a limit on the cross section 
for producing a bound di-neutron, 1t was important to 
minimize stray counts. 
The number of deuterons incident on the target was 
determined from the charge accumulated by the gas cell. 
Each scan with the spectrometer was terminated when the 
charge reached a preset limit. After each scan, the tem-
perature and pressure of the target gas was measured. 
About 15 mm of Hg pressure was used on all runs. The 
temperature of the target gas was measured by assuming that 
it was in equilibrium with the cell. (Localized heating 
of the gas along the beam path was expected to be small 
because of the small energy loss of the beam in the gas.) 
An accurate thermometer (+ 0.05° C) was attached to the top 
of the gas cell to monitor the temperature. From the 
temperature and pressure data, the number of target nuclei 
per cmJ was determined. 
2. Data Reduction 
In reducing the data, corrections were made fora 
changes in target thickness due to slight changes in tem-
perature and pressure; energy loss of the incident beam and 
detected particles in the foils and target gas; dead time 
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of the electronics system; variations in the effective area 
and efficiency of the counters; and the effective radial 
position of each counter in the spectrometer. The correc-
tions for the variations between the counters was made with 
correction factors determined by requiring agreement with 
the spectrum shape observed with the central counter of 
the array. Several sets of correction factors were measur-
ed, and the sets were in agreement to within 5%. An array 
data reduction computer program was written (largely by 
Dr. A. D. Bacher) to make the above corrections. This 
program is described in Appendix A. 
In calculating the energy spectra with Equation (26), 
the yield, Y(E,8), and energy resolution, AE, were handled 
as a single quantity. For the magnetic spectrometer, the 
relative energy resolution AE/E is constant so that the 
quantity Y(E,8)/AE can be written as Y(E,8)/(RE~) with 
RE = AE/E. Since the particle energy E is proportional to 
f 2 where f is the frequency measured with the NMR probe, 
the spectra are proportional to Y(E,8)/f2 • It is this 
quantity that the computer program mentioned above calcu-
lates. 
A portion of each forward angle triton spectrum, in 
the energy region around 7 MeV, is obscured by the tail of 
the intense group of elastically scattered deuterons. In 
these regions, the deuteron background was substracted as 
reliably as possible, but many of the data points had to be 
eliminated. This difficulty remains for the lower energy 
regions of the 6° triton spectra. This problem does not 
occur for the JHe spectra because the (JHe++) ions have an 
energy greater than the deuterons for a given field setting 
of the spectrometer. 
As discussed in Section III-A-4, the target thickness 
times the solid angle is given to first order by the geo-
metrical factor, G0 • G0 was calculated from the previously 
measured dimensions of the spectrometer, but, since the zero 
settings of the entrance slits of the spectrometer were not 
recalibrated, the geometrical factors had the largest un-
certainty of any of the parameters required for calculating 
the absolute cross section. The calculated value of the 
absolute cross section was checked by measuring the differ-
ential cross section for 3He elastic scattering from 
JHe(d,Jiie)d at JJ.J0 • This calibration measurement was made 
under the same conditions as the energy spectra measurements 
so that differences due to the experimental configuration 
would be minimized. The calibration elastic scattering 
cross section agreed to within 6% with the previously 
measured value of Tombrello, et al. (~967) --- well within 
the combined uncertainties of the two experiments. 
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c. Results and Comparison with the Watson-Migdal 
Prediction 
The measured spectra for the 3He(d,t)2p, 3H(d,3ire)2n, 
3He(d,3tte)pn, and 3ir(d,t)pn reactions at laboratory angles 
6°, 10°, 15°, and 20° are shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9, 
respectively. The data points are shown as filled circles, 
and the scatter in the points is indicative of their un-
certainty. The smooth curves are calculated spectra which 
will be discussed below. The vertical scales in each figure 
are in arbitrary units and are not related to one another. 
The horizontal scales give the energy of the observed parti-
cle and have been corrected for energy loss in the target 
gas and exit foil. For the 3tte(d,t)2p and 3H(d,JHe)2n 
reactions, spectra were also measured at 7.5°, 12.5°, and 
17.5°, and for the 3ire(d,3He)pn and 3H(d,t)pn reactions at 
7.5°. Figure 10 shows all the measured spectra plotted 
together on the same vertical scale. Ea.ch division on this 
scale corresponds to a differential cross section per unit 
energy of 52.5 millibarn/MeV-sterradian. These curves, 
shown alternately solid and dashed for greater clarity, were 
obtained by drawing smooth curves through the data points. 
Some general remarks can be made about these spectra. 
For each reaction, the high-energy region of the spectra at 
forward angles is enhanced over what one would predict from 
three-body phase space with a constant transition matrix. 
At 6° and at 7.5°, the enhancements are about equal, but 
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they rapidly diminish with laboratory angle and ha ve nearly 
disappeared at 20°. In the 3H(d,JHe)2n spectra, the sharp 
peaking at forward angles, due to the n-n final state inter-
a ction, is quite pronounced. The 3He(d,t)2p spectra, on the 
other hand, are broadened and reduced in peak height by the 
repulsive Coulomb interaction between the final state pro-
tons. 'rhe additional triplet p-n state is the likely cause 
of the broader energy spectra observed in the J He(d,JHe)pn 
and JH(d,t)pn reactions. For these reactions, one expects 
from isospin algebra that the part due to the 1s p-n inter-
o 
action should be half the size of the n-n and p-p cross 
sections. Strong evidence for the hypothesis that the 
enhancements are due to the 1s nucleon-nucleon final state 
0 
interaction is the absence of the effect in the kinematical-
ly similar reaction, 4ne(d,cr)pn ('i'ombrello and Bacher, 1965). 
Isospin conservation should strongly inhibit the s-wave, 
singlet p-n final state interaction in this reaction. 
The curves shown in Figures 6, 7, 8 , and 9 are fits 
to the data made with the Watson-Migdal approximation. The 
curves were calculated by using Equation. (24), conyerting 
to the laboratory system, and folding in a Gaussian reso-
lution function that corresponded to the total of the ex -
perimental energy resolutions listed in Table I. Each 
c urve 1'/as norma l ized to the maximum of the spec trum . 'i'he 
values o f the effective rang e parameters for the p - p a nd 
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and p-n systems were taken from Preston (1962). 
Por the 3He(d,t)2p reaction at 6°, 10°, and 15°, the 
solid curves were calculated with the Watson-Migdal approxi-
mation .using app = -7.75 F (see Figure 6). At 6° and 10° 
the observed spectra appear to be adequately described by 
the approximation down to a triton energy of 6 MeV, 
although the prediction does not quite fit the leading 
edges. The 6 MeV triton energy corresponds to an excitation 
energy greater than J MeV in the p-p final state system. 'l'he 
dashed lines on the 6° data indicate the sensitivity of the 
Watson-Migdal prediction to a change of + 1 F' in the p-p 
scattering length. 
For the JH(d,3He)2n reaction at 6°, 10°, and 15°, the 
solid curves were calculated with the Watson-Migdal approxi-
mation using ann = -16.4 F, the value of the n-n scattering 
length determined by .Haddock, et al. from the D(7T-;y)2n 
reaction. 'l'he dashed curve shows the same calculation using 
a = -20.4 F. If one arbitrarily limits the region of nn 
fitting to include only points below an n-n relative energy 
of 1 Mel/, then the former value gives a quite adequate fit. 
However, if the entire spectrum is used, then the shape of 
the prediction is no longer adequate, and the best compro-
mise fit is for a value of ann = -18 + 2 F. This same un-
certainty in the value of ann is found for the 3He spectra 
for laboratory angles of ·1.5° and 12.5°, although the exact 
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value of ann required is somewhat more negative at 7.5° 
and is less negative at 12.5°. 
The solid curves in Figures 8 and 9 were calculated 
with the Watson-Migdal approximation using anp = -2J.7 F. 
For the 3He(d,3He)pn and 3H(d,t)pn reactions, the presence 
of the additional triplet p-n interaction is apparent even 
at the most forward angles, 
The measurements included a search for evidence of a 
bound di-neutron. Figure 11 shows the results of a scan of 
the region above the three-body end point for the 
3H(d,3tte)2n reaction at a laboratory angle of 7,5°, The 
solid curve is a Watson-Migdal fit to the data using 
ann = -16.4 F. This scan covers an n-n relative energy 
range down to about -675 keV and determines a cross section 
limit on the production of a bound di-neutron of 5 ~b/sr, 
The same limit was also set with data taken at 6°. 
D, Discussion 
The measurements show that at very forward angles 
(83 -:=:12.5°) the two-nucleon final state interaction plays 
an important role 1n determining the energy distribution of 
the mass-three nuclei. 0 For angles greater than 12.5 , 
however, the effect of the final state interaction dimin-
ishes and other processes become important. The reaction 
mechanism changes rapidly over a small angular interval, 
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FIGURE 11 
The measurement of the region above the three-body end 
points for 3ri(d,3He)2n at a laboratory angle of 7.5°. The 
solid dots and curve show the data and corresponding fit 
up to a 2n excitation energy of about 800 keV. The open 
circles and the dashed curve give a one hundred fold 
expansion of the vertical scale. The vertical error bars 
represent the statistical uncertainty in the individual 
points, and the horizontal bars indicate the experimental 
energy resolution of 59 keV. 
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indicating an interference between the final state inter-
action and the primary mechanism which initiates the 
reaction. 
The observed behavior of the spectra leads one to 
question the applicability of the Watson-Higdal approxi-
mation at very forward angles even though its predictions 
agree with the measured spectra. As discussed in Part II, 
the Watson-Migdal approximation is based on the assumption 
that the primary interaction is isolated from the final 
state interaction. The observations, on the other hand, 
indicate that the interactions are not separated over the 
limited angular range measured. Thus, the theoretical 
assumptions necessary for the Watson-Migdal approximation 
may not be justified, and perhaps it is merely fortuitous 
that the forward angle spectra and the Watson-:Migdal 
predictions are in a g reement. What one needs is a better 
understanding of the total mechanism occuring in these 
reactions. In Part IV we describe a calculation that pro-
vides additional information regarding this question. 
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IV. PLANE WAVE BORN APPROXIMATION CALCULATIONS 
In Part III we have seen that the quality of the 
Watson-Migdal fits to the observed spectra rapidly decreases 
with increasing laboratory angle. Except for effects due 
to phase-space kinematics, the Watson-Migdal approximation 
predicts no change of shape in the spectra with laboratory 
angle. Furthermore, each predicted spectrum must be norma-
lized at each angle. Thus, the Watson-Migdal approximation 
does not give a systematic description of the observations. 
As indicated in Section II-C, Born approximation cal-
culations provide a way to study the contribution of the 
primary interaction to the reaction mechanism. Predictions 
are possible for both spectra and angular distributions. 
An understanding of the primary interaction's contribution 
to the 3iie(d,t)2p and JH(d,3He)2n reaction mechanisms is 
interesting both for its own sake and, as we have seen, for 
the proper application of final state interaction theories 
used to extract nucleon-nucleon scattering parameters. 
Two PWBA calculations for the 3He(d,t)2p and 
3H(d,3He)2n reactions are described 1n this Part. The 
calculati on described in Section A assumes that the reaction 
proceeds via a direct neutron pickup process. This process 
was postulated by Henley, et al, (1967) in their calculation 
of triton angular distributions from the 3He(d,t)2p reaction 
at forward angles. While the results of our first 
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calculation are in qualitative agreement .with our observed 
spectra , the more extensive calculation described in 
Section B shows that such simple models for the primary 
reaction mechanism are not justified. 
A. Neutron Pickup Calculation 
The calculation presented i n this Section is intended 
to illustrate the results obtainable with the direct neutron 
pickup model (Bilaniuk and Slobodrian, 1963, Jakobsen, 
et__?.l., 1 965; Henley, et_al., 1967) and to provide a com-
parison for the results obtained with the calculation of 
Section B. Since the calculation methods used very closely 
follow those described by Banerjee (1960), we shall, in the 
interest of brevity, only sketch the calculation. 
The reaction was assumed to proceed as a direct pick-
up of the neutron of the 3He target by the incident deute-
ron, producing a triton and two interacting protons in the 
final state. The interaction was assumed to occur between 
the neutron and the deuteron as a whole. Exchange effects 
a nd the spins of the particles were ignored. The 3He wave 
function was assumed to be factorable into a product of 
two wave functions, one which described the two protons and 
one which described the neutron. Similarly, the triton was 
assumed to be a product of two wave functions, one describ-
ing the proton and neutron, the other describing the re-
maining neutron. In keeping with the assumed peripheral 
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nature of the pickup reaction mechanism, the wave functions 
describing the neutron were taken to have the asymptotic 
radial form. The final state interaction between the 
protons was included by using the proton-proton scattering 
wave function. In calculating the overlap integral, the 
explicit potential dependence was eliminated using Green's 
theorem. To approximate distortion effects, a cutoff radius 
was applied to the integrals describing the transfer of the 
neutron. 
Figure 12 compares the calculated spectra with our 
data. The curves are normalized with respect to the 6° 
data. A cutoff radius of J F has been used. 'rhe effect of 
this pickup process is very nearly to superimpose a Butler 
type angular distribution on the Watson-Migdal spectrum 
shape. The apparent difference in the shapes of the curves 
would be removed if they were redrawn on different scales, 
for the curves are almost congruent when their maxima's are 
matched. 
Figure 13 indicates the change in the angular distri-
bution with cutoff radius. The filled circles were obtained 
by integrating the regions of the spectra corresponding to 
relative energi es in the final state p-p system from 0 to 2 
MeV, while the barred lines correspond to the maximum value 
of each spectrum. The shapes of the calculated spectra are 
not sensitive to the cutoff radius for values less than J F. 
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FIGURE 13 
Comparison of PWBA (direct neutron pickup) calculated 
angular distributions with our 3iie(d,t)2p data. The 
filled circles indicate the angular distribution obtained 
by integrating the regions of the spectra corresponding to 
relative energies from O to 2 MeV in the final state 
proton-proton system. The barred lines indicate the 
angular distribution obtained by taking only the maxima of 
the spectra. The curves were calculated with the assumptions 
described in Section IV-A. Cutoff radii of O.O, 1.5, and 
3.0 F were applied to the integrals describing the transfer 
of the neutron. The best fit was obtained with the cutoff 
radius of J.O F. 
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For cutoff radii greater than J F, the fits to the observed 
spectra rapidly deteriorate. 
B, Antisymmetrized Calculation 
Despite its qualitative agreement with the data, the 
calculation described i n Section A fails in one respect. 
The assumed direct pickup mechanism cannot predict the 
observed change in spectrum shape at very forward angles 
because the final state interaction occurs as a multipli-
cative factor in the transition amplitude. This is true in 
both the PWBA and DWBA formulations and only depends upon 
the assumption that the wave functions are of the product 
form. Since we are calculating the collision of two loosely 
bound systems, exchange effects may be important. Other 
reaction processes may contribute, perhaps significantly, to 
the total transition amplitude, and an estimate should be 
made of their contributions. If the contributions of other 
processes were significant, they could interfere with the 
direct process and cause the rapid change in shape observed 
i n the spectra, 
Our calculations assume that the observed triton or 
JHe ion does not interact with the nucleons of the final 
state, However, the influence of the p-JH and n-JHe inter-
actions upon the triton and 3He spectra is unknown. These 
interactions should have their greatest effect somewhat 
below the mass-three three-body end point. While in most 
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studies these effects have not been observed, Jakobsen, 
et al. did find a statistically relevant "bump" at 6°, 
EJ = 21 MeV for the D(3He,t)2p reaction which occurred 
He 
at the appropriate place in the triton spectrum. Since 
no other evidence of the p-JH resonance was observed, they 
chose not to attribute it to a p-JH final state interaction. 
Because such effects have not been observed by others or 
ourselves, we make the assumption in our calculations that 
the nucleons do not interact either individually or as a 
unit with the observed mass-three nucleus. Nevertheless, 
the effect may be important in the tail regions of the 
spectra, and it remains as another point on which to 
question the validity of the Watson-Migdal approximation as 
applied to this reaction. 
In the following calculations , we included only two-
body interactions and neglected three-body forces. We used 
an antisymmetrized final state wave function and a symmetri-
cal, finite-range, spin-dependent, central interaction in 
evaluating the first order transition amplitudes. Thus, we 
included all of the possible first order contributions to 
the total matrix element. Our purpose was to estimate the 
relative importance of the processes that contribute to the 
total transition amplitude and to relate the 3H(d,3He)2n 
and JHe(d,t)2p reaction cross sections in order to study 
the comparison method for determining ann. 
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Since the mathematical methods used were straight~ 
forward, we shall only out l i ne the calculations. Further-
more, we shall only describe the calculation of the 
3He(d,t)2p reaction in any details the results for the 
3H(d,3He)2n reaction are eas i ly obtained by adjusting the 
Coulomb interactions between the nucleons. 
1. 3He(d,t)2p Reaction 
a. Description 
The five particle s ystem was treated as if it were 
composed explicitly of thr ee protons and two neutrons, 
designated as particles 1, 2, 4, and J, 5, respectively. 
Explicitly keeping track of the protons and neutrons has 
the advantage that one can see how each process arises from 
the exchange nature of t he interactions and the antisym.me-
trization of the final s t ate wave function. 
With the PWBA, the expression for the total transition 
matrix , Equation (10) , becomes 
(27) 
where the initial and final state wave functions are de-
fined as 
ti = c2;)312exp(i~· ai ~Hc;1 ,;2 ,r)td<;4 ,;5 >"fli <12 345) 
(28) 
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with the operator A signifying the antisymmetrization of 
the final state wave function with respect to the exchange 
of all pairs of protons and the pair of neutrons. The 
initial state plane wave describes the relative motion of 
the incident deuteron (nucleons 4 and 5) with respect to 
the target 3He nucleus (nucleons 1, _2, and 3) with the 
wave vector Ki and the displacement Ri • Similarly, the 
final state plane wave describes the relative motion of 
the outgoing triton (nucleons 3, 4, and 5) and the p-p 
system's center-of-mass with the wave vector Rf and the 
displacement \ • The functions 'l!rH(r1 ,r2 ,r3), "1d(r4,r5), 
tt(r3 ,r:4,r5)and <l>PP(r1 ,r2 ) describe the spatial structure 
of the 3i!e, deuteron, triton, and singlet p-p state, 
respectively. Each of these functions are assumed to be 
spatially symmetric. The function YJ . (12345) describes 
1. 
the initial spin state, while 1Jf(l2345) describes the 
final spin state. The spin wave functions are taken to 
be antisymmetric. After antisymmetrization, the final 
state wave function can be written 
'ljrf = (2n)~/2 ~ [exp(iKi i\N-t(;l,;2,;3 )<l>pp(;l2 )1Jf (l2345 ) 
-exp (iKf° R'2 » t c;1,; 3, ; 5 )<l>PP cr42 mr (42315 > < 2 9 > 
-exp(iii R"3 )tt cr-2 ,;J';s)<t>pp cr-14 )YJr c1432s >] 
Here, in terms of the nucleon position vectors r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , 
r4, and rs, the coordinate variables are defined as 
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- - -
rij = r . 1 - rj 
R.. c:r4 + :r5);2 <r1 + r2 + r3);3 1 
~ c:r1 + r2);2 <r3 + :r4 + :r5);3 (JO) 
~ = <r2 + :r4);2 - <r1 + ; 3 + :r5);J 
R3 <r1 + i\)/2 <r2 + r=3 + :r5);3 
With the above definitions for the wave functions, 
the perturbing interaction is the sum of the remaining six 
nucleon-nucleon interactions 
The nucleon-nucleon interaction V(ij) 1s assumed to have the 
scalar form 
V(i j) VN(r .. ) (w + bP?. + mP~J· + hP:jPC:j) + E •• Vc (r .. ) 1J 1 J ~ 1 1 1J lJ ( 31) 
where VN(r1 j) and Vc(rij) describe the radial shapes of the 
nuclear and Coulomb potentials, respectively. This choice 
of nucleon-nucleon interaction conserves channel spin so 
that only singlet configurations in the entrance channel 
contribute to the transition amplitude. P~j and P~j are 
the spin and space exchange operators, respectively, while 
Eij is equal to one if i and j are protons and is equal to 
zero otherwise. The constants w, b, m, and h are the co-
efficients for the relative strengths of the Wigner, 
Bartlett, Majorana, and Heisenberg forces, respectively. 
They are normalized so that 
w + b + m + h = 1 (32) 
for the triplet interaction, and 
w - b + m - h = .63 (33) 
for the singlet interaction. The exact force mixture has 
not been established, but nucleon-nucleon scattering data 
require that it be close to a Serber mixture. The method 
of Thompson and Tang (1967) was used to vary the force 
mixture. With their method, the nucleon-nucleon potential 
was expressed in the form 
V(iJ) = yVserber + (l - y)Vsymmetric (34) 
where Vserber is the potential of Equation (31) with w = m 
and b = h and V is the potential with m = 2b and 
' symmetric 
h = 2w. The parameter y can then be varied to determine an 
intermediate force mixture, but y should not be too differ-
ent from 1. 
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With the above assumptions and approximations and 
after a lengthy but straightforward calculation, the total 
matrix element for the reaotion can be expressed as 
Tfi = N~(2w + b - m - 2h)r14(r14) + (2w + b - m - 2h)r24 (r24 ) 
- mI34(r14) - mI34<r24) + 2(w + m)I34Cr34) + (2w + b)I15<r15) 
where 
+ (2w + b)r25(r25 ) + 2(w - b + m - h)r35(r35) 
- (w + 2b - 2m - h)J14(r14) - (w - b + m - h)J24 Cr24 ) 
(35) 
- wJ34Cr34) + (2m + h)J15<r14) - (w + b + m + h)J15<r15) 
- wJ25(r25 ) - (w - b + m - h)J35(r35) - (w - b + m - h)JS_4(r14 ) 
- (w + 2b - 2m - h)K24 Cr24 ) - wK34Cr34) - wKJ_5Cr15) 
+ (2m + h)K25(r24 ) - (w + b + m + h)K25(r25 ) 
(w - b + m - h)K35Cr35) - ~s<r15> - rnL25<r2s>( 
IJ.LV(rk1) • f exp {-iii.f. ~}(li=l2 )t~ (i' yr4 ,i=5)VJ.LV(r kl) 
exp{1R1· Ri}tH(r1 ,r2 ,r)t d (r45 )dr 
J J.LV( r k1 ) "faxp {-~ii. f ~ii;, }<1>:~42 )t ~ ( i' 1 ,i' 3 ,i'5 )V J.LV( r kl ) 
exp{iK1·Ri}tH(r1,r2,r3)td(r45 )dr 
KJ.LV(r k1) -J exp{-~ii.f ~ RJ }(.~rl~)t ~ (i' 2 ,r~ ,r 5 )V J.LV(r k1) 
exp{iKi·Ri}tH(r1 ,r2,r3)td(r45 )dr 
Lµv( r k1 ) -J exp{-~K f ~ lli}(.~ r4~ )t ~ \i' l ,i' ~ ,i' 3 )V µv ( r k1) 
exp{iK1·Ri}tH(r1 ,r2,r3)td(r45 )dr 
(J6) 
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and N is a normalization constant. The subscripts on the 
potentials indicate the interacting pair of particles. 
Each of the above integrals can be classified as 
belonging to one of the seven schematic diagrams shown in 
Figure 14. The diagrams are only intended to represent 
the "topology" of the reaction mechanisms, and each diagram 
may correspond to a number of different physical processes. 
The lines in each diagram schematically represent the 
"paths" taken by the nucleons in going from the initial to 
the final state. There are three different patterns for 
these paths, corresponding as to whether none, one, or two 
nucleons are transferred from the 3He nucleus to the 
deuteron. The ellipse represents the final state inter-
action between the protons. The dashed line represents 
the interaction between a particular nucleon of the target 
and of the projectiles it distinguishes the manner in which 
the transfer mechanism occurs. For example, Diagrams 1 and 
2 both represent a neutron pickup process, but, in Diagram 
1, the interactions do not include the neutron being 
transferred, while, in Diagram 2, they only include this 
neutron. Thus, we would refer to Diagram 2 as a direct 
pickup process and to Diagram 1 as an indirect or re-
arrangement process. Listed below the diagrams are the 
integrals to which the diagrams correspond. Diagrams J, 
4, 5, and 6 represent reaction modes in which two nucleons 
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FIGURE 14 
Schema.tic diagrams of the radial integrals of the transi-
tion matrix. The straight lines represent the "paths" 
taken by the nucleon in going from the initial to the final 
state; the dashed lines represent the perturbing nucleon-
nucleon interaction; the ellipses represent the final state 
interaction between the protons. The functions listed 
below each diagram indicate the radial integrals associated 
with that diagram and are defined in the text. 
4 
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are transferred. Diagram 7 represents the case of no 
nucleons being transferred. This case can only occur 
through a Majorana exchange force and can be pictured, if 
one so desires, as a charge exchange process. 
'Th;e evaluation of all of these integrals may be done 
analytically if Gaussians are used for each of the functions 
in the integrals. Therefore, it is convenient to express 
the bound state functions and the interaction potentials as 
sums of Gaussians. For the deuteron, we use the expansion 
'f d (r) 
3 
"\""" C.exp(-a.r2) LJ l l (37) 
i =1 
where the parameters Ci and ai are from van Oers ( 1967). 
They are 1 
i Ci ll'i 
1 .01388 .01691 
2 .05583 .09018 
3 .11784 .42836 
For r > 1 F this function closely approximates the Hulthen 
wave function, and for r < 1 F it approaches the origin in 
a manner required by a hard-core potential. Gaussian, 
Irving, and Irving-Gunn wave functions (Griffy, et al., 
1964) were used in the calculation to describe the mass-
three nuclei in order to study the effect of the mass-three 
nuclei's spatial distribution on the predicted spectra. 
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Each of these wave functions only depends upon the sum of 
the squares of the separations between the particles. We 
may write this sum as 
2 
z (38) 
With Equation (J8) the Gaussian, Irving, and Irving-Gunn 
functions can be written 
33/4y3 2 2 
372 e:xp(-y z /2) 
TT 
J/4 3 2 3 Y exp(-y z/~~) 
V:l2on3/2 
(39) 
and 
Gaussian expansions, defined by the equation 
3 
u(r) 2= (40) 
i= 1 
were made to the Irving and Irving-Gunn functions; their 
parameters, along with those of the Gaussian function, are 
listed in the following table& 
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i Gaussian Irving Irving-Gunn 
Ai 01 Ai 01 A1 oi 
1 1.0 0.1200 0.00450 0.06900 0.00526 0.05142 
2 0.02244 0.22961 O.OJ681 0.22450 
J 0.03727 1.J4010 0.10072 0.99642 
The fits of these expansions to the Irving and Irving-Gunn 
functions are neither unique nor probably the best possible 
fits obtainable with the method. Nevertheless, they are 
sufficiently accurate for the purposes of our calculation. 
As with the deuteron expansion, the fits only differ sub-
stantially from the functions in the region near the origin 
where the contributions to the integrals are small. 
The spatial form of the nuclear interaction was taken 
to be a single Gaussian 
(41) 
where V0 is the strength and -~ is the inverse-range of the 
potential. As a convenience in studying the relative im-
portance of the contribution of the Coulomb potential to 
the matrix element, the Coulomb part of the interaction 
was handled separately from the nuclear part. Thus, in 
calculating the total matrix element, there were six 
additional Coulomb terms corresponding to those integrals 
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which have interactions between protons. The Coulomb 
interaction 
was expanded in the same manner as the bound-state 
functions a 
The parameters used werea 
i B1 '1 
1 2.0454 x 10-3 5.8174 x 10-4 
2 J.2967 x 10-3 8.1899 x 10-3 
3 7.7669 x 10-3 4.7414 x 10-2 
4 1.7965 x 10-2 2.8663 x 10-1 
(42) 
(43) 
This expansion approximates the potential function between 
2 and 38 F to better than + 5%. 
The singlet p-p scattering wave function <l>PP(r) was 
obtained by numerically solving the corresponding 
Schrodinger equation with the boundary condition that the 
solution match the asymptotic Coulomb wave function. A 
Yukawa potential was used for the nuclear part of the p-p 
interaction. The solutions were checked by calculating the 
phase shift at each energy. 
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Because of the simple analytic forms and symmetries 
present in each of the terms of F.quation (J5), they could 
be analytically reduced to seven terms, each a product of 
a Gaussian function and a numerical integral over the 
separation distance between the two protons in the final 
state. These seven terms correspond to the seven diagrams 
of Figure 14. The terms corresponding to Diagrams 1, J, 
and 4 also occur with the Coulomb force. For all of the 
terms except number 2, the integral over the final state 
interaction is explicitly dependent upon the initial and 
final momentum states. 
A computer program was written to calculate the 
differential cross section from F.quation (4) after de-
termining the transition matrix from Equation (35) in the 
manner just outlined. After converting the energy spectra 
to the laboratory system, the experimental resolution was 
folded into the calculated curves for comparison with the 
experimental results. Except where noted, the calculated 
spectra were arbitrarily normalized at their maximum points 
to the data. Appendix B describes this computer program 
in more detail. 
b. Comparison with Data 
Besides the experimental work presented 1n this 
thesis, several others have measured. the 3He(d,t)2p and 
3H(d,3He)2n reactions: 
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Morton, et al., 1968. 
Malanify, et al., 1967 
Baumgartner, et al., 1966 
Jakobsen, et al., 1965 
Tombrello and Bacher, 1965 
Conzett, et al., 1964 
Bilaniuk and Slobodrian, 1963 
Brolley, 1958 
Most of these data consist of isolated. spectra taken at 
various incident energies and at very forward angles. Most 
experiments have concentrated on measuring the shape of the 
spectra and have not determined absolute cross sections. 
Only one complete angular distribution has been reported 
(Jakobsen, et al.). 
Comparison of the results of this calculation with 
the data of Morton, et al, is of particular interest. Of 
all the measurements available, these were made at the 
highest incident energies, the energy region most valid for 
our PWBA calculation. They found that the Watson-Migdal 
prediction agrees with the forward angle spectra, but 
markedly disagrees with the backward angle spectra. Thus, 
I 
the reac~ion occurs through different mechanisms at the 
very forward and backward angles. Henley, et al. (1967) 
postulated a simple neutron pickup mechanism for the forward 
hemisphere and a charge exchange mechanism for the backward 
hemisphere. As shall be shown, the assumptions of Henley, 
et al. are an over-simplification of the reaction mechanism 
that is occurring. 
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Figure 15 presents .PWBA (antisymmetrized) calculated 
fl tn to the 5°, .J6 McV and o0 , 5.J HeV data of Morton, 
et al. 'l'he curves were calculated wl th pa ramete r s of 
'i'hompson and •rans for the nucleon-nucleon potential and the 
mass-three Gaussian wave functions: 
V = 72.98 NeV 
0 
{3 2 = 0.46 F-2 
y = 1.0 (pure Serber force mixture) 
8 1= .12 F-
2 
(44) 
The relative contribution of all the first order processes 
to the total transition amplitude is illustrated below the 
measured spectra in Figure 15. Ea.ch curve is labeled to 
correspond to the type of integral diag rammed in Figure 14; 
the signs enclosed in parentheses indicate the r e lative 
sig n of each term. 
As s hown in Figure 15, our calculated spectrum for 
the 5°, J6 HeV data approximately agrees with the measured 
spectrum. If only the simple neutron pickup process (term 
2 ) were included, our calculated spectrum would be the same 
a s the Wa tson-Mi gdal predicted spectrum (neg lecting the 
small dependence on the initial and final relative motion 
momentum states). However, other possible processes do 
influence the spectrum shape, a nd our spectrum is slightly 
n a rrower tha n the Wats on-Migdal prediction. 'rhe s i mple 
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FIGURE 15 
The upper diagrams present the data of Morton, et al., 
(1968) for the 3He(d,t}2p reaction at 8Lab = 5° and the 
D(JHe,t)2p reaction at 8Lab = o0 • The incident energies 
were chosen so that both reactions had approximately the 
same center-of-mass energy (21.6 MeV). The dashed curves 
indicate the Watson-Migdal fit (app = -7.7 F) calculated by 
Morton, et al. , ( 1968) , while the solid curves show the 
results of the present PWBA (antisymmetrized) calculation. 
The lower portions of the figure indicate the relative 
contribution of each of the diagrams of Figure 14 to the 
total matrix element. In this calculation the mass-three 
wave function was assumed to be a single Gaussiani the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction was taken to have a Serber mix-
ture whose range and depth were taken from Thompson and 
Tang (1967). 
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neutron pickup term is about a factor of ten more probable 
than the other processes, but, including the other reaction 
mechanisms, preferentially weights the transition amplitude 
for the higher triton energy region. Consequently, we 
obtain a somewhat narrower peak than the Watson-Migdal 
prediction. 
Although broader than the measured spectrum, our 
calculated spectrum for the o0 , 53 MeV data of Morton, 
et al. is considerably improved over the Watson-Migdal 
prediction. Our calculation shows that important changes 
have been made in the reaction mechanism. Except for term 
5, the terms have inverted in importance when compared with 
forward angle term contributions. In contrast to the for-
ward angle case, there is no dominant reaction mechanism 
for the backward angle. Term 7 corresponds to the charge 
exchange process assumed by Henley, et al.; it arises purely 
from the Majorana interaction. Term 6 is very similar to 
term 7, but it arises from a pure Wigner interaction, and, 
in the limit of a zero range force, it becomes identical to 
term 7. Term 5 is one of the more complicated rearrangement 
terms; it corresponds to a neutron pickup reaction from 
states generated by antisymmetrizing the system. The 
dominant term in the forward angle spectrum makes a neglig-
ible contribution to the backward angle spectrum. 
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Similar results are obtained for the o0 , 74 MeV data 
of Morton, et al. (see Figure 16), using the same calcula-
t1on parameters. The fit to the data is better, perhaps 
indicating that the plane wave Born approximation is better 
at the higher incident energy. In comparison with the o0 , 
53 MeV calculation, term 5 is slightly suppressed with 
respect to term 7 and term 6, while term 2 has become even 
less important. The contributions of the terms are spread 
0 
over a wider range of values than at O , 53 I'ieV. 
When the incident beam energy is lowered, the terms 
tend to bunch together. Calculations for our 6°, 11 MeV 
data on the 3He(d,t)2p reaction (see Figure 17) show that 
all the terms are within a _ factor of 150; whereas, for 5°, 
36 MeV, the terms are spread by a factor of JOOO. At the 
lower energy, the negative terms have substantially in-
creased in importance. These negative terms have two im-
portant effects. First, when they are subtracted from the 
positive terms, they make the predicted spectrum narrower 
than the observed spectrum. (The positive terms, by them-
selves, fit the data well.) Secondly, interference effects 
between the positive and negative terms will occur at more 
forward angles at the lower energy than at the higher 
energies. 
The predicted spectra from our antisymmetrized PWBA 
model are compared with our data in Figure 18. The only 
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FIGURE 16 
Watson-Migdal and PWBA (antisymmetrized) fits to the 74 MeV, 
D(3He,t)2p data of Morton, et al,, (1968). The curves are 
calculated with the same assumptions listed in Figure 15. 
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FIGURE 17 
The PWBA (antisymmetrized) fit to our 6°, JHe(d,t)2p data. 
The curves are calculated with the same assumptions listed 
in Fi gure 15. 
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arbitrary parameter used in calculating these curves is the 
0 
normalization to the data at 6 • 
We do not approximate distortion effects by applying 
radial cutoff parameters to the integrals in our antisymme-
trized calculation. That method makes evaluating most of 
the integrals very difficult. However, it is easy to apply 
radial cutoff parameters to terms 2 and 7. Henley, et al. 
has done so, and they have obtained qualitative fits to the 
angular distributions of Jakobsen, et al. with a cutoff 
radius of 5 F. But employing a cutoff parameter can marked-
ly change the shape of the predicted spectra. How distor-
tion effects would change the predicted spectrum shapes and 
interference effects remains the greatest uncertainty in 
our calculation. The angular distribution fit to the data 
of Jakobsen, et al. is poor using the present model (see 
Figure 19). The calculation does exhibit, however, the 
gross feature of the dominance of direct terms at forward 
angles and exchange terms at backward angles with about the 
correct relative magnitude for the cross sections. Despite 
its limitations, the present calculation indicates that 
complex rearrangement terms are important in determining the 
transition amplitude at lower incident energies and at 
intermediate angles. 
We have studied the effects of changings (1) the 
force mixture; (2) the potential parameters; and {J) the 
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wave functions of the mass-three nuclei on the energy 
spectra and the relative contributions of the reaction 
processes. 
There are two reasons why the results are not 
strongly affected by changing the force mixture. First, 
for terms 2, 4, and 5, the coefficients w, b, m, and h 
appear in groups that are simple combinations of the sing-
let and triplet interactions. Since the ratio of the 
singlet to triplet interaction ls taken to be fixed, these 
terms are not affected by changing the Serber-symmetrlc 
force ratio, y. Secondly, the terms 1 and J and the terms 
6 and 7 almost compensate for one another when y ls varied, 
because the sum of each pair is approximately independent 
of y. Changing y, for example, may decrease term 1, but, 
at the same time, term J will increase by approximately the 
same amount. This compensation effect would not necessarily 
be. true if (1) the force mixture were chosen in an arbitrary 
manner and not on the basis of being a combination of Serber 
and symmetric type forces, and (2) if the range of the 
nuclear potential were significantly different than the 
1.47 Fused. 
We have calculated the relative importance of the 
seven terms for several different sets of perturbing nuclear 
potential parameters. Table II lists the four sets of para-
meters used for the nucleon-nucleon interactions. The 
110 
TABLE II 
Nucleon-nucleon potential parameters used in studying the 
effects of the range of the potential on the reaction 
mechanism. 
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TABLE II 
/32 (F-2) v (1'1eV) Reference 
,2669 46.8 Laskar, et al., (1960) 
.3906 51.5 Baker, et al,, (1962) 
.4600 72,98 Thompson and Tang (1967) 
.5636 86.4 Frank and Gammel (1954) 
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contributions from the reaction processes were calculated at 
5°, 36 MeV, and at o0 , 53 MeV for a p-p center-of-mass 
energy of 1.0 .MeV. For the 5°, J6 MeV calculation, terms 
1 through 6 oscillate slightly about mean values which are 
approximately the values given in Figure 15. Term 7, the 
charge exchange process, is approximately proportional to 
~2 and changes by a factor of five in magnitude over the 
range of ~ 2 calculated. For the reversed reaction, o0 , 
I 
53 MeV, the antisymmetr1zation terms J through 7 also 
oscillate slightly about mean values given approximately 
· by the values in Figure 15. Terms 1 and 2 approximately 
double in value when ~2 varies from .2669 to .5636. Thus, 
the predicted spectra are not strongly dependent on the 
range of the force used if ~2 is within the region calcu-
lated. For very long range interactions (5-6 F), the 
contributions of the ant1symmetrizations terms 3 through 7 
increase as expected. The magnitude of the o0 , 53 MeV 
cross section is enhanced relative to the 5°, J6 NeV cross 
section. In agreement with the work of Phillips (1964), the 
long range interaction narrows the peak of the energy 
spectra. In the limit of a zero range interaction, term 1 
equals term J, and term 6 equals term 7, while all the terms 
are enhanced by a factor of nearly 1000. The relative 
ordering of the terms is the same, except for term 4, which 
drops below terms 6 and 7. 
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The calculated spectra for the data of Morton, 
et al., using the Irving-Gunn and Irving wave functions, 
are shown in Figures 20 and 21, respectively. The para-
meters for the nuclear potential and the force mixture is 
the same for the curves in these figures as for Figure 15. 
'llie Irving-Gunn prediction for the forward angle spectrum 
is narrower than the prediction using the Gaussian wave 
function. The spectrum calculated with the Irving wave 
function falls between the Gaussian and Irving-Gunn pre-
dieted spectra. For the reversed reaction, the three wave 
functions predict about the same spectrum shape. 
The relative contributions of the terms to the 
total matrix element are plotted on the same scale in 
Figures 15, 20, and 21. The contributions of the terms for 
the Gaussian and Irving wave functions are quite similar. 
For the calculation with the Irving-Gunn wave function at 
0 5 , the contribution of term 2 is comparatively greater 
than in the calculations with the other two wave functions. 
This indicates that the simple pickup process is preferen-
tially favored if the mass-three nuclei have a spatial 
distribution that is neither compact (Gaussian) nor 
diffuse (Irving). 
2. 3H(d, 3He)2n Reaction 
a. Description 
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FIGURE 20 
The PWBA (antisymmetrized} fits to the data of Morton, 
et al., (1968) as in Figure 15, except that the mass-three 
wave functions have the Irving-Gunn spatial dependence. 
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FIGURE 21 
The PWBA (antisymmetrized) fits to the data of Morton, 
et al,, (1968) as in Figure 15, except that the mass-three 
wave functions have the Irving spatial dependence. 
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The 3H(d,3He)2n calculation proceeded in the same way 
as the 3He(d,t)2p calculation except for two modifications. 
The first modification was to "turn off" the Coulomb inter-
action in the Schrod1nger equation used to calculate ~nn(r), 
while keeping the nuclear parameters the same. Thus, by 
assuming the charge symmetry of nuclear forces, we directly 
related the results of the 3He(d,t)2p calculation to those 
of the JH(d,3He)2n reaction. The second modification was 
to change the Coulomb interactions among the nucleons in 
the perturbing interaction. Except for these modifications, 
the calculation was identical to the .3iie(d,t)2p calculation. 
b. Comparison with Data 
The results for our 6°, 11 MeV data are shown in 
Figure 22. Without the Coulomb interaction to mask its 
effect, the low energy nucleon-nucleon interaction markedly 
enhances the high energy region of the JHe spectrum. The 
nuclear effects, of course, are the same as in the mirror 
reaction (compare with Figure 17). The predicted energy 
spectra are compared to our observed spectra in Figure 23. 
'rhe results are similar to those obtained for the 
3He(d,t)2p reaction. 
3. Relationship of the 3He(d,t)2p Spectra to the 
3H(d,3He)2n Spectra 
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FIGURE 22 
The PWBA (ant1symmetr1zed) fit to our 6°, 3H(d,JHe)2n data. 
The curves are calculated with the same assumptions used 
for Figure 15. 
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We have compared our antisymmetrized PWBA calculation 
with our 11 MeV data in a way that largely cancels out the 
effects of distortion. We integrated the area under each 
experimental and theoretical spectrum that corresponded to 
center-of-mass energies from 0 to 2 MeV in the nucleon-
nucleon system. Table III lists the ratio of these areas. 
In determining the theoretical ratios, we folded the 
experimental resolution into the calculated spectra so that 
the ratios could be compared directly with the experimental 
ratios. The errors given for the experimental ratios are 
the r.m.s. errors arising from the determination of the area 
under each spectrum for both reactions. The error in deter-
mining the area under the experimental points was estimated 
from the data ' s spread. While this comparison test does 
not depend strongly upon the details of the reaction 
mechanism, the good agreement obtained between the ratios 
verifies the overall final state interaction process. 
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V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
We can use the calculation of the previous Part to 
estimate the precision with which the neutron-neutron 
scattering length can be determined. The results of the 
last Section of Part IV emphasized. the interrelationship 
between the mirror reactions. It has been proposed. 
(Slobodrian, et al. , 1968) to exploit this interrelationship 
in order to aid in removing the theoretical uncertainties 
in the analysis. 
In our expression for the transition amplitude, 
Equation (10), we can factor the plase shift dependence 
out of the integral that corresponds to the Watson-Migdal 
factorization. That is 
exp(-io)sins < v'f:-,1 v I"'··'+)> T fj_ = kC ("fl ) I\ 
(45) 
exp(-iO)sinO T (e k) 
kC (11) o ' 
where the notation is the same as that for Equation (2J). 
As we have previously seen, the uncertainty of the 
analysis is in the evaluation of the function T (9,k). The 
0 
Watson-Migdal approximation assumes the T (6,k) function to 
0 
be constant. However, even the theoretically unsophistica-
ted calculations made in Part III indicate that the T
0
(9,k) 
function cannot, a-priori, be considered. constant. The 
calculation emphasizes the complex nature of the processes 
contributing to T0 (6,k) and shows that T0 (8,k) is not 
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readily evaluated with realistic wave functions and inter-
actions. 
'rhe experimental work reported. here and that of 
.Baumgartner, et al. (1966) show that T0 (8,k) is approxi-
mately constant as a function of k for the JHe(d,t)2p 
reaction at very forward angles. This has not proven to be 
true for the D(p,n)2p and 3He(p,d)2p reactions (van Oers, 
1967) and even for the JHe(d,t)2p reaction at very backward 
angles (Norton, et_~_L._ , 1968). Furthermore, our experi-
mental work shows that T0 (o,k) is a very sensitive function 
of 8 • 
Slobodrian, et al. have tried to obviate the need for 
evaluating the T0 (o,k) function by experimentally determin-
ing I '..i:pp ( 8,k) J 2 from the 2p final state enhancement in the 
mirror reaction assuming that 
(46) 
This method could be app~ied to all of the reactions listed 
above, and, perhaps, the wide discrepancies in extracted 
scattering lengths could be resolved. 
We have used the calculation described in Section 
III-B as "experimental data" to study this proposal. Our 
calculation served as a useful tool in two waysr (1) The 
predicted spectra are qualitatively correct at both very 
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forward and very backward angles without simplifying 
assumptions about the reaction mechanism. All first order 
reaction processes were included; thus, we expected the 
T{O,k) functions to have some semblence of reality for 
these angles. (2) The interrelationship of the "data" for 
the two reactions was precisely known. Thus, we could 
judge the precision with which the method could determine 
the scattering length and effective range. 
Our procedure was to determine the jTPP(O,k)j 2 
function by calculating the ratio of our PWBA calculated 
spectrum ("the triton data") to the Watson-Migdal spectrum 
using the known p-p effective range parameters. This was 
done at 25 selected points in the p-p center-of-mass system 
energy range from 0 to 4 MeV. Using Equation (24), a number 
of comparison spectra were then calculated corresponding to 
various choices of ann and rnn• In this way our comparison 
spectra were generated with the equation, 
~d2cr ~PWBA 
[
d2 a ]comp. [ /dE<l'Q\pp ] [a2 a l WM 
dEdQ 0: ~d2 tWM dEdQj a r a ,r a nn' nn 
nn nn dEdQ pp 
(47) 
The normalization constant, a, for each comparison 
spectrum was chosen by minimizing a measure of the goodness 
of fit, defined by 
N 
~L 
i .• 1 
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_ ld2cr ~comp. 
a dEdQ . 
a r ,1 
nn' nn 
2 
Figure 24 shows several of these spectra compared to the 
(4B) 
PWBA calculated spectrum. The kinematic conditions in this 
figure were chosen to correspond to data taken at over-all 
center-of-mass energy of 20 MeV (the experimental conditions 
of the data of Morton, et al.). The PWBA spectrum in this 
figure and all other PWBA spectra used in studying the com-
parison method were calculated with the Irving-Gunn wave 
function, the nuclear potential of Thompson and Tang, and a 
pure Serber force mixture. The fits were made over those 
parts of the spectrum that corresponded to 2n relative 
energies up to 4 MeV. 
Heal data have experimental uncertainty that affects 
the determination of 8nn• For the reaction under discussion 
the scatter in the data points above and below the average 
value of the spectrum tends to be uniform over most of the 
spectrum. However, for simplicity, we sha11 discuss our 
results in terms of a constant + % deviation about the 
predicted PWBA spectrum to simulate the effects of experi-
mental uncertainty. At the present time good experimental 
data typically have a deviation of ± 5% in the region of the 
maximum of the spectrum. 
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The quality of fits obtained with the comparison 
procedure for various combinations of ann and rnn is con-
veniently described in terms of contour plots of the 
2 goodness of fit parameter, 0 . Figure 25 presents four 
such plots. The curves represent constant values of 0 2 
corresponding to the various combinations of ann and rnn 
which g ive equally g ood fits to our PWBA spectrum. The 
contours are labeled according to the constant percentage 
uncertainty that corresponds to the value of n2 calculated 
with Equation (48). All the plots in this figure are for 
an overall center-of-mass energy of 20 MeV. Plot a 
presents the results for a l a boratory angle of 5° when the 
fitting is made over 2n relative energ ies from O to 2 J.IeV, 
while in Plot b the fitting is made for energies from O to 
4 MeV. In Plots _£ and d, we have had to make a modification 
of our fitting procedure, We have excluded the leading 
edges of the spectra corresponding to 2n relative energies 
from O to 150 keV . In this region the agreement between the 
comparison spectra and the PWBA spectrum was poor, a nd very 
2 large values of 0 were obtained if the region were in-
cluded. Even though we have made this exclusion, the com-
parison of the spectra is still reasonable, since the ex-
perimental resolution is typically of the same width as the 
excluded region, and the discrepancy in the spectra would be 
difficult to observe. 
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In each plot of F'igure 25, the position of the 
circled cross indicates the correct values of ann and rnn• 
'l'hese values were obtained directly from the phase shifts of 
the neutron-neutron scattering wave functions. The value 
of ann = -19.2 F is a result of the use of the Yukawa poten-
tial for the nucleon-nucleon interaction; a different value 
would be obtained if some other potential shape were used. 
The plots of Figure 25 show clearly that many combi-
nations of ann and rnn give equivalent fits to the PWBA 
spectrum. Even though our plots cover the region of the 
expected values for the effective range parameters, the 
contours indicate that many more combinations would give 
comparable fits if the range of the parameters were exten-
ded. The four plots have a similar pattern; they show a 
strong correlation between ann and rnn for obtaining equiva-
lent fits. The correlation pattern covers roughly the same 
values of the effective range parameters for both the for-
ward and backward angles, particularly when judged with the 
5% uncertainty that is typical of actual data. When made 
over larger 2n relative energies, equivalent fits have a 
tendency to become less sensitive to the value of ann, as 
shown by the change 1n pattern of the contours when Plot b 
is compared with Plot a and Plot d is compared with Plot c. 
The correct value of ann and rnn is not located at the 
minimum point of the surf ace defined by the contours in any 
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of the plots. For the 5° plots, the minimum points lie in 
the region of larger ann and larger rnn' while, for the 180° 
plots, they are in the region of smaller 8nn and smaller 
rnn• Contour plots made from comparison with actual data 
should be similar to those shown in Figure 25, because the 
calculated PWBA spectra are similar in form to that of the 
actual data. 
Baumgartner, et al., in fitting their data for the 
H3(d,3He)2n reaction, first assumed rnn = 2.65 F and obtained 
a best fit with ann = -16.1 ± 1.0 F. Then, using ann = 
-16.1 F, they found a best fit with r = 3.2 + 1.6 F. 
nn -
(They used a x2 criterion for determining the best fit to 
their data. Our goodness of fit parametern2 differs from 
the usual x2 criterion in that all parts of the spectrum 
used in our fits are equally weighted.) If we use the 
fitting procedure of Baumgartner, et al., then, for a 5% 
uncertainty and rnn = 2.6 F, we find ann from each of the 
plots to bes 
a: -18.75 + 2.7 F 
bs -19.25 + 2.0 F 
Cl -18.0 + 3.4 F 
ds -17.5 + 3.0 F 
Using the above values for a , we find the values for r , 
nn nn 
respectively, to be1 
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aa J.O ± 2.5 F 
ba 3.2 + 1.4 F 
ca 2 . 5 + 2.8 F 
di 2.3 + 1.8 F 
The four pairs of values of ann and rnn obtained from the 
plots are in agreement within the assigned errors. 
When viewed in terms of the information provided by 
the contour plots, the f itting procedure of Baumgartner, 
et al. is seen to be too limited in scope. If they had 
chosen the initial value of r nn to be 1 or 3 F instead of 
2.65 F, they would have obtained a very different value of 
ann• While ann has been determined from the D{rr,Y)2n 
reaction, the only experimental measurement of rnn is that 
of Baumgartner, et al. From the above study we see that 
their value of rnn is of little value unless ann were 
assumed from the D{rr• Y)2n reaction. 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The rapid change in shape of the measured spectra 
with forward laboratory angle indicates that complicated 
processes are involved in the JH(d,JHe)2n reaction. A 
peripheral, direct neutron pickup reaction mechanism cannot 
adequately explain this behavior, even in principle, because 
the final state interaction appears as a simple multiplica-
tive factor. Assuming that contributions from non-central 
interactions are small for the direct process, other 
reaction modes are required to explain the observations. 
By properly anti symmetrizing the five particle system 
and using the plane wave Born approximation, we have found 
that other reaction processes may significantly contribute 
to the transition amplitude. While t he calculations are 
not in quantitative agreement with our measurements, they 
exhibit the qualitative features required to explain our 
data. The competing r eaction processes may interfere with 
one another to provide the measured change in spectrum 
shape. The calculation provides a systematic description 
for both forward and backward spectra; the relative magni-
tudes of the differential cross section at o0 and 180° is 
in agreement with the data of Jakobsen, et al., (1965). 
At higher energies, where the approximations made in 
our calculation are more nearly justified, better agreement 
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is obtained with the available data. Even at these higher 
energies, our calculation indicates that more than one 
reaction process may contribute significantly to the total 
matrix element. Measurements at even higher energies and 
at more angles are important in further establishing the 
validity of this calculation. 
Thus, simplifying assumptions about the reaction 
mechanism, such as that of Henley, et al., (1967), are not 
adequate in analyzing the observed spectra. At the present 
time, the use of the Watson-Migdal approximation for ex-
tracting ann from the spectra can only be justified with an 
empirical knowledge of the production form factor 1Tru
1 
(e ,k)l 2 
If this form factor is determined from the mirror reaction 
by assuming the charge symmetry of nuclear forces, the 
measurement is prejudiced in determining ann• Beside this 
logical inconsistancy, effects due to direct breakup or 
other final state interactions may inadvertently be included 
in the form factor ITnn {_e ,k)j 2 if it is determined empiri-
cally in the manner of Slobodrian, et al., (1968), Without 
a thorough understanding of the reaction mechanism, the 
method of Slobodrian, et al. is not adequate. 
For plots a and b of Figure 25, the way in which the 
value of rnn changes in fitting our calc?lated spectrum is 
similar to the way in which it changes for the data of 
Baumgartner, et al,, (1966). Because of strong correlations 
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between ann and rnn as shown in Part V, a limited fitting 
procedure such as used by Baumgartner, et al, gives an 
incomplete and misleading picture of the fits obtainable 
with the effective range parameters. Within the uncertainty 
of the experimental data, the fitting of a spectrum de-
termines many sets of effective range parameters. Unless 
the uncertainty of t he data is fairly small, the allowable 
effective range parameters may extend over a large region. 
If, however, a particular value of rnn is assumed, our 
study indicates that ann can be determined to about ± 2 F 
with data of about + 3% uncertainty. On the other hand, 
if a value for ann is taken from the D(~•Y)2n experiments, 
rnn can be determined to about+ 1.5 F. 
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APPENDIX A. ARRAY DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM 
This program, largely written by Dr. A. D. Bacher, 
can perform one or all of the following functionsa 
(1) Reduce raw spectrometer data to both momentum 
and energy spectra while correcting fors energy 
losses in the target gas and exit foil; differences 
in detector response and position; dead time in the 
electronics of the detection system; and variations 
in target density. The reduction of raw data is 
handled by the subrouti ne BDATA and its auxiliary 
subroutines. 
(2) Plot reduced data for either one, several, or 
all of the detectors of the array. Plotting is 
handled by the subroutine CDATA and its auxiliary 
subroutines. 
(J) Generate Watson-Migdal energy spectra, fold in 
the total experimental energy resolution, normalize 
calculated spectra to the data, and plot the spectra . 
The generation of Watson-Migdal spectra is handled 
by the subroutine SIGGEN and its auxiliary sub-
routines. 
Figure A-1 is a schematic diagram of the relationship 
between the subroutines RDATA, CDATA, and SIGG.EN and the 
main control program (called MAIN). The input begins with a 
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code word, read by MAIN, which selects the functions that 
are to be performed. The function subroutines, in turn, 
take their input (either read from punched cards or passed 
on from a previous calculation) and make their calculations. 
After generating their output (in the form of listings, 
punched cards, and plots), they pass control on to the 
next function subroutine. The function subroutines can be 
cycled through as described below. 
The input consists of the following cards, grouped 
according to the function routines s 
A. MAIN inputs 
Card 11 KIND, NPUNCH, NPLOT, NFIT (412) 
A control word for selecting functions . 
If KIND= 1 , raw data input 
KIND = 2, reduced data input 
KIND = J, Watson-Migdal fits only 
If NPUNCH = O, no cards punched 
NPUNCH = 1, cards punched 
NPLOT = n, the number of plots to be 
made 
NFIT = m, the number of Watson-Migdal 
fits to be made 
B. RDATA input (included only if KIND= 1)1 
Card ls TITLE (10A6) 
A title for the printed output. 
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Card 21 CORFAC(I) (16F5.o) 
Card J1 
Card 41 
Card 51 
Card 6s 
Card 71 
• 
• 
Correction factors for the response of 
each detector of the array. 
Z,A (2F5.0) 
Charge and mass number of the detected 
particle. 
NRUN, FREQ8, DTCORR (IJ,2F10.0) 
SUM(I) (16F5.0) 
NRUN, FREQ8, DTCORR (IJ,2F10.0) 
SUM(I) (16F5. 0) 
• 
• 
Blank Card 
where: 
NRUN = identifying run number 
FREQ8 = frequency of detector 8 
DTCORR = correction factor for the electronics 
dead time 
SUM(I) = array of 16 sums that correspond to 
the yields in the 16 detectors 
Cards 4 and 5 form a set which contains 
the raw data for one run. As many sets 
of these cards can be submitted as 
desired. Reading of the sets is 
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terminated by the blank card. 
c. CDATA input (included only if KIND = 2 or 
NPLOT * 0): 
lo Data · Cards (included only if KIND= 2): 
Card 1: NCOUN, EN, CY (I5,2F10.0) 
Card 2: NCOUN, EN, CY (I5,2F10.0) 
• 
• 
Blank Card 
where: 
NCOUN = number of counter in which data 
were taken 
EN = energy of the detected particles 
CY = corrected yield of the detected 
particles 
There are as many of these cards as 
there are data points to be plotted in 
a spectrum. Reading of the cards is 
terminated by the blank card. 
2. Plotting Cards (included only if NPLOT * O)s 
Card la DATE, REAC, ENAG (2A6,8X,JA6,2X,5A6) 
where: 
DATE = date of run 
REAC = name of the reaction 
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ENAG = incident energy and laboratory 
angle for the reaction. 
This card identifies the spectrum 
plot. 
Card 2: XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX (4F10.0) 
This card specifies the minimum and 
maximum values of the energy and 
yield/(freq) 2 to be plotted. 
Card Ji NFC (16I1) 
Card 41 NFC (16I1) 
• 
• 
• • 
Card nt NFC (16I1) 
where n = (NFLOT + 2) 
NFC is a binary code word that designates 
which detector's data are to be plotted. 
Each detector corresponds to one digit 
of the code word: if that digit= 1, 
the detector's data are plotted; if the 
digit = O, the data are not plotted. 
The number of NFC cards equals NFLOT 
the number of plots designated in the 
MAIN program control word. Ea.ch NFC card 
is followed by the SIGGEN input given 
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in Part D below. 
D. SIGGEN input (if KIND = 2, NPLOT sets are inclu-
ded): 
1. Plotting Cards (included only if KIND= J)1 
Card la GRAPH (JA6) 
This word is used to identify plots 
when they are only made by SIGGEN. 
Card 21 XNIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX (4Fl0.0) 
This card specifies the minimum and 
maximum of the energy and cross 
section values to be plotted by 
SIGGEN. 
2. Reaction Cards: 
Card 1 : Ml , MJ, M4, ZJ, Z5 , Z6 ( 6F10. 0) 
wherer 
1'11 = mass of the incident particle 
1'1.3 = mass of the observed particle 
M4 = sum of masses of the unobserved 
particles 
Z.3 = charge of the observed particle 
ZS = charge of one of the unobserved 
particles 
z6 = charge of the other unobserved 
particle 
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Card 2a El, THETAJ, Q, DEX, EJMIN (5F10.0) 
wheres 
El = energy of the incident particle 
THETAJ = lab angle of the observed particle 
Q = the Q-value of the reaction 
DEX = the increment of excitation 
energy in the final state 
nucleon-nucleon system 
EJMIN = minimum energy in the spectrum 
of the observed particle for 
which calculations are to be made 
J. Parameter Cardsa 
Card la SCATLN, RO, SP, R, LJ, PARAM 
(4F10.0,I2,8X4A6) 
where a 
SCATLN = 
RO = 
SP = 
R = 
L.3 = 
nucleon-nucleon scattering length 
nucleon-nucleon effective range 
nucleon-nucleon shape parameter 
Coulomb radius (28.8 F) 
angular momentum quantum number 
for the motion of the observed 
particle with respect to the c.m. 
of the nucleon-nucleon system 
(see Tombrello and Bacher, 1965). 
If LJ = -1, this effect is not 
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included. 
PARAM = label for identifying the effec-
tive range parameters used 
Card 2: DEJ, RES, SNORM, IGMAX (JF10.0,I2) 
where: 
DEJ = increment in the observed parti-
cle's energy used in folding in 
the experimental resolution 
RES = total experimental energy reso-
lution (FWHM) of the Gaussian 
resolution function 
SNORM = scale height to which the maximum 
of the calculated energy spectrum 
is normalized 
IGMAX = number of points in one-half of 
the· Gaussian resolution function 
Card J: SCATLN, RO, SP, R, LJ, PAliAM 
Card 4: DEJ, RES, SNORM, IGMAX 
• • 
• • 
• 
Card n1 SCATLN, RO, SP, R, LJ, PARAM 
Card ms DEJ, RES, SNOR.M, IGMAX 
where n = 2*NFIT-1 and m = 2*NFIT 
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Cards 1 and 2 and each succeeding pair 
form a set. A total of NFIT sets are 
required. 
On the following pages is a listing of the complete 
program. 
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SIBFTC MAIN DECK 
c 
C SPECTROMETER DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM 
c 
C MAIN CONTROL PROG~AM 
c 
COMMON /M AIN/ KINO,NPUNCH,NPLOT,NFIT 
10 REA0(5 ,l) KINO,NPUNCH,NPLOT,NFIT 
l FORMATl'tl21 
I FIKIND .EO. 11 CALL ROATA 
IFCKIND .Eo. 2 .oR. NPLOT .NE. 01 CALL COATA 
IFIKINO .EO. 31 CALL SIGGEN 
GO TO 10 
ENO 
SIBFTC ROATA DECK 
SUBROUTINE ROATA 
c 
DIMENSION FREFACl16),CORFAC(l6l,FC16),SUMl161,YIELDl16),VFl16), 
lYFF1161,Ell6l,TITLEllOl,ENllOOOl,CYllOOOl,NCOUNl1000l 
COMMON /DATA/ EN,CV,NCOU~.IMAX 
COMMON /MA IN/ KI NO, NPUNCH,NPLOT,NFIT 
OATAIFREFAClll,I=l.161/0.98148,0.98416,0.98693,0.98961,0.99230. 
l0.99494, o.9971ts, l.o, l.002s1. l.oo5o4, 1.00149, l.Oo9A4, 
21.01220, 1.01453, 1.01692. 1.01912/ 
C INPUT-OUTPUT OF PARAMETERS 
c 
c 
READ15,11TITLE 
1 FORMATl10A61 
RE A 0 I 5 • 2 ) I CORF AC I I ) , I = l • 16 I 
2 FORMATI 16F5.0) 
READl5,3lZ,A 
3 FORMAT(2F5.0) 
WR I TE C 6 ,4) 
't FORMATl1Hl///15X 9 27HSPECTROMETER DATA REDUCTION////I 
WRITEC6,5>TITLE 
5 FORMAT(5X 9 lOA6//) 
WRITEC6,6lZ 9 A 
6 FORMATl19 X,4H Z =F4.l,2X 3HA =F4.l///) 
WRITE(6,7) 
7 FORMAT119X,19H CORRECTION FACTORS/I 
WRITEC6,81 CORFAC 
8 FORMATl26X,F6 . 3 1 
C CALCULATI ON AND OUTPUT 
c 
L•O 
13 LPAGE • 0 
WRITEl6 ,12 ) 
12 FORMAT( lHl) 
11 READl5 ,91 NRUN,FREOB,OTCORR 
9 FORMAT113.2Fl0.0I 
FRE08•0.00l•FRE08 
IFINRUN .EO. 0) GO TO 18 
P.EADl5.10l SUM 
10 FORMAT116F5.0) 
DO 20 l=l,16 
FIJ) c FREOB•FREFAClll 
FR=F I I I 
Elll =ENERIFR,Z,Al 
YIELDIIl~SUM(l)•CORFAClll•DTCORR 
VFl ll=VIELDlll/F(ll 
c 
YFFI I l•YFI I I/Fl I ) 
ll•L+I 
EN 111 I :zE I I I 
CVlll l z VFFl ll 
NCOUN( 111"'1 
20 CONTINUt 
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WRIT E16,141 NRUN,FREOR,OTCORR 
14 FORMATl//5X, 5H RUN 13, 4X 7HFREQ • F7.3, 4X 17HOEAO TIMF CORR 
1F6.3//I 
WRITElf,,151 
15 FORMATl8H COUNTER 3X 4HFREQ 3X 6HV/FREO 4X 3HSUM 4X 5HVIELO 3X 
16HENERGY 3 X 9HV/FRE0**21 
WRITE16,161(1,F(ll,VFlll,SUMlll,YIELOll ),Ell l,VFFI! 19 l=l,161 
16 FORMATll5,Fll.3,F8.3,FR.l,FB.l,F9.3,Fl0.31 
LzL+l6 
IMAX =L 
LP AGE = LPAGE+l 
IFILPAGE .EO. 31 GO TO 13 
GO TO 11 
C ORDER BY ENERGY ANO PUNCH 
c 
18 00 30 J=l,IMAX 
RI G = ENIJI 
K=J 
00 3 l J J = J .I MAX 
IFCENIJJI .GT. BIGI GO TO 32 
GO TO 31 
32 BIG = EN I JJI 
K=JJ 
31 CONTINUE 
A=ENI JI 
AA=CVIJ) 
NA•NCOUNIJI 
ENIJl=BIG 
CYIJl:cCVIKI 
NCOUNIJl =NCOUNIKI 
ENIKl=A 
CVIKl= AA 
NCOUNIKl=NA 
30 CONTINUE 
IFINPUNCH .NE. llRETURN 
00 33 I=l,IMAX 
PUNCH 40, NCOUNlll,ENIIl,CVlll 
40 FORMATII5, 2Fl0.5) 
33 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
SIBFTC COATA DECK 
SUBROUTINE COATA 
DIMENSION ENl1000),CV(l000),NCOUN(l0001,NPC1161,0ATEl2),REAC(3), 
lENAG(5),ENPllOOOl,CYP l 1000),TTl21,TT1121,AAll41 
COMMON /M AIN/ KIND,NPUNCH,NPLOT,NFIT 
COMMON /DATA/ EN,CV,NCOUN,IMAX 
COMMON/PLOT/XMIN , XMAX,YMIN,VMAX,TT,TTT,TTl 
DATAITTll), l =l,21/6HENERGV,6H IMEVI/ 
DATA TTT/5HVIELO/ 
OATAITTllJ), l=l,21/2*1H I 
IFIK I NO .EO. 11 GO TO 3 
l=O 
1 l=l+l 
READC5.21NCOUNC I I ,ENC I I .eve I I 
2 FORMATCJ5 , 2FlO.OI 
IMAX•! 
I F I NC OUN C I I •NE. 0 I GO TO 
3 IFCNPLOT .EO. 01 RETURN 
READC5,41 DATE,REAC,ENAG 
4 FORMATC2Ab,8X3Ab,2X5A61 
READC5,51 XMJN,XMAX,YMJN,YMAX 
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5 FORMATC4Fl0.0I 
c 
C PLOT DATA FOR SELECTED COUNTERS 
c 
L• O 
b REAOC5,71 NPC 
7 FORMATC l blll 
11 • 1 
DO 10 l• l , JMAX 
NC•NCOUNC J I 
NCC•NPCCNC I 
J FCNCC .EO. 01 GO TO 10 
ENPC 11 >• ENC I I 
CYPCill =CYCll 
NMAX=ll 
JJzJJ+l 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL LABEL(o •• o •• XMIN.XMAX,15 •• 6.TT.12.01 
CALL LABELCo •• o •• XMJN.XMAX.15 •• -30,TTl.2.01 
CALL LABELlo.,o.,YMJN,YMAx.10.,4,TTT,5.ll 
CALL LABEL CO.,o •• YMIN,YMAX,10 •• -20.TTt.2.11 
CALL OUTCORCAA 9 NWOSI 
WRITEC6,1001 IOATEI I I• I=l.21 
100 FORMATl2 Ab) 
CALL OUTCOR 
CALL SYSSYMC2.25,9.5,.25,AA,6*NWOS,O.) 
CALL OUTCORCAA , NWDSI 
WRITEC6,101HREACCll, I=l.31 
101 FORMAT( 3A61 
CALL OUTCOR 
CALL SYSSYMCl . 5,8.75,.35,AA,b*NWOS,O.I 
CALL OUTCORIAA,NWDSI 
WRITElb,10211ENAGCJ), 1=1,51 
102 FORMAT( 5Ab I 
CALL OUTCOR 
CALL SYSSYMC1.o.s.25 •• 25.AA,b*NWDS.o.> 
CALL OUTCOR I AA, NWOSI 
WRITEC6t103 ) INPCII ), l=ltlbl 
103 FORMATllbill 
CALL OUTCOR 
CALL SYSSYMl2.oo,1 . es •• 12.AA,b•NWOS,o.1 
LF• l 
IFINFJT . NE . 01 LF=O 
CALL PLOTXY CNMAX , ENP,CYP,XMIN,XMAX,YMJN,YMAX,LF,o,3,11 
J f (NFIT .NE. 01 CALL SIGGEN 
L•L+l 
IFCL .LT. NPLOTI GO TO b 
RETURN 
END 
SIBFTC SJGGEN DECK 
SUBROUTINE SI GGEN 
DIMENSION E3ClOOOl,SIGClOOOl 9 EX(l000),E3lNTl1000),SlGINTClOOOI, 
lSJGFLDClOOOl,GAC50l,ABC141,PARAMC41,GRAPHC31,TTC21.TT1(21 
c 
1~ 
COMMON /MAIN/ KIND.NPUNCH.NPLOT.NFIT 
COMMON /FOOL/ E3.SIG 9 NMAX.E31NT.SIGINT.SIGFLO.INTMAX.OF3.RFS. 
lSGFM.IGMAX 
COMMON/PLOT/XMIN.XMAX.YMINoVMAX,TT,TTT,TTl 
REAL M},M3oM4,M34,M4l,MMM 
LFIT~l 
C INPUT-OUTPUT OF FITTING PARAMETfRS 
c 
c 
IFCKIND .NE. 31 GO TO 18 
READ C5,190) GRAPH 
190 FORMA T C3A6) 
READl5,19) XMIN 9 XMAX,YMIN.YMAX 
19 FORMATC4Fl 0 .0) 
18 RE AOl5 ,l )MI,M3,M4 , Z3.Z5,Z6 
1 FOR MA Tl6FIO . OI 
REA0(5,21E I . THETA3 . 0,DEX,E3MIN 
2 FORM AT(5Fl0.0I 
3 REA0(5 ,4 1SCATLN,RO,SP,R.L3,PARAM 
4 FORMAT l 4FlO.o , 1 2 ,ex4A6) 
REAOl5.5)0E3 . RES,SNORM.IGMAX 
5 FORMA T 13Flo . o, 121 
WRIT El6 ,6 ) 
6 FORMATl1Hl6X46HSPECTRUM FOR OINUCLEON FINAL STATE INTERACTION////) 
WRI TE(6,71 Ml ,M3,M4 9 Z3,Z5,Z6 
1 FOR MATC15 X6H Ml = Fl0.6/,16X5HM3 • Fl0.6/,16X5HM4 = FI0.6/,16X 
15HZ3 • F5 . l/,16X5HZ5 z F5.I/,16X5HZ6 = F5.l///1 
WRITEl6 , 81El,O,THETA3,0EX,E3MIN,DE3,RES,SNORM 
8 FORMATllOX I OH EllMEVI •F6.3,4Xl4HO-VALUEIMEVI •F6.3//,20X 
11 2H THETAI OEG) =F4.l//,10X 5HOEX =F6.3,4X 7HE3MIN = F4.l, 
24X 5HDE3 =F6.3//,20X 12HRESOLlJTION =F6.3//, 
317X 15HNORMALIZATION =F7.4////I 
WRI TE(6,101 PARAM 
10 FORMAT C20X 4A6//I 
WRI TEl6.111SCATLN.RO,SP,R,L3 
11 FORMATl17X 20H SCATTERING LENGTH =F7.31/.20X 17HEFFECTIVE RANGE 
1F7 . 3// , 20X 17HSHAPE PARAMETER =F7.31/.29X 8HRAOIUS =F7.3//,33X 
24HL3 =13///) 
C CALCULATE KINEMATICS ANO SPECTRUM SHAPE 
c 
M34•M3+M4 
M4l•M4-Ml 
EMAX=O+El * CM34-Mll/M34 
TH3Rc0 . 0l 7 4533* THETA3 
V=SORT(Ml*M3*E ll*COSCTH3Rl/M34 
MMM• M3•M4/M34 
Z4 = Z5 + Z6 
Z56 c Z5 *Z6 
1 2 0 
SIGMAX•O.O 
15 EXCI+ll=DEX* FLOATll) 
EE • EMAX- EXll+ll 
ECM•EX CI+ll 
AK3z0.218738* SORTIMMM•EEI 
ETA3=0.15748l•Z3*Z4•SORTCMMM/EEI 
WT3• 1.0 
IFIL3 .GE. 01 WT3 • WGTCETA3.AK3 9 L31 
U= CM4•CO-EC Ml+El*M4ll/M34 
T• V*V+U 
IFCT .LT. 0.01 GO TO 16 
c 
SE•V+SORTITI 
E311+ll~SE•SE 
1~ 
SIGll+ll • SE•WT3•DCECM.Z56 . SCATLN.RO.~P.RI 
IFISIGMAX .LT. SIGCl+lllSIGMAX•SIGCl+ll 
l•l+l 
NMAX~I 
IFIE311) .GE. E3MINI GO TO 15 
WRITEl6 . 300) IEXll l.E311 l.SIGll I. l•l.NMAXI 
300 FORMAT(3F20.RI 
C LABEL PLOTS 
c 
c 
16 IFILFIT.GT.11 GO TO 30 
CALL OUTCORIAB.NWOSI 
WRITEl6.200)(PARAMIII, l=l.4) 
200 FORMAT(4A6) 
CALL OUTCOR 
CALL SYSSYMll.75,7.50 •• 12.AB.6*NWDs.o . 1 
CALL OUTCORIAB . NWDSI 
WRITEl6,2011 
201 FORMAT(26H A RO P R L3 RESI 
CALL OUTCOR 
CALL SYSSYMll.oo ,1.oo •• 25.AB,6•Nwos.o .1 
IFIKIND.NF..31 GO TO 30 
CALL LABELIO.,O •• XMIN.XMAX,15.,6 ,TT.12.0I 
CALL LABELIO.,o •• xMIN.XMAX.15 •• -30.TTl.2,01 
CALL LABELlo •• o •• YMIN.YMAX,}0.,4,TTT,5.1) 
CALL LABELIO •• O.,YMIN,YMAX.l0.,-20 .TT l,2. l) 
CALL OUTCORIAB.NWDSI 
WRITEC6.2041 GRAPH 
204 FORMAT13A6) 
CALL DUTCOR 
CAL L SYSSYMl1.5,8 . 75 •• 35,AB,6•NWOS,O.I 
CALL OUTCORIAB.NWDSI 
WRITEl6,205) El,THETA3 
205 FORMATl4H E zF7.3, 4H MEV 2X F4.l, 4H DEGI 
CALL OUTCOR 
CALL SYSSYM(l.o.a.o • • 25,AB,6•NWDS,O . ) 
30 CALL OUTCORIAB,NWOS) 
WRI TE(6,2021 SCATLN.RO.SP,R.L3.RES 
202 FORMATIF9 . 3,F8 . 3,Fl0.3,F8.3,4X 12,Fl3.31 
CALL OUTCOR 
AY•6.90- .15*FLOATILFITI 
CALL SYSSYMI0.75,AV •• 1 2,AB,6*NWDS,O.I 
IFIRES .EO. 0 . 01 GO TO 17 
C CALCULATE ANO PLOT FOLDED SPECTRUM 
c 
CALL FOLD 
WRITEl6 , 2011E31NTIIl,SIGINTIIl.SI GFLOIII, 1=1,I NTMAXI 
20 FORMAT13F20.81 
SFAC = SNORM/SGFM 
00 34 I • l,JNTMAX 
34 SIGFLOlll = SFAC*SIGFLDII I 
LF•l 
IFILFIT .LT . NFITI LF•O 
I Pal 
IFILFIT.GT.11 IP% 2 
ISVS•O 
IFILFIT.GT.11 ISVS • 3 + LFIT 
CALL PLOTXYllNTMAX,E 3 INT,SIGFLO,XMIN,XMAX tYMI N,YMAX.LF,JP,JSYS, 50 1 
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GO TO 25 
c 
C PLOT UNFOLDED SPECTRUM 
c 
17 SIGN•SNORM/SIGMAX 
DO 35 l=l,NMAX 
35 SIGI I ) .. SIGN•SIGI I I 
LF "' 1 
IFILFIT .LT. NFITI LF=O 
IP • 1 
IFILFIT.GT.1 1 IP• 2 
ISYS • 0 
IFILFIT.GT.11 ISYS = 3 + LFIT 
CALL PLOTXYINMAX,E3,SIG,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,LF,IP.ISYS,50) 
25 LFIT=LFIT+l 
IFILFIT .LE. NFITI GO TO 3 
RETURN 
ENO 
SIBFTC FOLD DECK 
c 
SUBROUTINE FOLD 
DIMENSION E31lOOOl,SIGllOOOl,E31NTllOOOl.SIGINTllOOOI, 
1 SIGFLDllOOOl,GAl501 
COMMON /FOOL/ E3,SIG.NMAX,E3INT.SIGINT,SIGFLD,INTMAX,DE3,RES. 
lSGFM,IGMAX 
C SET UP GAUSSIAN 
c 
SD•RES/2.354 
DO 10 IG = l,IGMAX 
AJG = IG 
EE • AIG•DE3 
GAllGl•EXPl-EE*EE/12.•SD•SDll 
WRITE(b,301 I IGMAX,AIG,EE,GA( IGI 
301 FORMATII3,2Fl0.4,El0.2) 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,301GAllGMAX) 
30 FORMAT115X 22H LAST GAUSSIAN POINT =El0.21 
c 
C INTERPOLATE TO EVENLY-SPACED SPECTRUM 
c 
RIGMAX•IGMAX 
E31MIN• E31NMAXl-RIGMAX•DE3 
E31NTIIGMAX + 11 = E3111 
J=l 
1 1 I = I GMAX + J 
E31NTlll+ll,. E31NTllII - DE3 
IFCE31NTlll+ll.LT.E31MINI GO TO 2 
J:zJ+l 
GO TO 1 
2 INTMAX = II + 1 
DO 3 I = l,IGMAX 
IJ :z JGMAX + 1 - I 
3 E3INTllJ) = E31NTllJ+ll + DE3 
DO 4 I ,. l,INTMAX 
SIGFLDIII = O.O 
4 SIGINTIJI = O.O 
SIGINTllGMAX+l) ,. SJG(l) 
IM ., I GMAX + 2 
IE3 = 2 
DO 5 I = IM,INTMAX 
IJM = I 
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GO TO 9 
b IE3 • IE3 + 1 
9 IFIE31NTlll.LT.E31NMAX-lll GO TO 14 
IFIE31NTlll.LT.E311E311 GO TO b 
X • E 31NT11 ) 
Xl • E311E3+1> 
X2 • E311E3l 
X3., E311E3-l> 
Yl " SIGI IE3+1> 
Y2., SIGllE31 
Y3"' SIGIIE3-ll 
SIGINTlll "' IX-X21•1X-X31•Yl/llX1-X21•1Xl-X311 + IX-Xll•IX-X3l•Y7/ 
111X2-Xll•IX2-X311 + IX-Xll•IX-X21•Y3/llX3-Xll*IX3-X2ll 
5 CONTINUE 
14 SL• ISIGINMAXl-SIGINMAX-lll/IE31NMAXl-F31NMAX-lll 
Xl = E31NHAXI 
Yl ,.. SIGINHAXI 
DO 15 J s IJM.INTMAX 
15 SIGINTIJI = Yl + SL•IE3INTIJI - Xll 
c 
C FOLD GAUSSIAN RESOLUTION INTO SPECTRUM 
c 
DO 7 I ., l,JGMAX 
SIGFLDIII., SIGINTIII 
DO 8 IF = l,IGMAX 
IFG = IF + I 
8 SIGFLDIII = SIGFLDIII + SIGINTllFGl•GAllFI 
7 CONTINUE 
JMIN • IGMAX + 1 
DO 11 J • JHIN,INTMAX 
SIGFLDIJI s SIGINTCJI 
DO 12 JF • l,IGMAX 
JFP ,. J + JF 
JFH = J - JF 
12 SIGFLDIJI = SIGFLD(Jl+ISIGINTIJFPl+SIGINTIJFMll•GAIJFI 
11 CONTINUE 
SGFM "' O.O 
DO 13 I = 1, I NT MAX 
13 JFISIGFLDIIl.GT.SGFMI SGFH = SIGFLDIJI 
RETURN 
END 
SIBFTC ENERGY DECK 
FUNCTION ENERIF,Z,AI 
DI MENSION AMl4.21 
DOUBLE PRECISION AM,DKSP,DF,OZ,OMP,DAM 
REAL KSP 
AM(l,l)a93A.2187500 
AMl2.ll=l875.50b3800 
AMl3 ,1 1=280A.7bl09DO 
AHl3,21s2808.2319ADO 
AMl4,21•3727.lb71500 
l•IFIXIAI 
J•IFIXIZI 
KSPcO.Oll38l•C0.0000283•1ABSIF-22.0l**l•8131+0.9994l 
IFIF .LT. 14.01 KSP.:0.011385 
DKSP•DBLEIKSPI 
DF•DBLEIFI 
DZ=DBLEIZI 
DMP•lA76.4375DO 
OAM•AM(J,JI 
EN=DSORTIOKSP•OF•DF•OZ•DZ•DMP+OAM*DAMl-DAM 
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ENER•EN+0.0780*Z*Z*llA/ENl**O.b391 
RETURN 
END 
SIBFTC WGT DECK 
FUNCTION WGTIETA3,AK3.L31 
WGT•l.O 
IFIETA3 .LE. O.O .OR. AK3 .LF. 0.0) GO TO I 
ETA38=6.2831853•ETA3 
GAMOW•ETA38/IEXPIETA3Bl-l.OI 
WGT•WGT*GAMOW 
IFIL3 .EQ. 01 GO TO 1 
WGT•WGT•IAK3••12*L311 
EL3•L3 
PRD•l.O 
T•l.O 
2 PRD=PRD•ll.O+IETA3•ETA31/CT*Tll 
T.,T+l.O 
JFCT .LE. EL31 GO TO 2 
WGTsWGT•PRD 
RETURN 
END 
SJBFTC DEZ DECK 
FUNCTION oce.z.scATLN.RO.sP,R) 
JFIE .Eo. 0.01 GO TO 2 
AK=0.10985•SORTl2.0•EI 
JFIZ .EO. 1.0) GO TO 1 
FN•-1.0/SCATLN + 0.5•RO*AK*AK 
D=AK/IFN•FN+AK*AK) 
RETURN 
2 O=O.O 
RETURN 
1 ETA• 0.15805/SORTl2.0*EI 
Cm6.2831A•ETA/IEXP16.28318*ETAl-l.OI 
FN=-l.O/SCATLN+0.5*RO*AK*AK-SP•AK*CIRO•AK)**31-HCETAl/R 
OsC•AK/IFN•FN+C*C*AK*AKI 
RETURN 
ENO 
SIBFTC HOT DECK 
FUNCTION HCETA) 
ET•ETA•ETA 
TUM•-0~57721566-ALOGCETAI 
AN•O.O 
TEMP•O.O 
l AN•AN+l.O 
SUM•TEMP 
TERM•l . O/IAN•CAN•AN+ETll 
TEMP=SUM+TERM 
IFCSUM-TEMP .GT. l.OE-81 GO TO 1 
2 H'"ET•SUM+TUM 
RETURN 
ENO 
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APPENDIX B. 'IBEORE'£ICAL SPECTRA PROGRAM 
This program calculates theoretical spectra using 
the antisymmetrized plane wave Born approximation described 
in Part IV of the main text. The program will also 
calculate spectra using the Watson-Migdal approximation 
discussed in Part II. 
Each of the integrals of E4uation (36) can be 
analytically reduced to the sum 
,L:[a1 (k,i)G2(k,i)GJ(k,j,i~ exp{-[Q~/Gl (k,i) + Q~(k,i)/G2 (k,i) 
+ Q~(k,i)/G3 (k,j,i)Jf~{-G4 (k,j,i)r2 } {sin[P(k,j,i)r]/ (B-1) 
P(k,j,i)}<l? (r)rdr NN 
where the Q's and Pare momentum transfers; the G's are 
weighting coefficients for the momentum transfers, and the 
integration is over the separation distance between the 
final state nucleons. <l>NN (r) 1s the S-wave nucleon-nucleon 
scattering wave function. The triple summation occurs 
because the deuteron, the mass-three initial state, and 
the mass-three final state wave functions are expanded in 
Gaussian functions. Tables B-I and B-II list the above 
parameters for each of the seven terms of the transition 
matrix element. 
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To keep the program running time within reasonable 
limits, the evaluation of the matrix element was restricted 
to 25 points. These points corresponded to 25 preselected 
excitation energies in the final state nucleon-nucleon 
system. The energies were unevenly spaced to give a 
better description of the spectrum for the fixed number 
of points used. The points were most numerous where the 
spectrum changed most rapidly --- the high energy region 
and the region of the maximum. 
The use of preselected values for.the nucleon-nucleon 
excitation energies allowed the integrals of Equation (B-1) 
to be evaluated with the Gaussian integration method. The 
nucleon-nucleon scattering wave functions were tabulated for 
each standard excitation energy at radii corresponding to 
the zeros of the generalized Laquerre polynomials used in 
the Gaussian integration. The corresponding weighting 
* functions were also tabulated. Sixteen points were used 
in the integration. The accuracy of the Gaussian inte-
gration was checked by using Simpson's rule to evaluate the 
integrals at several test energies. 
Figure B-1 shows the organization and major sub-
routines of the program. The purpose of each of the sub-
routines is briefly described on the following pages. 
*P. Rabinowitz, and Weiss, G., Math. Tables and Other 
Aids to Comp., 1J., 285 (1959). 
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FIGURE B-1 
An organizational diagram of the theoretical spectra 
program. The function of each of the major subroutines is 
described on pages 168 and 169. 
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~ ls an entry program about which computations 
for different reactions can be cycled. It 
also has a role in normalizing spectra to a 
common scale. 
KINMAT calculates the required kinematics for each 
standard excitation energy in the final state 
nucleon-nucleon system. It also calls the 
other major subroutines. 
PHI is a block data subroutine that stores the 
tabulated nucleon-nucleon scattering wave 
function and the corresponding weighting 
functions. 
WATMIG calculates the single particle spectrum 
using the Watson-Migdal approximation 
(Equation (24) of the main text). WATMIG 
requires the auxiliary routines DN and H. 
PWBAXT calculates the single particle spectrum 
using the antisymmetrized plane wave Born 
approximation described in Part IV. PWBAXT 
requires the auxiliary integration routines 
S and sc. 
FOLD interpolates a smooth energy spectrum between 
the points calculated either by WATMIG or 
PWBAXT. It then folds in the experimental 
energy resolution which is approximated by a 
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Gaussian weighting function. 
NORM normalizes the spectrum generated by FOLD 
in one of three ways1 (a) it normalizes to a 
designated value at a designated energyr 
(b) it normalizes the maximum to 1.0r or 
(c) 1t normalizes all spectra to a common 
scale determined by the first spectrum. 
OUTPUT handles the listing, punching, and plotting 
of the calculated spectrum. 
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The input consists of the following cards, grouped 
according to the primary subroutines. 
A. MAIN inputa 
Card 11 Ml, M2, MJ, M5, M6, ZJ, z5, Z6 
(8F10.0) 
where a 
B. KINMAT inputs 
Ml = mass of the incident particle 
M2 = mass of the target particle 
MJ = mass of the observed particle 
M5 = mass of one of the unobserved 
particles 
M6 = mass of the other unobserved 
particle 
ZJ = charge of the observed 
particle 
Z5 = charge of one of the unobserved 
particles 
Z6 = charge of the other unobserved 
particle 
Card la KTHRY, KOMNRM, NFIT, KOUT (412) 
A control word for directing the 
calculation. 
If KTHRY = 1, the calculation uses the 
Watson-Migdal approximation 
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KTHRY = 2, the calculation uses 
the antisymmetrized PWBA 
If KOMNRM = O, each spectrum is 
individually normalized to 
either a preselected point 
or to the maximum of the 
calculated spectrum 
KOHNRM = 1, the first spectrum is 
normalized to a preselected 
point; thereafter, each 
succeeding spectrum is to 
the same scale as the 
first 
NFI'r = n, the number of calculations 
to be made at each ang le and 
incident energy; also, n 
equals the number of plots 
to be made on one sheet of 
paper 
If KOUT = 0, the output consists only 
of a listing of the calcu-
lated spectrum 
KOUT = 1, the output includes both 
a listing and a Calcomp plot 
of the spectrum 
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KOUT = 2, the output includes a 
listing and a punched tabu-
lation of the spectrum 
KOUT = 3, the output consists of 
a listing, a Calcomp plot, 
and a punched tabulation 
of the calculated spectrum 
Card 21 VMEDIA (FlO.O) 
If Vl1EDIA > o.o, the reaction is 
assumed to occur in a nuclear potential 
well of infinite range and of depth 
VI1EDIA. VMEDIA was included in the 
program as a crude attempt at estimating 
the effects of distortion. All calcu-
lations presented in this thesis were 
made with VMEDIA = O.O. 
Card 31 NE1, QVAl, (El(I), I= 1, NEl) 
(I 2 , 8X , 7F1 0 • 0 ) 
where a 
NEl = the number of incident beam 
energies for which spectra are 
to be calculated 
QVAL = the Q value of the reaction 
named by the MAIN input card 
El(I) = the beam energies for which 
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spectra are to be calculated 
(up to a maximum of 6} 
Card 41 NTH ETA, (THETA) (I}, I = 1. 7} 
(I2,8X,7F10.0} 
wheres 
NTHETA = the number of laboratory angles 
for which spectra are to be 
calculated. If NTHETA ~ 0, 
calculat1ona are made for 
each THETAJ(I} ~ o.o (up to a 
maximum of 7). If NTH ETA > 0, 
then NTHETA angles are calcu-
lated starting from 
THCMIN . = THETAJ(2) in steps of 
DTHETA = THETAJ(l) and the dummy 
subroutine ANG ls called 
THETA3(I) ·~ - the values of laboratory angles 
or the minimum and increment 
values as discussed above under 
NTH ETA 
Card 5: NECM, (JSTD(I), I = 1, NECM) 
( 8 (I2, 8X)} 
wheres 
NECM = the number of standard 
excitation energy values 
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(called ECMSTD) used in the 
calculations. If NECM ~ O, all 
the standard values are used. 
If NECM > 0, only selected 
values are used (designated by 
<3th e numbers JSTD ( I ) ) • A maxi mum 
of 7 ECMSTD values can be 
selected; otherwise, all 25 
values must be used. 
JSTD(I) = the identification number of 
the ECMSTD(I) selected. The 
JSTD(I) range from 1 through 
25, corresponding to the 25 
standard excitation energy 
values used by the program. 
The program then requires N sets of the following cards 
(including the cards of Parts C or D) where N equals the 
total number of spectrum calculations to be mades 
1. Parameter Cards 
Card la WTLBL (1JA6) 
Permits supplementary comments to be 
included in the regular calculation 
heading. 
Card 2r DEJ, RES, IGMAX (2F10.0,I2) 
wheres 
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DEJ = the increment in the energy 
of the observed particle 
(called EJ) used in interpolating 
a smooth spectrum and folding 
in the experimental resolution. 
RES = the FWHM for the single 
Gaussian function used to 
approximate the resolution 
function 
IGMAX = the number of points in one 
half of the Gaussian resolution 
function 
Card 3: ENORM, SN ORM (2Fl 0. 0) 
where: 
ENOfil1 = the energy of the normalization 
point 
SNORM = the value of the normalization 
point 
Card 4: PNLBL (1JA6) (included only if 
KOUT ~ 2). A punched label to go with 
the punched card output. 
Card 5: PTLBL (1JA6) (included only if 
KOUT = 1 or if KOUT > 2). A label for 
identifying the plotted spectrum. 
Card 6: XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX (4F10.0) 
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(included only if KOUT = 1 or if 
KOUT > 2). This card specifies the 
minimum and maximum values of the 
energy and cross section to be 
plotted. 
2. Data Cards (included only if KOUT £ 0) 
Card 11 EXEJ(I), EXD{I), EXVD(I) {3F10.0) 
Card 21 EXEJ{I), EXD{I), EXVD{I) {)FlO.O) 
• 
• 
• 
Blank Card 
wheres 
EXEJ(I) = the energy of the experimental 
data point 
EXD(I) = the value of the experimental 
data point 
EXVD(I) = the± variation of EXD{I) 
There are as many of the cards as 
there are data points to be included 
in the listed spectrum. Reading of 
the cards is terminated by the blank 
card. 
C. WATMIG input {included only if KTHRY = 1) 
Card 11 SCATLN, RO, SP, R, LJ, PARAM 
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(4F10.0,I2,8X4A6) 
where a 
SCATLN = the nucleon-nucleon scattering 
length 
RO = the nucleon-nucleon effective 
range 
SP = the nucleon-nucleon shape 
parameter 
R = the Coulomb radius (28.8 F) 
LJ = a dummy input that is not used 
PARAN = a label array for commentary 
on the parameters used. 
PARAM only appears in the 
calculation heading. 
D. PWBAXT input (included only if KTHRY = 2) 
Card 1 : ( GI2 (I) , CH (I) , I = 1 , IMX) 
( 8F10. O) 
where: 
GI2(I) =the Ith exponent in the. 
Gaussian expansion of the 
initial state mass-three wave 
function 
CH(I) = the Ith coefficient in the 
Gaussian expansion of the 
initial state mass-three wave 
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function 
IMX = the number of terms in the 
Gaussian expansion of the 
initial state mass-three wave 
function. IHX is determined 
by a statement in the program. 
Card 2 1 (GF2 (K), CT(K), K = 1, KI1X} 
(8F10.0) 
where1 
GF2(K) = the Kth exponent of the 
Gaussian expansion of the 
final state mass-three wave 
function 
CT(K) = the Kth coefficient in the 
Gaussian expansion of the 
final state mass-three wave 
function 
KMX = the number of terms in the 
Gaussian expansion of the 
final state mass-three wave 
function. KMX is determined 
by a sta tement in the program. 
Card J: (A2 ( J) , CD ( J} , J = 1 , JHX) 
(8F10.0) 
where1 
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A2(J) = the Jth exponent in the 
Gaussian expansion of the 
deuteron wave function 
CD(J) = the Jth coefficient in the 
Gaussian expansion of the 
deuteron wave function 
Jl"IX = the number of terms in the 
Gaussian expansion of the 
deuteron wave function. JMK 
is determined by a statement 
in the program. 
Card 41 B2, VOG, SERBER {JFlO.O) 
where1 
B2 = the exponent of the Gaussian 
nucleon-nucleon potential 
VOG = the strength of the Gaussian 
nucleon-nucleon potential 
(positive quantity) 
SERBER = the amount of Serber-type 
exchange mixture in the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction 
Card 51 !WRITE (1512) 
If !WRITE (I) * 0, then the numerical 
integrals for term I will be written 
out for each of the 16 points in the 
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Gauss-Laquerre integration. This 
permits checking the converg ence of 
the integrals. If IWRITE (15) * 0, 
the same wave function and interaction 
parameters will be used in all sub-
sequent calculations. This eliminates 
unnecessary re-calculation of the many 
arrays required in PWBAXT. 
On the following pages is a listing of the complete 
program. 
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Sl8Fl3 MAIN OECK 
c 
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THEORETICAL 3-BOOY FINAL STATF INTFRACTIONS 
c 
C MAIN CONTROL PROGRAM FOR SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/MAIN/KTHRY,KOMNRM,NFIT,KOUT,ISAVF,SAVE 
COMMON/IN/Ml,M2,M3,M5,M6,Z3.Z5,Z6 
2 READ(5,l)Ml,M2,M3,M5,M6,Z3,Z5,Z6 
l FORMATCAFl0.01 
ISAVE=l 
CALL KINMAT 
GO TO 2 
ENO 
SIBF13 PHI DECK 
ALOCK DATA 
c 
C P-P SCATTERING WAVE FUNCTION 
C TO BE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/KINBLK/JSTDC251,ECMSTDC251 
COMMON I PHii I PHIEC16,241,ZLP(l61,WTEC16l 
DATA CPHIECI,ll.l=l.161 I 
X 3.75A0079E oo, 2 ,9972505E OO, 2.14l9471E oo, l.4951218E 00, 
X l,09045lOE 00, 8,5593919E-Ol, 7. ?.?.25574E-Ol, 6 .4587767F.-01, 
X 6.0271083E-Ol, 5.7954654E-Ol, 5.687l609E-Ol, 5.6527726E-O! , 
X 5.6543506E-O l , 5,6548265E-Ol. 5,6052606E-Ql, 5.4095104F.-Ol/ 
DATA CPHIEC I ,2>.I=l.161 I 
X 5.4636709E 00, 4,3574308E 00, 3.ll31139E OO. 2.1709472E 00, 
X l.5795569E OQ, l.2339516E OO, l.0328567E oo, 9.l2407lOE-Ol, 
X 8.3679332E-Ol, 7.8567640E-Ol, 7,4643033E-Ol. 7.0990427E-Ol, 
X 6,6801373E-Ol, 6.ll97381E-Ol, 5,3000435E-Ol, 4 .005 0l01E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHIEIJ,31,J=l .16) I 
X 6.4137368E 00, 5.ll49008E 00, 3.6532692E OO, 2.5451823E 00, 
X l.8474141E 00, l.4362686E 00, l.19240lAE oo, l.0402431E 00, 
X 9.3699669E-Ol, B. 5784084E-Ol, 7.8688568E-Ol, 7.l230451E-Ol, 
X 6 ,2382290E-Ol, 5.1134506E-Ol, 3,6387723E-Ol. l.67ll54AE-Ol/ 
DATA IPHIEll,4l,l=l,16l I 
X 7.0022175E 00 , 5.583954lE 00, 3.9871882E 00, 2.7751636F 00, 
X 2.0094922E 00, l.5547280E 00, l.2800798E 00, l.l0249A5E 00, 
X 9.7459648E-Ol, 8.6865047E-Ol, 7,6681729E-Ol, 6.5615A54E-Ol, 
X 5.2655754E-01 9 3,7050840E-Ol, l.8473472E-Ol,-2.4537477E-02/ 
OATA CPHIEIJ,5),Jzl ,1 61 I 
X 7.3703880E 00, 5.8772796E oo. 4.1954733E oo, 2.9173352F. oo, 
X 2.1073423E 00, l.6225086E 00, l.3246924E oo, l.l260145E 00. 
X 9.7618721E-Ol, 8,4564162E-Ol, 7.1568567E-Ol, 5.7371966E-Ol, 
X 4,llA6851E-Ol, 2.2826271E-Ol, 3.1524284E-02,-l.4724791F-Ol/ 
DATA IPH IEII,61,1=1•161 I 
X 7.5972824E 00, 6,0579379E oo, 4.3232322E oo, 3.0032971E 00, 
X 2.1641862E 00, l.6581083E OO, l.3422622E 00, l.1256550F 00, 
X 9.5616770E-Ol, 8.0335877E-Ol, 6,4867736E-Ol, 4.Al04277E-Ol, 
X 2.9646606E-Ol, l.0068704E-Ol,-8.4424721E-02,- 2 .0579335E-Ol/ 
DATA (PHIECl 9 7),[sl,16) I 
X 7.7249954E 00, 6.l594809E OO, 4,3944847E oo, 3.0498713E 00, 
X 2.1924184E 00, l .6714572E oo, l.3414002E oo, l.1094536E 00. 
X 9,2251699E-Ol, 7,5004946E-Ol 9 5.7434795E-Ol, 3.8693526E-Ol, 
X l.8883077E-Ol , -5.7482944E-03 ,-l.6260227E-Ol,-2.1437072E-Ol/ 
DATA (PHIECl 9 8),J=l.16) I 
X 7.7825151E 00, 6.2050645E 00, 4.4257809E 00, 3,06A6405E 00, 
X 2.2005451E oo, l.6693188E 00, l.3279763E 00, l.0828?.44E 00, 
X 8.8051084E-Ol, 6,9090784E-Ol, 4,9793726E-Ol, 2.96394l3E-Ol, 
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X 9.3011528E-02,-8.9567332E-02, -2.0731013F-Ol,-l.A873808E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHlEIJ,91,J=l,16 1 I 
X 7.791 1294E 00, 6.2116436E 00, 4.4292436E 00, 3.06A0971E 00, 
X 2.1947894E oo, l.6566341E 00, l.306l865F. 00, l.0495AllF. oo, 
X 8.3368208E-Ol. 6.2933819E-Ol, 4.225701?.F-Ol, 7.l703974E-Ol, 
X l.0476530E-02,-l.51A3715E-Ol,-2.2462693E-Ol.-l.42H4310E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHIEll,101,Jzl,16)/ 
X 7.7642740E 00, 6.1A99512F. 00, 4.41?5513E OO, 3.0535967F oo, 
X 2.l790699E oo. l.6364862E 00, l.2786785E 00, l.Ol21270F oo, 
X 7.8433491E-Ol. 5.6749697E-Ol, 3,5022023E-Ol, l.3531663E-Ol. 
X -5.8523466E-02,-l.9467029E-Ol,-2.2075655E-Ol,-A.7810394E-0?/ 
DATA IPHI Ell,lll,1=1•161/ 
X 7.6434708 E 00, 6.0930A68E 00, 4.3410A71E 00, 2.9983644E oo, 
X 2.1291620E 00, l.5827783E 00, l.2140260E oo. 9.311 5 355E-O l, 
X 6.8386576E- Ol. 4.4804141F.-Ol, 2.182585?.F-Ol, 6.l9093A5 E-03, 
X -l.5AA7173E-Ol,-2.3274620E-Ol,-l. 7163904E-Ol, l.9563910F -O?/ 
DATA IPH I EIJ,121,l=l,16)/ 
X 7,4731563E 00, 5.9567727E 00, 4,2416162E 00, 2.92401AAE 00, 
X 2.06612AlE 00, l.5200976F oo, l.1438888E 00, 8.4844493F.-Ol, 
X 5.8660410E-Ol, 3,3871947E-Ol. l.0596636E-Ol.-9.138456AF.-02, 
X -2.1625603E-Ol.-2.2475 229E-Ol,-9.6439019E-02, 9.6178116E-02/ 
DATA IPHI EIJ,131 , J=l,161/ 
X 7.2820252E 00, 5.8038845E 00, 4.1304622E oo, 2.8418943F 00, 
X l.9981463E 00, l.4547305E 00, l.0733061E OO, 7.6809795E-Ol, 
X 4.9560481E-Ol, 2.4121691E-Ol, l.2942379E-02,-l.6139657E-Ol, 
X - 2.4048723E-Ol, -l.8853069E-Ol , -l.8848494E-O?, l.3188462F-Ol/ 
DATA IPHIEIJ, 141,l=l,161/ 
X 7.0B57304E 00, 5.6469232E 00, 4.0l65240E 00, 2.75Al601E oo, 
X l.9296020E 00, l.3899392E 00, l.0047934E 00, 6.9197905E-Ol, 
X 4.120357BE-Ol , l.5569997E-Ol,-6.2372087E-02,-2.0A25391E-Ol, 
X -2.4029033E-Ol,-l.3756524E-Ol, 4.7572997F-02, l.3094899E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHIEIJ , 151,I=l,161/ 
X 6.8920894 E 00, 5o4921012E 00, 3.9042327F. 00, 2.6758601F. 00, 
X l.B62638 7E 00, l.3272684E 00, 9.3944168E-Ol, 6.2074463E-Ol, 
X 3.3599364E-Ol, 8.1402812E-02,-l.2212379E-Ol,-2.36284lOE- Ol, 
X -2.2296661E-Ol,-8.1467183E-02, 9.6508344E-02~ l.0376157E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHI EI I , 161,I~l,161/ 
X 6.5278707E 00, 5.2009052E 00, 3.6931159E 00, 2.5213594F. 00, 
X l.7373784E 00, l.2109202E 00, B.1972167E-Ol, 4.931923 2E-Ol, 
X 2.0511119E-Ol,-3.7516 189E -02,-2.0316288E-Ol,-2.5046449E-Ol, 
X -l.5882254E-Ol, 2.2578783E-02 , l.3807746F-Ol, l.5643788F.-02/ 
DATA IPHIEII,171,I=l,161/ 
X 6.2026926E 00, 4.940929BE 00, 3.5046080E oo, 2.3833483E 00, 
X l.6255270E 00, l.1073863E 00, 7.l442955F-Ol, 3.A396367F.-Ol, 
X 9.8888059E-02,-l.2367843E-Ol,-2.4485941E-Ol,-2.2779325E-Ol, 
X -8.0233241E-02, 9.6481811E-02, l.1923297E-Ol,-6.1574749E-O?./ 
DATA IPH IEII,181,I=l,161/ 
X 5.9152099E 00, 4.7110585E 00, 3.3378411E QO, 2.2610743E QO, 
X l.5262189E 00, l.Ol550l6E 00, 6.2182919E-Olt 2.9035595E-Ol, 
X l.2956005E-02, - l.8419982E-Ol,-2. 5 855632E-Ol,-l.A46776A E-Ol, 
X -5.3348309E-03, l.3412824E-Ol , 6.6776811E-02,-9.5735236F-02/ 
DATA IPHIEII, 191,lsl,161/ 
X 5,6619949E oo, 4.5085585E oo, 3.1908127E 00, 2.15301?.0E 00, 
X l.438l056E 00, 9,3383125E-Ol, 5,4012859E-Ol, 2.0989960F.-Ol, 
X -5.6291007E-02,-2.2467278E- Ol,-2.5265267E-Ol,-l.3214536E-Ol, 
X 5,660ll20E- 02, l. 3949292E-Ol, 5 .40317AAE-03,-A.580A401E-02 / 
DATA IPHJ E ll,201,Jzl,161/ 
X 5.4388706E 00, 4.3300959E 00, 3,0610A96E 00, 2 .0573637E oo, 
X l.3597017E 00, 8.6092577E-O l, 4.6768314E-Ol, l.4047536E-Ol. 
X -l.11A2839E-Ol,-2.4946070E-Ol,-2.3340606E-Ol,-7.7502751F.-O?, 
X l.Ol76888E-Ol, l.2067658E-Ol ,-4.75866 30F-02 ,-4.7041 320E -0 2 / 
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DATA IPHIEll,21),J~l.161/ 
X 4.9812464E 00, 3.9639451E oo, 2.7944432E 00, 
X l.196l477E OO. 7.0814599E-Ol, 3.179H920E-Ol, 
X -2.05l205AE-Ol.-2.6340950E-Ol,-l.5447412E-Olt 
X l.4244519E-Ol. 2.47.R2754E-02, -9.735960 7.E-07., 
DATA IPHIEll,221,l=l,161/ 
l.A596419E 00, 
4.4852R23F-03, 
4.194267.RF-02, 
5.Rl2626RF-07./ 
X 4.6291256E oo. 3.6A20439E 00, 2.5884677.E OO. 1.7054460F OO. 
X l.0667176E oo. 5.8644680E-Ol. 2.0l61769E-Ol,-9.lAOl945F.-02, 
X -2.521 9038E-Ol.-2.3515466E-O l,-6.3604A31E-07.. l.1623A61E-OJ. 
X l.0773122E-Ol.-6.3757272E-02,-4.5795995F-02. 6.31917.09E-02/ 
DATA (PHIECl,23),1=1•161/ 
X 4.3496352E oo, 3.4581528F 00, 
X 9.6089125E-Ol, 4.8649265E-Ol, 
X -2.6867660E-Ol.-l.H5747R2E-Ol. 
X 3.9R38341E-02,-9.826l613E-02. 
DATA (PHIEtl.24),1=1•161/ 
2.4242675E oo, l.5817.511E oo, 
l.0892579E-Ol,-l.59969R9F-Ol. 
l.7574289E-02, l.4320736E-Ol, 
3.0707759E-02.-4.3618764E-03/ 
I 
X 4.1214113E 00, 3.2751993E oo, 2.2895804E oo, 1.4782978E oo, 
X B.7192053E-Ol, 4.0236065E-Ol, 3.3A31919E-02,-2.0739187E-Olt 
X -2.6459717E-Ol.-l.2788131E-Ol, 7.9816729E-02t 1.327922RE-Olt 
X -2.7910435E-02.-B.0293772E-02t 7.2664366E-02,-5.6042109E-07./ 
DATA(ZLPll) ,J=l.161/A.7649410E-02, 4.6269633E-Olt l.141057R. 
1 2.1292836, 3.4370866. 5.0780186, 7.0703385. 9.4383143, 
2 l.2214223E+Ol, 1.5441527E+Ol, l.9180157E+Ol, 2.3515906E+Ol, 
3 2.8578730E+Ol, 3.4583399E+Ol, 4.l940453E+Ol, 5.170ll60E+Ol I 
DATAIWTEII I ,Jsl,16)/2.2503631E-Ol, 5.2583605E -Ol. 
1 8.3196139E-Ol, 1.1460992, 1.4717513, 1.8131347, 2.1755175, 
2 2.5657627, 2.9932151, 3.4712345, 4.0200441, 4.6725166, 
3 5.4874207, 6.5853612, 8.2763580, 1.1824278E+Ol I 
DATAIECMSTDIII. 1=1.25)/0.o.o.o50,o.100,o.150.o.200,o.250,o.3oo, 
10.35o,o.4oo,o.45o,o.500.o.600,o.100.o.800.o.900.1.ooo,1.200,1.4oo, 
21.600,1.800,2.ooo,2.5oo,3.ooo,3.5oo,4.0001 
END 
Sl8Fl3 PHI DECK 
BLOCK DATA 
c 
C N-N SCATTERING WAVE FUNCTION 
C TO BE USEO IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/KINBLK/JSTDt251,ECMSTDl25) 
COMMON I PHii I PHIEl16,24),ZLP116),WTEl161 
DATA (PHIEtl,l).Jzl,16) I 
X 2.0l56979E 01, 1.5958350E 01, l.1220627E 01, 7.6011437E 00, 
X 5.2804517E 00, 3.B654487E 00, 2.9819131E oo. 2.3974013E 00, 
X l.9842147E 00, l.6722098E 00, l.4208510E 00, l.2049416F 00, 
X l.0072946E 00, 8.1462530E-Ol, 6.1424273E-Ol, 3.R726351E-Ol/ 
DATA (PHIE(J,2),J=l,161 I 
X 1.7454110E 01, 1.3817B80E 01, 9.7129056E 00, 6.5732975E OO, 
X 4.5547448E oo. 3.3162676E oo. 2.5333246E oo, 2.0042370E 00, 
X 1.6180267E OO. 1.3136628E 00, l.0559528E oo. 8.23474RBE-Ol, 
X 6.0270514E-Ol, 3.8535491E-Ol, l.6750090E-Ol, -4.9924797E-02/ 
DATA IPHIEtJ,31,l=ltl61 I 
X l.5618549E 01, l.2364158E Olt 8.6886077E 00, 5.R742977E 00, 
X 4.0599603E 00, 2.9399964E 00, 2.2236363E 00, 1.730218\E OO. 
X l.3604608E 00, l.0600659E 00 9 7.9845253E-Ol, 5.583750HE-Ol, 
X 3.3137110E-Ol, l.1655576E-Ol 9 -7.7B29431F.-02,-2.2721300E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHIEll,41,I=l,16) I 
X l.4268344E Ol. l.1294782E 01, 7.9348941E oo, 5.3594361E 00, 
X 3.6945983E 00, 2.6608073E 00, l.9921916E oo, l.5237041E 00 , 
X l.1649727E 00, R.6719178E-Ol. 6.0405545E-Ol, 3.6274341E-Ol. 
X l.4044017E-Ol,-5.5844773E-02,-2.06522A3E-Ol,-2.6995416E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHIEII,51,J=l.16) I 
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X 1.3221937E 01, l.0465897F 01, 7.3505529E oo, 4.9598554F oo, 
X 3.4103287E 00, 2.4425536F 00, l.8100307E oo, l.3599666E oo, 
X l.0091664E 00, 7.1360667E-Ol, 4.5106983E-Ol, 2.1326622F-01, 
X 3.l038337E-03,-l.6510652E-Ol,-2.6331295E-Ol,-2.4309561F-Ol/ 
DATA IPHJE(f,6),f•ltl61 I 
X l. 2 3A0447E 01, 9.7993907E 00, 6.880~002E oo, 4.63809H~E 00, 
X 3.1808434E 00, 2.2655513E 00, l.6613405E oo, l.27.54401E oo, 
X B.8070772E-Ol, 5.8741980E-Ol, 3.2733054E-Ol, 9.6665369E-O?., 
X -9.6208302E-02,-2.3091077E-Ol,-2.7475591E-Ol,-l.A329650E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHJEll,7>,l=l,161 I 
X 1.1684866E Ol, 9.2484388E 00, 6.4918277E oo, 4.3717728E oo, 
X 2.9904222E 00, 2.1180165E 00, l.5366548E 00, l.lJ197R5F oo, 
X 7.7214549E-Ol, 4.AJ39316E-Ol, 2.2534R67E-Ol, 4.63Rl691E-03, 
X -l.6741042E-Ol,-2.6595148E-01,-2.5778786E-Olt-l.1200l08E-01/ 
DATA IPHIEll,8l,l=ltl61 I 
X l.1097626E 01, A.7A32220E 00, 6.1635495E 00, 4.1465994E 00, 
X 2.8290133E 00, l.9924054E 00, 1.4298794E 00, l.0143476E oo, 
X 6.7866330E-Ol, 3.9081173E-Ol, l.4018901E-01,-6.A377.229E-02, 
X -2.1724527E-Ol,-2.7891564E-01,-2.2369539E-Ol,-4.l744050E-02/ 
DATA IPHIEIJ,9),1=1,16) I 
X l.0593262E 01, B.3836849E oo, 5.8815225E 00, 3.9529430E 00, 
X 2.6A98677E 00, l.8836425c 00, 1.3369303E oo, 9.2899661F-01, 
X 5.9698270E-Ol, 3.1244016E-Ol, 6.8424919E-02,-l.2628266F-01, 
X -2.5052961E-Ol,-2.7600258E-01,-l.8019463E-Ol, 2.0437.917E-02/ 
DATA IPHIEIJ,101 ,1=1,161/ 
x 1.0l54210E 01, s.o357579E oo, 5.6358537.E oo. 3.784086AE oo. 
X 2.5682217E OO, l.7881575E 00, l.2549078E 00, 8.5341A06E-01, 
X 5.2477816E-Ol, 2.4396468E-Ol, 7.5764671E-03,-l.7196A64F-01, 
X -2.7083586E-Ol,-2.6177050E-Ol,-l.3262224E-01, 7.0971951E-02/ 
DATA IPHIEII,111,I=l,16)/ 
X 9.4232554E 00, 7.4566599E 00, 5.2267724F. OO, 3.5024517.E oo, 
X 2.3645995E 00, l.6273534E 00, l.1158084E 00, 7.2473694E-Ol, 
X 4.0239917E-Ol, l.3027115E-Ol,-B.8366681E-02,-2 .349061AE-Ol, 
X -2.8282765E-Ol,-2.1222843E-Ol,-3.A849173E-02, 1.3323AA1E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHIEII,121,I=l,16)/ 
X 8.8358625E 00, 6.9912066E 00, 4.8977606E OO, 3.2754633E oo, 
X 2.1996839E 00, l.4960582E 00, l.0012720E OO, 6.1840459E-Ol, 
x 3.02212ose-01, 4.0279488E-02,-l.5805322E-Ol.-2 .6960932E-Ol, 
X -2.6879215E-Ol,-l.4910752E-Ol, 4.0338618E-02, 1.4833017E-Ol/ 
DATA IPHlEII,13>,J=l,16)/ 
X B.3506911E 00, 6.6067176E 00, 4.6258071E 00, 3.087434AE 00, 
X 2.0623978E 00, l.3859302E 00, 9.0446807E-Ol, 5.2841399E-Ol, 
x 2.1B50505E-01.-3.1910645E-o2,-2.os13645E-01,-2.841703AE-01, 
X -2.3878987E-Ol,-A.3579870E-02, 9.Al56334E-02, 1.28517.0lE-Ol/ 
DATA IPHIEII,14),1=1,16)/ 
X 7.94l3612E 00, 6.2822931E 00, 4.396l841E 00, 2.92A3251F oo, 
X l.9456642E 00, l.2915949E 00 9 8.210ll42E-Ol, 4.5087072E-Ol, 
X l.4752871E-Ol,-9.0242761E - 02,-2.4315977E-Ol,-2.A41A255F-Ol, 
X -l.9960374E-Ol,-2.2247222E-02, 1.3351040E-Ol, 8.7756399E-07./ 
DATA IPHIEI I .15) ,Jsl.161/ 
X 7.5901158E 00, 6.003A765E 00, 4.1989924E 00, 2.7913945E 00, 
X l.8447083E 00, 1.2094427.E 00, 7.4792421E-Ol, 3.A311445E-Ol, 
X 8.6691606E-02,-I.3749218E-Ol,-2.6638292E-Ol,-2.7367747E-Ol, 
X -1.5591957.E-Ol, 3.ll67263E-02, l.4833626E-Ol, 3.8465072E-02/ 
DATA (PHIElf,16),J=l,16)/ 
X 7.0l55558E 00, 5.54A3671E 00, 3.8760571E oo, 2 .5664064E oo, 
X l.6776773E 00, l.07217A6E oo, 6.2501284E-01, 2.6989663E-Ol, 
X -l.1555007E-02,-2.0639018E-Ol,-2.8658522E-Ol,-2.3237536E-Ol, 
X -6.7148384E-02, l.0804966E-Ol, l.3060532E-Ol,-5.0526587.F-02/ 
DATA IPHIE(I,17l,I=ltl6)/ 
X 6.5623023E 00, 5.l889544E 00, 3.6208954E OO, 2.3B7H414E 00, 
185 
X l.5438468E 00, 9.6085597E-Ol, 5.246A864E-Ol• l.7872710F-Ol. 
X -B.6301186E-02,-2.4982520E-Ol.-2.A235200E-Ol,-l.7670251E-Ol 9 
X l.1686209E-02, l.4454423E-Ol, 7.5799712E-02.-9.hAR909~F-O?/ 
DATA IPHJEll 9 181.1=1•161/ 
X 6.l932871E 00, 4.8962590E 00, 3.412805AE oo. ?..74l5470F oo. 
X l.4331855E 00, A.6777850E-Ol. 4.4052179E-Ol, l.0365367F-Ol. 
X -l.4366008E-Ol.-2.74A3490E-Ol.-2.6233916E-Ol.-l.l6~4364E-Ol, 
X 7.3608495E-02 9 l.4705725E-Ol, l.OA7891AE-0?,-9.5JR5167F-O?/ 
DATA IPHIEII,191,1=1•161/ 
X 5.8855215E 00, 4.6520969E 00, 3.2389684E 00, 2.11R76A7E ou. 
X l.3394697E OO. 7.8816255E-Ol, 3.68462R5E-Ol. 4.0891R5RE-02, 
X -l.8764798E-Ol,-2.8617275E-Ol,-2.3238440E-Ol,-5.794R65AE-02, 
X l.1653513E-Ol, l.2504467E-Ol.-4.5659324E-02.-5.9544~64E-O?/ 
DATA IPHIEll.201,J=l,161/ 
X 5.6239505E 00, 4.4445248E 00, 3.0909603E 00, 2.0137495F OO. 
X l.2586020E 00, 7.1883667E-Ol, 3.0581237E-Ol,-l.2141468E-02. 
X -2.2106297E-Ol,-2.8722472E-Ol,-l.9657321E-Ol,-4.56lll03E-03, 
x l.4111755E-Ol. B.8125011E-02.-R.3833094E-o2.-1.0054l61E-O?/ 
DATA IPHJEll,211 9 1=1,161/ 
X 5.1110989E 00, 4.0373678E OQ, 2.7998780E QO, l.A055612E 00, 
X l.0959361E 00, 5.7761893E-Ol, l.7919287E-Ol,-l.1305050E-Ol, 
X -2.7054477E-01 9 -2.5989329E-Ol,-9.8673761E-02 9 9.5092651E-O?., 
X l.3787187E-Ol,-l.8573555E-02 9 -8.9603107E-02, 7.398897RE-02/ 
DATA IPHIEII.221.1=1.161/ 
X 4.7314891E 00, 3.7357853E 00, 2.5834154E QQ, l.64A8794E 00, 
X 9.7099260E-Ol, 4.6759242E-Ol, 8.2598666E-02.-l.Al62550E-Ol, 
X -2.8639710E-Ol,-2.0839097E-Ol,-7.9184964E-03, l.4264533E-Ol, 
X 7.9064842E-02,-8.Al66375E-02,-l.7587427E-02, 4.7128630F.-02/ 
DATA IPHIEll 9 23l,l=l,161/ 
X 4.4364982E 00, 3.5012551E OQ, 2.4143852E OO, l.5250366E 00, 
X 8.7035609E-Ol, 3.7816533E-Ol, 6.5594A95F.-03,-2.2775592E-Ol, 
X -2.B057897E-Ol,-l.4726503E-Olt 6.3958763E-02, l.4610277E-Ol, 
X 5.4731333E-03,-9.8665496E-02, 5.2619Rl3F.-02.-2.5396720E-02/ 
DATA IPHIEll.241,l=l.161/ 
X 4.1991024E 00, 3.3123799E 00 9 2.2776645E 00, l.4236476E 00, 
X 7.8651439E-Ol, 3.0333A52E-Ol,-5.4438?1RE-02 9 -2.5747647E-Ol, 
X -2.6064722E-Ol,-8.5114082E-02 9 l.1326630E-Ol. l.1895A49E-Ol, 
X -5.5911444E-02.-6.3871624E-02, 7.6674433F.-02.-6.1550766E-O?/ 
DATAIZLPlll .l=l,16l/8.7649410E-02, 4.6269633E-Ol, 1.1410578, 
l 2.1292836, 3.4370866, 5.0780186, 7.0703385, 9.43R3143, 
2 1.2214223E+Ol, l.5441527E+Ol 9 1.9180157E+Ol, 2.3515906E+Ol, 
3 2.8578730E+Ol, 3.4583399E+Ol, 4.l940453E+Ol. 5.1701160E+Ol I 
OATAIWTElll 9 l=l 9 16l/2.2503631E-Ol 9 5.2583605E-Ol, 
l 8.3196139E-Ol, 1.1460992, 1.4717513, 1.8131347, 2.1755175, 
2 2.5657627, 2.9932151. 3.4712345, 4.0200441. 4.6725166. 
3 5.4874207, 6.5853612, 8.2763580, l.1824278F+Ol I 
DATAIECMSTOlll. Jzl,25l/O.o.o.o50.o.100.o.150,o.200.o.25o.o.300, 
l0.35o.o.4oo.o.45o,o.500.o.600.o.100.o.soo.o.9oo.1.ooo.1.200,1.4oo, 
21.600,1.aoo,2.ooo.2.5oo.3.ooo,3.5oo.4.0001 
ENO 
SIBF13 KJNMAT DECK 
SUBROUTINE KINMAT 
c 
C CALCULATES KINEMATICS ANO CALLS FOR MATRIX ELEMENTS 
C CAN INCLUDE PLANE WAVES IN A NUCLEAR MEDIA 
C TO AF USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/MAIN/KTHRY,KOMNRM,NFIT,KOUT,ISAVE,SAVE 
COMMON/NORM/SNORM 9 SIGNRMl10001 9 SMAX 9 ENORM 9 SIGMAX 
COMMON/FOOL/E31NTl1000l,SIGINTllOOOl.SIGFLDllOOOl.GAl501tl~TMAX, 
10E3,RES,SGFM,JGMAX 
c 
186 
COHHON/IN/Hl.H2.H3 9 H5.H6.Z3.Z5.Z6 
COHHON/ALG/DTHETA 9 THCHIN.CTHETAl25) 
COHMON/LBL/WTLBL(l31.PTLBLl131.PNL8LC131.XMIN.XMAX.YHIN.YMAX 9 TTC21 
l.TT1121.AAC14).TTT 9 EXE3C251 9 EXDl25).EXVDC251 9 DATAHX 9 NE3MAX 
COMHON/KIN/NEl.UVAL.ElCRl.NTHETA.THETA31R),THR(A).NECM.ECM(251.0FC 
1H.ECMIN,Z56,AKl2,AKF2,CKK,AKCMl25J,INOEX,LFIT.SIGC251,SORMAT,F3125 
2),LOCKCM.INECM,JECMC251 
COMMON/KJNRLK/JST0(251,ECMSTOC25) 
REAL Ml,M2,H3 9 H4,H5,M6,M34,H4l,M2H 9 M3M 9 H4H 
C READ IN CONTROL CARD 
c 
c 
READC5.11KTHRY,KOHNRH 9 NFIT.KOUT 
FORMATl4121 
LFITzl 
NCAL=NFIT 
C READ IN MEDIA POTENTIAL 
c 
c 
READl5,701VMEDIA 
70 FORMATIFlO.OI 
C READ IN KINEMATICS VARIABLES 
c 
c 
READ(5,21NE1,0VAL,(El(IJ,l=l.NE11 
2 FORMATll2,8X,7FlO.OI 
READl5.21NTHETA 9 CTHETA3111.l=l,71 
IF(NTHETA .LE. OIGO TO 12 
I THFG= l 
DTHETA=THETA3Cll 
THCHI Nz: THETA3 I 21 
00 13 I=l,NTHETA 
13 CTHETACI l=O.Ol74533*CTHCMIN+FLOATCl-ll*OTHETAI 
GO TO 14 
12 NTHETA "' l 
DO 16 I= 1, 7 
THRIIl=O.Ol74533*THETA3(11 
IFCTHETA311+1> .LT. 0.0011 GO TO 14 
NTHETA=NTHETA+l 
16 CONTINUE 
C SELECT THE STANDARD VALUES OF ECM THAT ARE TO BE CALCULATED 
c 
c 
c 
c 
14 READ(5,111NECH,(JSTDCil,I=l,NECMI 
11 FORMATl8112,8XI) 
IFINECM .LE. 01 NECM=25 
DO 19 lz:l,NECM 
J=JSTDC I I 
IFINECH .EO. 251 J=I 
ECMlll=ECMSTDIJI 
JECMIIl " J 
19 CONTINUE 
1 IFIJTHFG .EO. 11 CALL ANG 
DO 1000 N=l.NEl 
DO 1001 M=l,NTHETA 
LOCKCM=N+M 
READ IN COMMENT CARD 
READ ( 5, 10 I lfl•.8L 
10 FORHATC13A6) 
WTLBL 
c 
RFAOl5 9 251DE3,RES,IGMAX 
25 FORMATl2Flo.o,121 
READ15,22l ENORM,SNORM 
22 FORMATl2Fl0.0) 
IF(KOUT .LE. 01 GO TO 23 
IFCKOUT .Eo. l) GO TO 20 
REA0(5.l0)PNLAL 
IFIKOUT .EO. 21 GD TO 9 
20 REAOl5,lOIPTLBL 
READ(5,2ll XM(N,XMAX 9 YMIN,YMAX 
21 FORMAT(4Fl0.0I 
GO TO 9 
23 DATAMX=O.O 
IE3=l 
187 
8 READl5,31 EXE3CIE31,EXDCIE31,EXVDCIE3l 
3 FORMAT(3FlO.Ol 
IFIEXE311E3l .EO. O.Ol GO TO 9 
IFCEXDCIE31 .GT. DATAMX) DATAMX=EXDllE3l 
NE3MAX=IE3 
IE3=IE3+l 
GO TO A 
C WRITE OUT KINEMATICS VARIAALES 
c 
c 
9 WRITEl6,41WTLBL 
4 l'DRMATllHl,30X45HDINUCLEON FINAL STATE INTERACTION CALCULATION//// 
l,20Xl3A6///l 
WRITE(6,5JMl,M2,M3,M5,M6,Z3,Z5,Z6 
5 FORMATl4X5H Ml =Fl0.6,5X4HM2 =Fl0.6,5X4HM3 =Fl0.6,5X4HM5 =Fl0.6,5X 
l4HM6 =Fl0.6//,15X4HZ3 =F5.l,l5X4HZ5 =F5.l,l5X4HZ6 =F5.l//I 
WRITEC6,61EllN),OVAL,THETA31MI 
6 FORMATl20XlOH ElCMEVI =F6.3 9 lOXl4H0-VALIJEIMEVl =FR.3,l0Xl2HTHETA(0 
lEGI =F6.l///l 
WRITE16,60IVMEDIA 
60 FORMATllOX34HPDTENTIAL DEPTH OF NUCLEAR MEDIA =Fl0.6///1 
C CALCULATE RAW,UNNORMALJZED XSECTION--SIG 
c 
c 
M4=M5+M6 
M34=M3+M4 
M4l=M4-Ml 
M2M=M2/M34 
M3M=M3/M34 
M4MaM4/M34 
Z56=Z5*Z6 
Pl=2.0*Ml*EllNI 
VUM=2.0*Ml*M2M*VMEDIA 
PK=M2M*M2M*Pl 
PJ=M3M*M3M*Pl 
AKl2=0.023923l*(PK+VUMI 
CTHR=COSITHRIMll 
V=SORTIMl*M3*El1Nll*CTHR/M34 
EMAX=M4M*OVAL+M4l*El1Nl/M34 
NF=O 
100 WRITEl6,l011 
101 FORMATl1H0,25X26HMATRIX ELEMENT CALCllLATION//l 
SIGMAX=O.O 
C PUNCH CALCULATION LABEL 
c 
PUNCH 75, Ml,M2,M3,M5,M6,Z3,Z5,Z6 
188 
7~ FORMATIAFJO.hl 
PUNCH 76, FllN),f.lVAL,THF.lA3(M),VMFDIA 
7h FORMAl(4FIO.hl 
INOEX=l 
DO 1 5 I = 1 •NEC M 
IFIECM()) .LT. O.O) r;u TO 'iO 
U=EMAX-M4M*ECM(I l 
T=V*V+U 
)f(T .LT. o.ol GO TO 51 
SRE3 =V+SQRTITI 
31 E3( I l=SRE3*SRE3 
IF(fCMlll .EQ. O.Ol GO TO 50 
P3=2.0*M3*E'll I l 
W=4.0*M3*V*SRE3 
AKF2=0.023923l*IPJ+P3-Wl 
CKK=-0.023923l*SORTllPK+VlJM)*IPJ+P3*CTHR*CTHR-Wll 
IFIMI .GT. M21CKK=-CKK 
AKCM I I I =O. l 09 8 5*SCJR TI 2. O*EC MI I l l 
INECM=I 
JF(KTHRY .ED.llCALL WATMIG 
IFIKTHRY .EQ. 21 CALL PWBAXT 
SIGII l=SRE3*AKCMI I l*SORMAT/SORTIEllNI l 
INDEX=lr-.JDEX+l 
IFCSIGMAX .LT. SIGlll I SIGMAX=SIGCI I 
GO TO 15 
51 WRITEl6,521 
52 FORMATClH .lOX,42HTHE REACTION IS NOT ENER~ETICALLY POSSIALE//I 
50 SIG(ll=O.O 
15 CONTINUE 
CALL FOLD 
CALL NORMLZ 
CALL OUTPUT 
IF(KOMNRM .EO. 11 GO TO 55 
56 NF=NF+l 
IFCNCAL .GT. NFI GO TO 100 
GO TO 1001 
55 IFllSAVE .EO. 21 GO TO 56 
SAVE=SNORM/SIGMAX 
ISAVE=2 
GO TO 56 
1001 CONTINUE 
1000 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
SIBF13 ANGLE DECK 
SUBROUTINE ANG 
c 
C DUMMY SUAROUTINE THAT HAS NO FUNCTION 
C THIS SUBROUTINE WAS INTENDED TO GENERATE ANGULAR DISTRIRUTIONS 
c 
RETURN 
ENO 
Sl8Fl3 WATMIG DECK 
SUAROUTINE WATMIG 
c 
C WATSON-MIGDAL A LA TOMARELLO AND BACHER 
C L3 IS A DUMMY VARIABLE--NOT llSEO 
C TO RE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/KIN/NEl,OVAL,ElC81,NTHETA,THETA3(8),THRIBl.NECM.ECMl25l.DEC 
1M,ECMIN,Z56,AKl2,AKF2,CKK,AKCMl251,INOEX,LFIT,SIGl251.SORMAT.E3(25 
21,LOCKCM,INECM,JECMl251 
IFIINDEX .GT. 11 GO TO 100 
189 
3 READC5,41SCATLN,RO,SP,R,L3,PARAM 
4 FORMATl4Flo.o,12,8X4A61 
WRITECh,101 PARAM 
10 FORMATl20X 4A6//I 
WRITEl6,111SCATLN,RO,SP,R,L3 
11 FORMATl17X 20H SCATTERING LENGTH =F7.3//,20X 17HEFFECTIVE RANGE : 
lF7.3//,20X L7HSHAPE PARAMETER =F7.3//,29X 8HRADIUS •F7.3//,33X 
24HL3 =13///l 
100 SORMAT=DNCECMIINECMl,Z56,SCATLN,RO,SP,Rl/AKCMllNECMI 
RETURN 
END 
$IBF13 DEZ DECK 
FUNCTION ONCE,Z,SCATLN,RO,SP,RI 
c 
C TO BE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
IFIE .EO. 0.01 GO TO 2 
AK=0.10985*SORTl2.0*EI 
IFCZ .Eo. 1.01 GO TO 1 
FN=-1.0/SCATLN + 0.5*RO*AK*AK 
DN=AK/(FN*FN+AK•AKI 
RETURN 
2 ON=O.O 
RETURN 
1 ETA=0.15805/SORTC2.0*EI 
C=6.28318*ETA/IEXPC6.28318*ETAl-l.OI 
FN=-l.O/SCATLN+0.5•RO*AK*AK-SP•AK•ICRO*AKl**31-HC~TAl/R 
ON& AK/CFN*FN+C*C*AK•AKl*C 
RETURN 
ENO 
$JBFTC HOT DECK 
FUNCTION HIETAI 
c 
C TO BE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
IFCETA .EO. 0.01 GO TO 3 
ET=ETA•ETA 
TUM=-0,57721566-ALOGCETAI 
ANs:O.O 
TEMP=O.O 
l AN•AN+l.O 
SUM= TEMP 
TERM=l.O/CAN•IAN*AN+ETll 
TEMP=SUM+TERM 
IFISUM-TEMP .GT. l.OE-81 GO TO 1 
2 Ha ET*SlJM+TUM 
RETURN 
3 H=O.O 
RETURN 
END 
SJBF13 PWBA DECK 
SUBROUTINE PWBAXT 
c 
C CALCULATES ALL TERMS WITH A FINITE RANGE INTERACTION 
C 3HE(O,T)2P VERSION 
C SINGLE GAUSSIAN 3-BOOY WAVE FUNCTION 
C TO BE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/KIN/NE1 9 0VAL,Ell81,NTHETA 9 THETA3(8),THRCRl,NECM,ECMl251,0EC 
c 
190 
lM,ECMIN,Z56,AKl2 9 AKF2,CK K,AKCMl251,INDEX,LFIT,SIGl?51,SORMAT,F317.5 
2l , LOCKCM,INECM,JECMl251 
COMMON/PWB/ 
1Gl2141,Gl4141,GF2141, GF414),A2141oA4(41,CH14l,CTl4l,CDl4),Gll7,4, 
241,G2(7,4,41,G317,4,4,41,G4f7,4,4,41,GRl4l,GR2141,GGGl4,4),GAl4,41 
3,GAG(4,41,GBA14,41,0(7,4,4),001l,4,4,41,0AC6,4,4,4),DBl6,4,4,4l,Ol 
417),02(7,4,41,03(7,4,41,P17,4,4,41,COl7l.IWRITEl151,Cl4,4,4I 
COMMON/CLINT/ZT2151, ZT24151, ZT4415), GC1(3,4,4),GC213,5,4,4), 
lGC313,5,4,4,41,0Cl3 , 4,4l,OCll31,0C213,4,41,0f.313,4,41,GAGCl3,5,4,4 
21,GC413,5,4,4,4),DDCl1,5,4,4,41,0ACC3,5,4,4,4),DBCC3,5,4,4,4), 
3PC(3,5,4,4,41,CCOC31,CCl5,4,4,4),VOC(5) 
COMMON/MATS/ZMAT(lOI 
DATA IZT2111,voc111,1=1,41/5.8174E-04, 8.5499E-02, R.l899E-03, 
ll.3780E-Ol, 4 ,7414E-02, 3.24bbE-Ol, 2.Bbb3E-Olt 7.5095F-Ol/ 
DA TA VWS,VBS,VMS,VHS,VWV,VBY,VMY,VHY/0.4075,0.0925,0.4075,0.0925, 
l-O.l4833,0.48lb7,+0.96334,-0.29bbb/ 
OFUNIA,Bl=0.33333334*SORTll2.0*A+81*12.0*A+Bl*AKF7.+13.0*A-BI* 
113.0•A-Bl*AKl2+2.0*l2.0*A+Bl*l3.0*A-Bl*CKKI 
GFUNIGl,Ol,G2,02,G3,031=1.0/IGl*G2*G3•SORTIGl*G2*G311*EXPl-0. 7.5 *1 0 
ll•Ol/Gl+02*02/G2+03•03/G311 
KMX•l 
JMX=3 
IMX=l 
MMX•4 
C READ IN AND WRITE OUT PARAMETERS 
c 
c 
IFIINDEX .GT . 11 GO TO 100 
IF(IWRITEl151 .NE. 01 GO TO 100 
READC5,511GI21Il,CHlll,I=l,IMX) 
5 FORMATIBFlO.OI 
READC5,51 1GF21Kl,CTIK), K=l,KMXI 
READ(5,511A21Jl,CDIJ),J=l,JMXl 
READC5,4l 02,VOG,SERBER 
4 FORMAT(3Fl0.0) 
READl5,50711WRITE 
507 FORMATl1512l 
WRITEC6,lllB2,VOG,SERBER 
ll FORMATl25X9HBETASOR =F9.5/,25X2bHGAUSSIAN POTENTIAL OFPTH =F9.5/, 
l2 5X 24HSERBER-SYMETRIC MIXING =F9.5/) 
WRITECb,l21(1,Gl2111,l,CHlll,I•l,IMXI 
12 FORMATl25Xl9HHELIUM-3 PARAMETERS/ 9 130X4HGl2111,3Hl =F9.5,5X3HCHll1 
l,3H) =F9.5/ll 
WRITE16,l31CK,GF21K),K,CTIK), K=l,KMXI 
13 FORMATl25Xl7HTRITON PARAMETERS/,130X4HGF2111,3HI =F9.5, 5 X3HCTIJ1, 
13HI =F9,5/I) 
WRI TEl6 9 141(J , A21Jl,J,CDIJ), J=l,JMXl 
14 FORMATl25Xl9HDEUTERON PARAMETERS/,(30X3HA21Il,3H) =F9.5,5X3HCDIII, 
13H) =F9.5/I) 
WRITEl6,515111WRITEll), I=l,151 
515 FORMATl25Xl2HWRITE CODE =1512/) 
C CALCULATE MOMENTUM TRANSFERS AND CONVIENT TERMS 
c 
SYMT=l.O-SERBER 
B24=0.25*B2 
B44•B24*B2 
DO 21 I=l,IMX 
Gl41Il =Gl2111*Gl2111 
21 CONTINUE 
DO 22 J•l,JMX 
A4(J)2A21Jl*A21JI 
22 CONTINUE 
DO 31 M=l,MMX 
ZT24(Ml~0.25•ZT21MI 
ZT44IMl=ZT241Ml*ZT21MI 
31 CONTINUE 
00 23 K=l,KMX 
Gfl(Kl=GF21Kl+B2 
GB21Kl=GBIKl*GBIKI 
GF41Kl s GF21Kl*GF21KI 
00 24 I= 1, 1 MX 
G 1I1, K, J I =GF2 I Kl +GI 2 I I l 
Gll2,K,Il=G1211l 
G l I 4, K •I I =G 1 I l, K •I I 
Gl( 5,K,Jl=Gl(l,K,Jl+B2 
Gl(6,K,J l=Gl(l,K,l I 
G 1 I 7 , K , I I =G 1 I 1 • K , I I 
G2 I 4, K, 1 I =O. 75*G l I l, K, I I 
G213,K,1 l=G2(4 9 K,1 )+824 
191 
G2(5,K,l l=G213,K,l l-B44/Gll5,K,l I 
G2 I 6, K, I I =G2 I 4, K •I I 
G217,K,l l=G2(4,K,J I 
GGGIK,J l=Gl(5,K,l l•Gl(5,K,l l*G2(5,K,J I 
0(1,K,Jl=GF21Kl/Glll,K,fl 
012,K,Jl=O.O 
Dl4 9 K,l 1=4.0•GF21Kl/Gll4,K,J) 
D( 5,K,Jl=4.0*GB(K)/Gl(5,K,fl-4.0*Gl21ll*B44/GGGIK,Il 
0(6,K,11=0(4,K,ll 
GC 111 , K .I I =G 11 1, K, I I 
GC113,K,Jl=Gl(4,K,JI 
oc211,K,Jl=O.O 
OC 2 I 2 • K • I I = 0. 0 
QC2( 3 ,K,ll=O.O 
DO 28 L=l,7 
021L,K,ll=O.O 
28 CONTINUE 
DO 3 2 M=l,MMX 
GC2( 2,M,K, I l=G2( 4,K, l l+ZT241MI 
GC2(3,M,K,J l=G2(4,K,l I 
32 CONTINUE 
24 CONTINUE 
DO 25 J=l,JMX 
Gl(3,K,Jl=GF21Kl+A2(J) 
GA(K,Jl=0.75*GF 2 1Kl+A2(J) 
G211,K,J)=GA(K,Jl+B24 
G21 2 ,K,Jl=G211,K,JI 
GAG(K,Jl=GA(K,Jl/G2(1,K,JI 
GBA(K,Jl=GBIKl+A21JI 
Dl3,K,Jl=4 . 0*Gll 3 ,K 9 Jl/GF21KI 
GC112,K,Jl=Gll3,K,JI 
DCl2,K,Jl=D( 3 ,K,Jl 
00 33 Msl,MMX 
GC2fl,M,K,Jl=GAIK,Jl+ZT24(MI 
GAGC<l,M,K,Jl=GA(K,Jl/GC211,M,K,JI 
3 3 CONTINUE 
25 CONTllllUE 
DO 26 l=l,JMX 
DO 27 J=l,JMX 
CIK,J,11~2169.6231366*VOG*CTCKl*CD(Jl*CHll I 
G3(1,K,J,l l=GBIKl-GF4(Kl/Gll l,K,l l-844/G211,K,JI 
G3(2,K,J,Jl =GB(Kl-B44/G2(2,K,J) 
192 
G313.K,J,ll=Gl2Cll+B2+A2CJl-B44/G2(3,K,Jl-A4IJl/Gl(3,K.JI 
G314.K.J,I l=G1C3,K,Jl-GF41Il/Gll4,K,l1 
G315.K,J,ll=GSACK,Jl-GB21Kl/Gll5,K.ll-844•Gl4Cll/GGGCK.ll 
G3C6,K.J,l)aGSAIK,Jl-GF4CKl/GlC6,K,ll 
G317.K,J.I l=R? 
G412,K,J.ll.,0.75•Gl2111 
G4Cl,K.J,ll=G4(2,K.J,ll+R24*GAGIK,Jl-844*GAGCK,Jl*GAGCK,J)/G311,K. 
lJ, I I 
G4(3,K,J,ll=Gl2111-Gl4111/G313,K,J,ll 
G4(4,K,J,JlzB2+A21J)-A4CJ)/G314,K,J,JI 
G4(5,K,J,ll=A21Jl-A41Jl/G315,K,J,J) 
G4C6,K,J,ll=A21Jl-A41Jl/G316,K,J,J) 
G417,K,J,ll=A21J) 
DDl1,K,J,Jl=0.5•B2•GAIK,Jl/IG211.K,J)•G311.K,J.J)) 
P12.K.J,ll=l.OE-6 . 
DAl3,K,J,ll=l.O-Gl2111*GF21K)/IG113,K,Jl*G3(3,K,J,J)) 
DBl3,K,J,J l=l.0-4.0*Gl211 l/G313.K.J,J I 
DO 29 L=4,6 
DAIL.K,J.ll=A2CJl/G31LtK•J•J) 
DRIL,K,J,I l=DIL,K,J l•DA(L,K,J,J 1-3.0 
29 CONTINUE 
DO 34 M=l,MMX 
GC 3 I 1 t M• K, J, I I =G F2 I KI -GF4 I KI /GC 1 I l, K, I I +Z T 2 IM I - Z T 44 IM I /GC 2 I 1, M 
l,K,JI 
GC3(2,M,K,J,ll=Gl21J)+A21Jl-A41Jl/GC1(2,KtJl+ZT21Ml-ZT44IMl/GC212, 
lM,K,I I 
GC313,M,K,J, J l=G314,K,J, I I 
GC411 9 M,K,J,Jl=G4(2,K,J,J) +ZT241Ml•GAGCl1,M,K.Jl-ZT44CMl*GAGCC1, 
lM,K,Jl•GAGCll,M,K,J)/GC311,M,K,J,JI 
GC4(2,M,K,J,I l=G121 I l-Gl41II/GC312,M,K,J,l1 
GC413,M,K,J,ll=A2CJl-A41Jl/GC313.M,K,J,Jl+ZT21M) 
DDCll,M,K , J,J)= 2.0•ZT241M)•GAGCll.M,K,J)/GC31ltMtKtJtll 
DAC(2,M,K,J,Il=l.0-4.0•GI2111/IGC312,M,K,J,Il•OCl2,K,Jll 
DBCl2,M,K,J,ll=l.0-4.0•Gl2111/IGC312,M,K,J.I)) 
CCIM,K,J,Il=2169.6231366*VOCIMl•CTIKl•CDIJl*CHlll 
34 CONTINUE 
21 CONTINUE 
26 CONTINUE 
23 CONTINUE 
100 OD•SORTI0.444444*AKF2+AKl2+1.333333*CKKI 
02P= SORTIAKF2+0.444444*AK12+1.333333•CKK) 
ON=0.333333•SORTIAKF2+AKl2-2.0•CKKI 
Ollll=ON 
0112) =02P 
01131=0.5•0D 
01141=2.0•0N 
01151201141 
01161 .. 0114) 
01171=0114) 
OCl I l):s01I11 
OC112)s01131 
OC l I 3I"'01 C 4 I 
DO 40 K.,l.KMX 
DO 41 J:.l,JMX 
03C3,K,Jl=2.0/Dl3,K,Jl*OFUNl1.0,Dl3,K,Jll 
OC3C2,K,J):z03C3,K,JI 
41 CONTINUE 
DO 4 2 I a} , I M X 
02 I 5, K, I I= 82/G1 I 5, K • I I •ON 
03 I 1, K, I I =OFUN I 1. 0, DI 1, K, I I I 
0312,K,l l=OD 
193 
0314,K,J l•0.5•0FlJNI l.O,DC4,K,I I I 
03(5,K,J)s0.5•0FlJNCl.O,DC5,K,lll 
0316,K,I )sQ3(4,K,I I 
0317,K,I )s3.0•0N 
OC3 I l ,K, JI aQ3 I l ,K, I I 
OC 3 I 3, K, I I •0314, K, I I 
DO 43 J•l,JMX 
P 11, K, J t I I •DD 11, K, J, I ) •03 I l t K, I I 
P17,K,J,I l•l.5•0N 
DO 44 Lz:3,6 
PCL,K,J,ll•.5• 0FUNIDACL,K,J,ll,DBCL,K,J,lll 
44 CONTINUE 
DO 35 Mz l,MMX 
PCC l,M,K,J , I l•DDCC l,M,K,J, I l•OC31 ltKt I I 
PCC2,M,K,J,J)s0.5• 0FUNCDACC2,M,K,J,ll,DRCl2tMtKtJ,lll 
PCC3,M,K , J,ll=PC4,K , J,ll 
35 CONTINUE 
43 CONT INUE 
42 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
WRITEl6,981ECMllNECMl,00,02P,ON 
98 FORMATl25X26HMATRIX ELEMENT CALCULATION//,25X5HECM =F7.3/,25X4HOO 
l•F9.5/,25X5H02P =F9.5/ 9 25X4HON =F9.5/) 
00 50 L=l,7 
COILl • O.O 
50 CONTINUE 
CCOlll•O.O 
CCOC21=0.0 
CCOl3l • O.O 
DO 51 K=l,KMX 
00 52 J :s l,JMX 
DO 5 3 Is 1, I MX 
COlllsCOlll+C(K,J,Jl•GFUNIGllltKtll,Ollll,G211,K,J),021ltK,I ),G311 
l, K, J, I I, 0311 t K, I I I *SI 1, K, J, I I 
COl21•COl21+CIK,J,ll*GFUNIG112,K,ll,01121tG2C2,K,Jl,0212,K,ll,G312 
l,K,J,l),03(2,K,lll•SC2,K,J,ll 
COl31:COl31+CIK,J,ll*GFUNIG113,K,J),Oll31,G213,K,ll,0213,K,ll,G313 
l,K,J,l),03(3,K,Jll*Sl3,K,J,I) 
00 54 L=4,7 
COILl•COILl+CCK,J,ll•GFUNIGlCL,K,J),011LltG21LtKtllt02(L,K,ll,G31L 
l,K,J,l),Q31L,K,Jll•SIL,K,J,ll 
54 CONT I NUE 
c 
C CALCULATE COULOMB OVERLAPS CCOINI 
c 
c 
00 57 M=l,MMX 
CCOlll • CCOlll+CCIM,K,J,ll•GFUNIGClll,K,ll,OClll),GC211,M,K,Jl,OC21 
11, K, I I , GC 3 I l, M, K, J, I I , OC 3 I l, K, I I I* SC I 1, M, K, J, I I 
CCOl21=CCOl21+CCIM,K,J,ll*GFUNIGC112,K,Jl,OC1121,GC212,M,K,Jl,QC21 
12,K,Jl , GC3 C2,M, K,J,J),OC312,K,Jll•scc2,M,K,J,I) 
CCOl31•CCOl31+CCCM,K,J,ll*GFUNIGC113,K,ll,OC1131,GC213,M,K,ll,OC21 
1 3, K, I I t GC 3 I 3, M, K, J, I I , OC 3 I 3, K , J I I *SC I 3, M, K , J, I I 
57 CONTINUE 
53 CONTINUE 
52 CONTINUE 
51 CONTINUE 
C CACULATE TERMS OF THE MATRIX ELEMENT 
c 
ZMATClls2.•IC2.•VWS+VBS-VMS-VHSl•SERBER+l2.•VWY+VBY-VMY-VHYl*SYMTI 
l•COCll-2.0•CCOlll 
c 
194 
ZMAT121=1C2.•VWS-VBS+2.•VMS-VHSl•SERBER+C2.•VWY-VBY+2.•VMY-VHYl•SY 
lMTl•COl21 
ZMATl31=-2.•llVWS+VBS-2.•VMS-VHSl•SERBER+IVWY+VBY-2.0*VMY-VHYl*SYM 
1Tl•COl31+CCOC2l 
ZMATC41s-((VWS-VBS+VMS-VHSl•SERBER+(VWY-VRY+VMY-VHYl•SYMTl*COl41 
l+CCOC31 
ZMATl5)s-2.*llVWS+VMSl•SERBER+CVWY+VMYl*SYMTl*COl51 
ZMATl6l•-IVWS•SERBER+VWY•SYMTl•COl61 
ZMATl71•-CVMS•SERBER+VMY•SYMTl*COl71 
C SUM THE TERMS OF THE MATRIX ELEMEMENT 
c 
ZMATT=O.O 
DO 60 L•l,7 
ZMATT•ZMATT+ZMATILI 
60 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,6111L,COILl.L=l.71 
61 FORMAT(lH ,24X3HC0Cll,3HI =El5.6l 
62 FORMAT(lH ,24X4HCCOll1,3HI •El5.61 
WRITE(6,6211N,CCOINI. N=l.31 
PUNCH 65, (AKCMllNECMl,AKl2,AKF2,CKK,L,COCLI, L=l,71 
PUNCH 65, IAKCMllNECMl,AKl2,AKF2,CKK,N,CCOCNl,N=l.31 
65 FORMATC4El5.6,15,El5.61 
WRITE(6,701ZMATT,(L 9 ZMATCLI, L•l,71 
70 FORMATl1H0,24X22HTOTAL MATRIX ELEMENT •El5.6/,(25X5HTERMll2,3HI •E 
113.61) 
SORMAT•ZMATT•ZMATT 
RETURN 
END 
SIBF13 PWBA DECK 
SUBROUTINE PWBAXT 
c 
C CALCULATES ALL TERMS WITH A FINITE RANGE INTERACTION 
C TID,3HEl2N VERSION 
C TRIPL~ GAUSSIAN 3-BODY WAVE FUNCTION 
C TO BE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/KIN/NEl,OVAL,Ell81,NTHETA,THETA3(8),THRCBl.NECM,ECMl251,DEC 
lM,ECMIN,Z56,AKl2tAKF2,CKK,AKCMC251 9 INDEX,LFIT 9 SIGl251,SORMAT,E3125 
2l.LOCKCM,INECM,JECMl251 
COMMON/PWB/ 
1Gl2(4l,Gl4141,GF2141, GF4C41,A214),A4141,CHl41tCTl4l,CDl4l,Gll7,4, 
241,G2(7,4,41,G317,4,4,41,G417,4,4,4),G8141,GB2141.GGGl4,41 9 GAl4,41 
3,GAGl4,4l,GBA14,4),D(7,4,41,DDllt4t4•41,DAl6,4,4,4l,DRl6t4•4•41,0l 
417),02(7,4,41,03(7,4,41 9 P(7,4,4,41,COC71.IWRITEl151,Cl4,4,41 
COMMON/CLINT/ZT2151, ZT24(51, ZT44151,GC1(2,5,4,4l,GC212,5,4,41, 
1GC312.5.4,4.4),DC(2,5.4,41. oc212.5,4,4),0C312,5,4,41.GGGCC5,4.41 
2, GC412,5,4,4,41.oc1121. DACl2.s,4,4,41,DBCl2.5,4,4,4lt 
3PCl2,5,4,4,41,CCOC31,CCl5,4,4,41tVOCl51,GCBl5,41,GC8215,41 
COMMON/MATS/ZMATllOI 
DATA IZT2111.voc111.I=l.4l/5.8174E-04, 8.5499E-02. 8.1899E-03. 
ll.3780E-Ol, 4.7414E-02, 3.2466E-Olt 2.8663E-Ol, 7.5095E-Ol/ 
DATA vws,vss,VMS.VHS,vwv.vsv.VMY.VHY/0.4075.0.0925.0.4075.0.0925. 
l-0.14833,0.48167,+0.96334,-0.29666/ 
OFUN(A,8l•0.33333334•SORTll2.0*A+81*12.0*A+Bl*AKF2+13.0*A-BI• 
113.0•A-Bl•AKl2+2.0*l2.0•A+Bl•l3.0•A-Bl•CKKI 
GFUNCG1,Ql,G2,02,G3 9 031=l.0/1Gl•G2•G3•SORTIG1•G2•G311•EXPl-0.25•10 
ll•Ol/Gl+02•02/G2+03•03/G31l 
KMX =3 
JMX=3 
IMXs3 
195 
MMXz4 
c 
C READ IN ANO WRITE OUT PARAMETERS 
c 
c 
IF(INOEX .GT. 11 GO TO 100 
IF(IWRITE11 51 .NE. 01 GO TO 100 
READl5.5llGl2111,CHlll,Ial.IMXl 
5 FORMATl8Fl0.0l 
REA0(5,5llGF21Kl.CTIKl, K=l,KMX) 
READl5,511A21Jl,CDIJ),J=ltJMXI 
READl5,4l 82,VOG,SERBER 
4 FORMATl3FlO.OI 
READl5,507llWRITE 
507 FORMATl15121 
WRITEl6 . lll B2,VOG,SERBER 
11 FORMATl25X9HBETASQR =F9.5/,25X26HGAUSSIAN POTENTIAL DEPTH =F9.5/, 
125X24HSERBER-SYMETRIC MIXING .,F9 .5/I 
WRI TEl6,12llI,GI21IltitCHlll,lal9IMXl 
12 FORMATl25Xl9HHELIUM-3 PARAMETERS/,{30X4HG12lllt3H) =F9.5,5X3HCHll1 
l,3HI =F9.5/l) 
WRITEl6,13l{K,GF21Kl.K,CTIK), K=l,KMXI 
13 FORMATl25Xl7HTRITON PARAMETERS/,(30X4HGF21Jl,3Hl =F9.5,5X3HCTIIl, 
1 3H l '"'F 9 • 5 /) ) 
WRITEl6,l4l(J,A21Jl,J,CDCJI, J=l,JMXl 
14 FORMATC25Xl9HDEUTERON PARAMETERS/,130X3HA2(llt3Hl =F9.5,5X3HCDIJ1, 
l 3H I ., F 9. 5 I I ) 
WRITE(6,515lllWRITECJ), I=l,15) 
515 FORMAT125Xl2HWRITE CODE =15I2/l 
C CALCULATE MOMENTUM TRANSFERS AND CONVIENT TERMS 
c 
SVMT=l.O-SERBER 
B24•0.25*B2 
B44=B24*B2 
DO 21 I cl , I MX 
GI41Il•Gl21 l l*Gl2111 
21 CONTINUE 
DO 22 J=l,JMX 
A41Jl=A21Jl*A21JI 
22 CONTINUE 
DO 31 M,.l ,MMX 
ZT24CMl•0.25* ZT21Ml 
ZT441Ml=ZT241Ml*ZT21MI 
31 CONTINUE 
DO 23 K=l.KMX 
GBIK):zGF2CKl+B2 
GB21Kl•GBIKl•GBIKI 
GF41K):zGF21Kl*GF21Kl 
DO 37 M=l,MMX 
GCBCM,K)aGF2CKl+ZT2CMI 
GCB2CM,Kl=GCBCM,Kl•GCBIM,Kl 
37 CONTINUE 
DO 24 I• l, I MX 
G 11 1, K, I I zGF 2 I KI +GI 2 I I I 
Gl(2,K,Il•Gl2111 
GlC4,K,ll=Glll,K,ll 
Gll5,K,I >-=Gll l,K,I 1+82 
Gll6,K,ll=GllltKtll 
Gl{7,K,ll•Gl(l,K,Jl 
G2C4,K,I l=0.75*Gll ltKtI I 
G2C3,K,Jl=G214 .K, ll+B24 
G215,K,I l=G213,K,I l-844 /Gl(5,K,I I 
G2C6,K,I )icG2C4,K,I I 
G2C7 , K,I l•G2 C4,K,J I 
196 
GGGCl<.I l•GlC5, K,I l *GlC5.K.I l*G2C5,K,J) 
DI 1,K , I l •Gf21 Kl/GlC l ,K, J I 
0(2,K.Il•O.O 
DC4,K,I1•4.0*Gf21Kl/Gll4,K,JI 
015 .K •I 1=4.0*GRIK I /Gl 15 ,K. I l-4.0•Gl2 I I 1*844/GGGCK, I) 
DC 6 ,K, I I • 0( 4,K , JI 
00 28 L•l,7 
021L. K.I l=O.O 
28 CONTINUE 
00 32 M•l,MMX 
GC111,M , K,Il=Gll2,Ktll 
GC112 , M,K , Jl=Glll,K,II +ZT21MI 
GC212,M,K, Jl•G214,K,Il+ZT241Ml-ZT441Ml/GC112,M,t<,J I 
GGGCIM,K,Il=GC112,M,K,Jl•GC112,M,K,Jl•GC212,M,K,II 
oc211,M,K,Il =O.O 
oc12,M,K, J l=4 .0*GCBIMtKl/GC112.M,K,Il-4.0*GI211 l•ZT44(Ml/GGGCIM.K . 
l I I 
32 CONTINUE 
24 CONTINUE 
DO 25 J=ltJMX 
Gll3,K , Jl=GF21K l+ A21JI 
GAIK,Jl • 0.75• Gf21Kl+A21JI 
G2Cl , K,Jl=GACK,Jl+B24 
G212, t< , Jl =G211, K,JI 
GAG (K ,Jl =GAC K, Jl/G211,K,JI 
GBAI K.J l • GBIKl+A21JI 
DC3,K, J l=4.0*Gl l3.K,Jl/GF21KI 
DO 33 M=l,MMX 
GC2Cl,M,K , Jl=GA(K,Jl+ZT24CMI 
33 CONTINUE 
25 CONTINUE 
DO 26 l=l,IMX 
DO 27 J•l,JMX 
CIK,J,11 • 2169.6231366*VOG*CTCKl•CDCJl*CHCll 
G31 1 ,K , J.ll=GBCK)-GF4{ K)/Glll,K,J)-844/G21ltK,J) 
G3(2, K, J , Jl=GBIKl-B44/G2(2,K , J) 
G3C3,K.J,Il•Gl2Cll+B2+A21Jl-B44/G2C3,K,Jl-A4(Jl/Gl{3,K.JI 
G3 I 4 , K, J, I I =G 1 I 3 , K, J I -Gf4 I I I /G 1 I 4, K •I I 
G315,K,J, JI .,GBACK,Jl-GB2CKI /Gl (5,K, J l-844*Gl4111 /GGGIK, JI 
G3 {6,K,J,J l=GBAIK,Jl - GF41Kl/Gl(6.K,JI 
G3 17 9 K,J,I 1=8 2 
G4 12 , K, J, I l=0 . 75*Gl2111 
G4 Cl , K, J , Il =G4{2,K,J,Il+B24*GAGCK,Jl-B44*GAG(K,Jl*GAGCK.Jl/G3CltK• 
l J, I l 
G4C3,K,J,I l=Gl21Il-Gl411 l/G3C3,K.J,I I 
G4{4,K , J,Jl=B2+A2CJl-A4(J)/G3(49 K,J,JI 
G4 C5 ,K, J ,J) aA 2CJl-A4(Jl/G3C5,K,J,JI 
G4(6,K , J,Jl=A2CJl - A41Jl/G3C6.K,J,ll 
G4C7,K,J,Jl~A2CJ I 
DDC 1,K,J,Jl•0 . 5*B2•GAIK,J)/{G2Cl,K,Jl•G3{1 9 K,J,J)) 
PC2,K,J,Jl"'l.OE-6 
DAC3, K, J,Il• l .O-Gl21Il*Gf21Kl/IG113,K,Jl*G3(3,K,J,J II 
DBC3,K,J,Jl =l.0-4.0•GI211l/G313.K,J,J) 
DO 29 Ls4,6 
DA(L,K,J,Jl=A21Jl/G3CL,K,J,Jl 
DBCL,K , J,I l=DIL,K,l l*DA(L,K,J,I l-3.0 
29 CONTINUE 
DO 34 Mzl,MMX 
197 
GC311.M.K,J,ll • GCBIM.Kl-ZT44(M)/GC211,M.K,JI 
GC312.M.K.J,ll•GCBIM.Kl+A21Jl-GCB2(M,Kl/GC112,M.K,Jl-ZT44(M)•Gl4(1 
ll/GGGCCM,K,I) 
GC4 I 1. M• K, J , I ) stG4 I 2, K, J •I ) 
GC412.M,K.J,JlaA21Jl-A41Jl/GC312,M,K,J,J) 
DACl2.M,K ,J,J)zA2 (Jl/GC312 , M,K,J.J) 
DBCl2.M 9 K,J.J)s0Cl2.M,K,ll*DACCZ,M,K.J,J)-3.0 
CC ( M, K, J •I ) •2169. 623 l 36b*VOC IM I •CT ( K) •CDC JI *CH (I I 
34 CONTINUE 
27 CONTINUE 
26 CONTINUE 
23 CONTINUE 
100 00aSORT(0.444444•AKF2+AKl2+1.333333•CKKl 
02P• SORTIAKF2+0.444444*AKl2+1.333333*CKK) 
0Na0.333333*SORTIAKF2+AKI2-2.0*CKKI 
Ollll=ON 
01121=Q2P 
01(3)=0.5•0D 
01141=2.0*0N 
01(5)=01(4) 
01(61sQ1(41 
01171,.01141 
QCllll a01 12l 
QC1121=Qll51 
DO 40 K•l,KMX 
DO 41 J •l, JMX 
03(3,K,Jl=2.0/0(3,K,Jl*OFUNl1.0,0(3,K,J)) 
41 CONTINUE 
DO 42 I"' 1, I MX 
0215,K,J lzB2/Gll5,K,I l*ON 
03 ( l, K, I ) =OFUN ( l. 0, D ( l, K, I I ) 
03(2,K,I )•OD 
03(4,K,Jl=0.5*0FUNl1.0,D(4,K,lll 
03(5,K,J l=b.5•0FUN( l.0,015,K, I I I 
03(6,K,J)s03(4,K,J) 
0317,K,I )=3.0*0N 
DO 38 Msl,MMX 
OC2(2 ,M,K.I l=ZT2(M)/GC112 9 M,K.ll*ON 
OC 3 I l", M ,K, I ) nQ3 I 2 , K, I ) 
OC312.M,K, I l=0.5*0FUNl1.0,0C(2.M.K,Ill 
38 CONTINUE 
DO 43 J•l,JMX 
P ( 1 ,K , J , I ) •DOC 1 , K, J, I ) *03 C l , K • I > 
PC7,K,J.I lsl.5* 0N 
DO 44 L.,3,b 
P C L , K • J, I I =. 5 *OF UN I DA C L • K , J, I I , D 8 ( l , K • J • I I ) 
44 CONTINUE 
00 35 Msl,MMX 
PC(l,M,K,J,JI= P(2,K , J,ll 
PC(2,M,K,J ,ll=0.5*0FUN IDACl2,M,K,J,J),08Cl2,M,K,J,J)I 
35 CONTI.NUE 
43 CONTINUE 
42 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
WRJTE l6,98)ECMCINECM),OD.02P.ON 
93 FORMATC25X2bHMATRIX ELEMENT CALCULATION/l.25X5HECM =F7.31.25X4HOD 
lzF9.5/,25X5H02P •F9.51.25X4HON =F9.5/I 
00 50 L•l.7 
COCL>ao.o 
50 CONTINUE 
CCOCll•O.O 
CCOC21•0.0 
CCOC3l•O.O 
DO 51 K•l,KMX 
DO 52 J•l,JMX 
198 
DO 53 Jul 9 IMX 
COlll•COCll+CCK,J,Jl•GFUNIG1Cl,K,Jl,Ollll,G211,K,Jl,021ltKtll.G311 
l,K,J,11 ,03( 1,K,lll•S!l,K,J,JI 
COl21•COl2l+C(K,J,Il•GFUNIG112,K,Jl,Oll21,G2C2,K,Jl,0212,K,ll,G312 
l,K,J,I l,Q312,K,f ll•SC2,K,J,fl 
COl3)=COl31+CIK,J,J)•GFUNIG113,K,Jl,0113l,G213,K,f l,Q2(3,K,J),G313 
l, K, J,f },03(3,K,Jll * SC3,K,J,ll 
00 54 L=4,7 
CO(ll=COILl+C(K,J,ll*GFUNIGllL,K,f ),011Ll,G21L,K,fl,021L,K,fl,G31L 
l,K,J,ll,03CL,K,Jll*SIL,K,J,ll 
54 CONTINUE 
c 
C CALCULATE COULOMB OVERLAPS CCO(N) 
c 
c 
DO 57 M=l,MMX 
CCOlll•CCOlll+CCIM,K,J,ll*GFUNIGCl(l,M,K,lltOCllll,GC211,M,K,Jl,OC 
1211,M,K,ll.GC3(1,M.K,J.J),OC311.M,Ktl 11•scc1,M,K,J,ll 
CCOl2)=CCOl21+CCIM,K,J,J)•GFUNIGC112,M,K,f ),0Cll21.GC212,M,K,I 1.oc 
12(2,M,K,f J,GC3(2,M,K,J,Jl,OC312,M,K,J ll•SCl2,M,K,J,f I 
57 CONTINUE 
53 CONTINUE 
52 CONTINUE 
51 CONTINUE 
C CACULATE TERMS OF THE MATRIX ELEMENT 
c 
c 
ZMATl11=2.*112.•VWS+VBS-VMS-VHSl*SERBER+l2.*VWY+VRY-VMY-VHYl*SYMTI 
l*COlll 
ZMAT121=112.•VWS-VBS+2.•VMS-VHSl*SERBER+(2 .•VWY-VBY+2.*VMY-VHYl*SY 
lMTl*COl21-CCOfll 
ZMATl31=-2.*llVWS+VBS-2.•VMS-VHSl*SERBER+IVWY+VBY-2.0*VMY-VHYl*SYM 
1Tl*C0!3l 
ZMATl41=-!IVWS-VBS+VMS-VHSl*SERBER+IVWY-VRY+VMY-VHYl*SYMTl*COl41 
ZMATl5J=-2 .* llVWS+VMSl*SERBER+IVWY+VMYl*SYMTl*COl51+CCOl21 
ZMAT161=-IVWS•SERBER+VWY•SYMTl*COl61 
ZMATl71=-IVMS•SER6ER+VMY•SYMTl•C0(71 
C SUM THE TERMS OF THE MATRIX ELEMEMENT 
c 
ZMATT•O.O 
00 60 L•l , 7 
ZMATT•ZMATT+ZMATILI 
60 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,6111L,COILl,L=l,71 
61 FORMAT(lH ,24X3HCO(fl,3HI :~El5.61 
62 FORMATllH ,24X4HCC01fl,3HI =El5.61 
WRITEl6,6211N,CCOINI, N=l,31 
PUNCH 65, IAKCM!INECMl,AKJ2,AKF2,CKK,L,CO!LJ, L•l,71 
PUNCH 65, IAKCMllNECMl,AKl2tAKF2,CKK,N,CCOIN),N21,31 
65 FORMATC4El5.6,J5,El5.6l 
WRITE(6,701ZMATT,(L,ZMAT(L), L•l,71 
70 FORMAT(lH0,24X22HTOTAL MATRIX ELEMENT =El5.6/,(25X5HTFRMll2,3HI =E 
113.6)) 
SORMAT•ZMATT•ZMATT 
RETURN 
END 
Sf8Fl3 SIT DECK 
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FUNCTION SIL.K.J, I ) 
c 
C OV ERLAP OF NUCLEON- NUCLEON SCATTERING WAVE FUNCTION 
C NUCLEAR INETERATION 
C TO BE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/KIN/NE1.QVAL,Ell81.NTHETA,THETA3(8),THRl8).NECM,ECMC25),0F.C 
1M , ECM(N,Z56,AKl2,AKF2,CKK,AKCMl251.INDEX.LFIT,SIGl251.SORMAT,E31?5 
2),LOCKCM,JNECM,JECMl251 
COMMON/PWB/ 
1GI2141 . Gl414J . GF214), GF414),A214),A4(4),CH14),CTl4),C0141,Gll7,4, 
24 1.G217, 4. 4),G3 17,4,4•4),G417,4,4.41.G8141,G8214),GGGl4,4),GAl4,41 
3,GAGl4,41,GBA14,41•DC7,4•4)•DCl1,4•4•41.DAl6,4,4,4),D816,4,4,41,0l 
4171,02(7,4 9 4 ),Q317,4.41,P17 9 4 9 4,4)•COl71,IWRITEl15),Cl4,4,41 
COMMON I PHii I PHIEl16,24),ZLP(l6),WTEl16) 
FG(R,Fl,PP,GG) ~ R•Fl•SINIPP*Rl•EXPl-GG*R*Rl/PP 
I FIL . EO. 1 . AND. IWRITEIL) .NE. 01 WRITEl6,l) 
FORMATllHOJ 
s = o. o 
JJ=JECMll NECMl-1 
DO 20 JZ=l,16 
20 S=S+WTEIJ Z l*FGIZ LPIJZJ,PHIEIJZ , JJ),P(L,K,J,ll,G4(L,K,J,l)I 
I FllWRITEIL I . NE. 0) WRITEl6,51LtL•K,J,1.PIL,K,J,lltltK,J,l,G41L, 
lK,J,11,S 
5 FORMATllOH INTEGRAL ll,3X2HPlll.lH,lltlH,lltlHtllt3HI =El3.6,5X3HG 
14111,1H,ll,1H,ll,1H,ll,3HI =El3.6,5X3HS =El3.61 
RETURN 
END 
SIBF13 SIC DECK 
FUNCTION SCIL,M,K,J,11 
c 
C OVERLAP OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING WAVE FUNCTION 
C COULOMB INTERACTION 
C 3HEID,T12P VERSION 
C TO BE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/KIN/NE 1 ,QVAL,Ell8),NTHETA,THETA318),THR(8),NECM,ECMl25J,OFC 
1M,ECMIN,Z56,AKl2.AKF2,CKK,AKCMl251.INDEX,LFJT,SIGl251,SORMAT,E3125 
21tLOCKCM , JNECM,JECMl251 
COMMON/PWB/ 
1GI214J , Gl4141 , GF214J, GF4141,A2141 9 A4141,CHl41•CTl4l,COl4l,Gll7,4, 
241,G217 , 4,4l,G317 9 4,4 9 4J 9 G417 9 4,4,4),GBl4l,GB214l,GGGl4,4).GAl4,4) 
3,GAGl4,4 l ,GBAl4,4),0(7,4,41,DDl1,4,4 9 41,DAl6,4,4,4),DBl6,4,4,41,0l 
417),0217, 4 ,4),Q3(7,4•41 9 P( 7 9 4,4,41,COl7),IWRJTEl151, C l4,4 9 41 
COMMON I PHii I PHIEl16,241 , ZLPl16),WTEl161 
COMMON/CLINT/ZT2151 , ZT2415J, ZT4415), GC1C3,4,4),GC213,5,4,4), 
1GC313,5,4 , 4 , 4l,DCl3,4,41,0C113l,OC213,4,41,0C313 9 4,4l,GAGCl3,5,4,4 
2l,GC4C3,5,4,4,4l,DOC(l,5,4,4,4),0AC(3,5,4,4,41,0BCl3,5,4,4,41, 
3PCl3,5,4 , 4,41,CC0(31,CC(5,4,4 , 41,VOCl5) 
FG(R,F J, PP,GGI= R•Fl*SIN I PP*Rl*EXPl-GG*R*Rl/PP 
IFIL . Eo. 1 .AND. JWRIT EILI .NE. 01 WRITE(6,ll 
1 FORMA TllHO) 
SC•O.O 
JJ•J ECMllNECMl-1 
00 20 JZ • l,16 
20 SC•SC+WTEIJZl*FGIZLPIJZl,PHJEIJZ,JJl,PCILtM•K•J,Il,GC41L,M,K,J,I II 
IFllWRITEILI .NE. OIWRITE16, 5 1Lt L,M,K,J,1,PCILtM,K,J,I ),L,M.K,J, 
ll,GC4(L,M,K,J,Il,SC 
5 FORMATllOH INTEGRAL 12,3X3HPC(Jl,lH,Jl,lH,Jl,lH,ll,lH,Il,3Hl =E13. 
16,5X4HGC4lll,1Htll,1H,ll,1H,Jl,1H,llt3HI zE13.6,5X4HSC =F.13.61 
RETURN 
200 
ENO 
SIBF13 SIC DECK 
FUNCTION SCIL,M,K,J,I) 
c 
C OVERLAP OF NlJCLEON-NlJCLF.ON SCATTERING WAVE FUNCTION 
C COULOMB INTERACTION 
C TID,3HEl2N VERSION 
C TO BE lJSEO IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/KIN/NE1,0VAL,El181,NTHETA,THETA3181,THRl81,NECM,ECMl251.0EC 
lM,ECMfN,Z56,AKl2,AKF2,CKK,AKCMl25),INOEX,LFIT,SIGC251 , SORMAT.E312~ 
21 9 LOCKCM,INECM,JECMl251 
COMMON/PW8/ 
1Gl214),Gl4141,GF214), GF4141,A214),A4141,CHl41,CTl41.CDl41,Gll7,4, 
241,G217 9 4,41,G317,4,4,41,G417,4,4,41,G8C4l,G82C41,GGGl4,4l,GAl4,41 
3 9 GAGl4 9 41,GBAl 4 ,4l,D17,4,41,DDl1,4,4,41,DAl6,4,4,4),0Al6,4.4,4),Ql 
4(7) , 0217,4, 4 J,03 C7,4,4J,P(7,4,4,4),COl71,IWRITEl15),Cl4,4,41 
COMMON I PHii I PHIE116,241,ZLPC16l,WTE116) 
COMMON/CLINT/ZT2C5), ZT2415), ZT44151,GC1C2,5,4,41,GC212,5,4,4J , 
1GC312,5,4,4,4),DCl2,5,4,4), oc212,5,4,4),0C312t5t4t41,GGGCl5,4.41 
2, GC412,5 , 4,4,41,oc1c21. DACl2,5,4,4,4),0BCl2,5,4,4,4). 
3PC12,5,4,4 , 4),CCOC31,CCl5,4,4,4),VOCC5l,GCBl5,4),GCR215,4) 
FGCR,Fl,PP, GGI= R*FI•SINIPP•Rl•EXPC-GG* R*Rl/PP 
IFCL .EO. 1 .AND. IWRITECL) .NE. 01 WRITEl6,ll 
l FORMAT( lHOI 
SC=O.O 
JJaJECMIINECMl-1 
DO 20 JZ=l,16 
20 SC • SC+WTEIJZl•FGIZLPIJZl,PHIEIJZ,JJ),PCIL,M,K,J,f),GC4CL,M,K,J,I II 
IFIIWRITEILI .NE. OlWRITEl6,51L, L,M,K,J,I,PCIL,M,K,J,l),L,M,K,J, 
ll,GC4CL,M,K,J,Jl,SC 
5 FORMATClOH INTEGRAL 12,3X3HPClll,lH,ll,lHtll,lH,Jl,lH,fl,3HI =El3. 
l6,5X4HGC4 Cll,lH,Jl , lH,Jl,lH,ll,lH,Jl,3HI =El3.6,5X4HSC =El3.6) 
RETURN 
END 
SIBF13 FOLD DECK 
SUBROUTINE FOLD 
c 
C FOLDS IN EXPERIMENTAL ENERGY RESOLUTION 
C TO BE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/MAIN/KTHRY,KOMNRM,NFIT,KOUT,ISAVE,SAVE 
COMMON/KIN/NE1,QVAL,Ell81,NTHETA,THETA3(8),THR(8),NECM,ECMl251,0EC 
1M,ECMIN,Z56,AKl2 9 AKF2,CKK,AKCMl25),INDEX,LFIT,SIGl25l,SORMAT,E3125 
2) , LOCKCM,INECM,JECMl251 
COMMON/FOOL/E3 1NTllOOOl,SIGINTl10001,SIGFLDllOOOJ,GAC50),JNTMAX, 
lDE3,RES,SGFM,IGMAX 
C INTERPOLATE TO EVENLY-SPACED SPECTRUM 
c 
NMAX=NECM 
WRITE16,26IRES,IGMAX,OE3 
26 FORMATC42Xl9H GAUSSIAN PRAMETERS///,l0Xl3H RESOLUTION zF7.4, 
15X26HPOINTS PER HALF-GAUSSIAN R13,10Xl8HENERGY INCREMENT zF6.3//l 
IFCRES .EO. 0.01 IGMAX :: O.O 
RIGMAX•IGMAX 
E31MINaE3CNMAXl-RIGMAX*DE3 
E31NTIIGMAX + 11 : E31ll 
J=l 
11 : I GMAX + J 
E31NTCll+lJ = E31NTllll - DE3 
IFCE31NTlll+ll.LT.E31MINI GO TO 2 
c 
J•J+l 
GO TO 
2 INTMAX " II + l 
00 3 I 2 l,IGMAX 
IJ • IGMAX + l - I 
3 E31NTllJI • E31NTllJ+ll + OE3 
DO 4 I • l, I NTMAX 
SI GF L 011 I ,. 0. 0 
4 SIGINTC I l "' O.O 
SIGINTllGMAX+ll SIGlll 
IM • IGMAX + 2 
IE3 = 2 
00 5 I = IM,INTMAX 
IJM = I 
GO TO 9 
6 I E3 = I E3 + l 
201 
9 IFIE31NTlll.LT.E31NMAX-lll GO TO 14 
IFIE31NTIIl.LT.E311E311 GO TO 6 
X ,. E3 I NT I I l 
Xl = E31IE3+ll 
XZ E31fE31 
X3 E31IE3-ll 
Yl ,. SIGIIE3+ll 
Y2 = SIGllE31 
Y3 SIGllE3-ll 
SIGINTII I = IX-X2l*IX-X3l*Yl/l(Xl-X21*1Xl-X31l + IX-Xll*IX-X31*Y2/ 
lllX2-Xll*IX2-X31l + IX-Xll*IX-X2l*Y3/l(X3-Xll*IX3-X211 
5 CONTINUE 
14 SL= ISIGINMAXJ-SIGINMAX - lll/IE3(NMAXl-E31NMAX-lll 
Xl • E31NMAXI 
Yl " SIGINMAX) 
DO 15 J " IJM,INTMAX 
15 SIGINT(Jl • Yl + SL*IE3INTIJl - Xll 
IFIRES .EO. O.Ol GO TO 50 
WRITElb ,30) 
30 FORMATl20X5HPOINT,7X6HENERGY,8X5HVALUE//I 
C SET UP GAUSSIAN 
c 
SO•RES/2.354 
00 10 JG = l,JGMAX 
AIG " IG 
EE "' AIG*DE3 
GACIGl•EXPl-EE*EE/12.*SO*SDIJ 
WRITEl6,3011AJG,EE,GAIIGJ 
301 FORMATll9XF6.3,8XF6.3 9 5XEl0.21 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
C FOLD GAUSSIAN RESOLUTION INTO SPECTRUM 
c 
00 7 I '"' l,IGMAX 
SIGFLDIII = SIGINTllJ 
DO 8 IF • l,IGMAX 
I FG ,. IF + I 
8 SIGFLDIII = SIGFLOllJ + SIGINTIIFGl*GAllFI 
7 CONTINUE 
JMIN z IGMAX + l 
DO 11 J s JMIN,INTMAX 
SIGFLDIJI = SIGINTIJl 
00 12 JF "' lolGMAX 
JFP = J + JF 
202 
JFM • J - JF 
12 SIGFLOIJI • SIGFLDIJl+ISIGINTtJFPl+SIGINTIJFMll*GAIJFI 
11 CONTINUE 
SGFM • O.O 
DO 13 I = l • I NTMAX 
13 IFISIGFLDtll.GT.SGFMI SGFM 
RETURN 
50 SGFMs O.O 
DO 51 l~l.INTMA~ 
SIGFLDI I l=SIGJNTI I I 
SIGFLOl I I 
IFtSI GFLDtll .GT. SGFMISGFM=SIGFLDlll 
51 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SIBF13 NORMLZ DECK 
SUBROUTINE NORMLZ 
c 
C TO BE USED IN SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
COMMON/MAIN/KTHRY.KOMNRM,NFIT,KOUT,ISAVE,SAVE 
COMMON/FOOL/E31NTllOOOl.SIGINTtlOOOl,SIGFLDtlOOO).GAt50l.INTMAX. 
1DE3,RES.SGFM.IGMAX 
COMMON/NORM/SNORM.SIGNRMl l OOOl.SMAX.ENORM.SIGMAX 
SMAX•O.O 
IFIKOMNRM . EO. 1 .AND. ISAVE .EO. 21 GO TO 25 
DO 4 l•l.INTMAX 
J2 I 
IFtABStE31NTIJl-ENORMI .LT. OE3 I GO TO 5 
4 CONTINUE 
SFACcSNORM/SGFM 
WR I TEl6,201SGFM 
20 FORMATllHO lOX20HNORMALIZED TO SGFM %El3.6//) 
GO TO 6 
5 SFAC=SNORM/SIGFLDIJl 
WRITE16,l51 SNORM.ENORM 
15 FORMATtlHO 29Xl7HNORMALIZATION IS El3.6.4H AT F7.3,4H MEV//) 
6 DO 7 lcl,JNTMAX 
SIGNRMlll=SF AC* SIGF LDlll 
IFISIGNRMtll . GT. SMAXISMAXsSIGNRMlll 
7 CONTINUE 
RE TURN 
25 WRITEt6,261SAVE 
26 FORMATllHO 29X54HNORMALIZATION IS COMMON TO PREVIOUS CALCULATION 
1 SAVE •E l5.6//l 
SFAC•SAVE•S IGMAX/SGFM 
GO TO 6 
ENO 
SIBF13 OUT DECK 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
c 
C OUTPUT SUBROUTINE TO BE USED WITH SUPER PROGRAM 
c 
DIMENSION LINEl50) 
COMMON/MAIN/KTHRY.KOMNRM,NFIT.KOUT,ISAVE,SAVE 
COMMON/K I N/N El.OVALtEllAl.NTHETA,THETA3t8),THR(8),NECM,ECMt251.DEC 
lM,ECMIN,Z56,AKl2,AKF2.CKK,AKCMt251.INDEX,LFIT.SIGt25l,SORMAT, E3 t25 
21.LOCKCM.I NECM,JECMl251 
COMMON/NORM/SNORM,SIGNRMl10001 9 SMAX,ENORM,SIGMAX 
COMMON/FOOL/E31NTllOOOl,SIGINTllOOOl,SIGFLOllOOOl.GAl50),INTMAX. 
10E3,RES,SGFM,IGMAX 
COMMON/LBL/WTLALtl3),PTLBLl13).PNLBLl13l,XMIN.XMAX , YMIN,YMAX.TTt21 
c 
203 
l,TT1121,AAl141,TTT,EXE31 2 51,EXOl251,FXV01?51.DATAMX.NF3MAX 
REAL MINUS.LINE 
DATA RLANK 9 POINT 9 RAR.STAR,MINUS.PLUS/1H .tH •• lHl.lH•,lH-,IH+/ 
C WRITE OUT RAW CROSS SECTION CALCULATED IN KINMAT 
c 
WRITEl6 9 401 
40 FORMATl20X23H RAW OUTPUT FROM KINMAT//10X2HE3.20X3HECM,IAX3HSIG//I 
WRITEl6.4111E31Il.ECMlll.SJGIIl.l=l,NFCMI 
41 FORMATl3E20 , 61 
c 
C CHOOSE MODE OF OUTPUT AS GIVEN BY CONTROL CARD 
c 
IF(KOUT ,NE. 01 GO TO 18 
c 
C GENERATE WR I TE- -PLOT 
c 
19 SCALE~ l .25•SMAX 
SFs50.0/SCALE 
WRITE16.11SCALE 
1 FORMATl2HOXE8.2.2H 29XlH49XlH69XlH88X2Hl0?8H E3 EXP 
1 THRY I 
WRITEl6,21 
2 FORMATl53H .---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+.I 
Lc O 
DO 10 11=1.INTMAX 
J=O 
KP•O 
KM"'O 
K=O 
NN,.O 
4 DO 3 IK=l , 50 
3 LINEllKl=BLANK 
I = INTMA X+l-11 
J=SIGNRMlll*SF+0.99 
DO 9 N21,NE3MAX 
IFIABSI EXE31Nl-E3INTI I I I .GT. RESI GO TO 9 
K=EXDINl*SF+0.99 
KP=I EXD I Nl+EXVDINll*SF+0.99 
KMs (EXDINl-EXVDINll*SF+0.99 
NN• N 
GO TO 7 
9 NNs25 
CONTINUE 
7 L=l+l 
J =MOD(J,501 
KP2MODIKP , 50) 
KM=MODIKM,5 0 ) 
K=MOD(K,501 
LINEIJl=POINT 
LIN E IKPl=BAR 
LINEIKMl=BAR 
LI NEIKlsSTAR 
END = BAR 
!Fil .EQ. 11 END=PLU S 
IF ( L • EQ. 11 L =-4 
6 WRITEC6,51END , LINE,END,E3INTIIl,EXDINNl.SIGNRMIII 
5 FORMATllH 52Al 9 F6,2,5X,F7.3 9 3X,F9.51 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITEC6,21 
RETURN 
204 
18 IFIKOUT .EO. 21 GO TO 20 
c 
C PLOTTING OF OUTPUT OF PROGRAM ON CALCOMP 
c 
IFILFIT.GT.11 GO TO 30 
WRITEl6,281PTLAL 
28 FORMATllOX,13A6/I 
CALL OUTCORIAA,NWDSI 
WR I TE I 6, 200 I ( PTLBL (I I, I= 1, 131 
200 FORMAT113A61 
CALL OUTCOR 
CALL SYSSYMl1.00,9,00,.l2,AA,6*NWDS,O.I 
CALL LABELIO.,O.,XMIN,XMAX,15.,6,TT,12,0I 
CALL LABELlo •• o •• xMJN,XMAX,15.,-30,TTl.2.0I 
CALL LABELIO.,O.,YMJN,YMAX,10.,4,TTT,5,ll 
CALL LAAELIO.,O.,YMJN,YMAX,10.,-20,TTl,2,ll 
30 LFz-1 
IFILFIT .LT. NFITI LF=O 
IP=l 
IFILFIT.GT.11 IP=2 
I SYSzO 
IF(LFIT.GT.111SYS=3+LFIT 
CALL PLOTXYllNTMAX,E31NT,SIGNRM,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,LF,IP,ISYS,251 
25 LFIT=LFIT+l 
IFIKOUT .EO. 11 GO TO 21 
c 
C PUNCH OUTPUT OF CALCULATION 
c 
c 
20 WRITE(6,531 
53 FORMATl1H0,5X34HE31NT AND SIGNRM HAVE BEEN PUNCHED//) 
PUNCH 200,(PNLBLlll, I=l,131 
PUNCH 54, IE31NTIJl,SIGNRMlll, l=l,INTMAXI 
54 FORMATl2E20.61 
C LISTING OF OUTPUT OF PROGRAM 
c 
21 WRITE(6,511 
51 FORMATl1H0,5X5HE3INT8X6HSIGNRM//I 
WRITE(6,501 IE3INTIIl,SIGNRMIII. l=l,INTMAXI 
50 FORMATl5XF7 . 3,5XF9.51 
RETURN 
ENO 
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